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Change History 

Date Version Changes 
6/25/2019 2.30 The description of entity_type  output field permitted values  was updated in 

“the Method for getting information regarding all activity locations and 

storage locations of a  participant”. 

The types of packer_address and min_zdrav output fields were changed in 

“the Method for getting information from the register of medical products 

manufactured by a company”. 

Sgtin format was extended by prod_d_name, drug_code, prod_form_name 

fields. 

Some examples were updated in the following sections:  

• “the Method used for searching in the Group code register” 

• “the Method used for searching in the Group code register according 
to the value list” 

• “the Method for getting detailed information regarding Group code 
and medical products connected with it” 

• “the Method used for searching all the records with the status 
“Suspension of circulation” in the Group code register” 

• “the Method used for searching information about tertiary packaging 
Group code”   

 
The input/output placement_type field was added to the method “Filtering by 
the register of disposal registrars”. 

6/5/2019  2.29 The link to the test CryptoPro CA was changed in the section “The setup of 
secure TLS (https) connection to API”. 
 
“The Method for getting public information regarding manufactured medical 
products” was added. 
 
New method calling constraints were added to the table “API methods call 
horizon for users” in the section “General requirements how to use 
methods”. 
 
String representation of setup address was added to the outputs of the 
method called “Filtering by the register of emission registrars”. 
 
The value list search method  accomplished  in the public Group code register 
was changed: 

- failed and failed_entries fields were added to the outputs; 
- total output field features were changed; now it’s possible to see the 

total number of requested records.  

5/24/2019 2.28 The method called “Filtering by the register of emission registrars” was 

added. 

The method called “Filtering by the register of disposal registrars”was added.   
  
The method called “Filtering by the virtual warehouse register” was added. 
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“The value list search method accomplished in the public Group code 

register” was added. 

 

The constraint of pagination display was added to the following methods: 

“Filtering by the register of emission registrars ”, “Filtering by the register of 

disposal registrars”, “Filtering of  the virtual warehouse register” 

New DeviceContractInfoEntry, SgtinsFilter types were added to the section 

“Basic data structures, constraints and operation completion codes”, the 

SgtinsFilter description was relocated from the section “The value list search 

method accomplished in the Group code register”.  

New method calling constraints were added to the section “General 

requirements how to use methods” in the table “API methods call horizon for 

users”. 

A new DeviceId constraint was added to the table “Data field constraints”. 

New REESTR_REGISTRATION_DEVICES, REESTR_VIRTUAL_STORAGE rights 
were added to the section called “the List of accounting system user rights”. 

4/17/2019 2.27 Section 2 was renamed in «General information about interface methods of 
“MDLP System”». 
 
«Access to interface methods of “MDLP System” » was relocated to a 
subsection. 
 
There was added a section called “Getting localized messages”. 
Request examples  were updated in “the Method for getting authentication 
code” and in “the Method for getting a session key”. 
 
A new “Document version” field was added to the “Document” description, 

request examples  were updated in the following methods: 

• “Getting the list of outgoing documents” 

• “Getting the list of incoming documents” 

• “Getting document metadata” 

3/22/2019 2.26 The list of possible Group code statuseswas updated: 
- the unused moved_to_warehouse status was deleted 
- the following statuses were added: change_owner, 

change_owner_state_gov, confirm_return_paused, 
experiment_outbound, in_partial_medical_use, in_partial_sale, 
in_partial_discount_prescription_sale, moved_to_eeu  

 
“Product location ID in the customs controlled area” tag was added  to the 
filter of the method called  “Getting information from the customs controlled 
area register, the usage sample was updated. 
A new customs_point_id field (Product location ID in the customs controlled 
area) was added to the outputs of the following methods: 
 

• “The Group code search Method”; 

• “The value list search Method  accomplished  in the Group code 
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register”; 

• “The Method of getting detailed information regarding Group code 
and medical products connected with it”; 

• “The Method used for searching all the records with the Suspension 
of circulation  status in the Group code register”; 

• “The Method used for searching information about tertiary packaging 
Group code”. 

 
“Product location ID in the customs controlled area” tag was added to Sgtin 
description. 
 
Requirements to request_id field were supplemented (the section called 
“request_id Identifier”). 
 
The description of access rights required for each method was added. 

“The Method used for searching information about tertiary packaging Group 
code” and “the Method for getting information regarding hierarchy of an 
enclosure  in tertiary packaging  ” were added. 

3/11/2019 2.25  “The value list search method accomplished in the Group code register” was 
added. 
 
A new REESTR_OWNED_SSCC_SGTIN access right was added to the list of user 
rights. 

2/26/2019 2.24 The codes 301 and 429 were added to the section “Operation completion 
codes”. 
 
Sgtin description was relocated to the section “Basic data structures, 
constraints and operation completion codes”. 
 
The list of OutcomeDocument fields was diversified: device_id and 
skzkm_origin_msg_id fields were added. 
 
Usage samples of “Getting the list of outgoing documents” and “Getting 
document metadata” methods were updated. 
 
“The Method for getting information regarding the settings of a current user 
profile” and “the Method for changing a current user profile settings” were 
added. 
 
“The Method for updating the data of a current participant from 
the register of licenses to operate pharmacy” and “the Method for updating  
the data of a current participant from the register of manufacturer licenses“ 
were added, the table 1 “API methods call horizon for users” was diversified. 
 

1/31/2019 2.23 The paragraph called “The description of ‘MDLP System’ ID” was added to the 
section “Basic data structures, constraints and operation completion codes”. 
 
The field status was added to  “the Search&Filter Method for getting 
information regarding activity location”, “the Search&Filter Method for 
getting information regarding storage location”, “the Filter Method applied to 
pharmaceutical circulation entities”, some examples were updated. 
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language and  registration_federal_subject_code fields were added to “the 
Method for getting information about the company of current user 
registration”. 
 
“The Change Data method applied to the company of current user 
registration” was added.  
 
The MANAGE_MEMBER right was added to “the List of accounting system 
user rights (RightsEnum)”. 
 
The tag names were changed in “the Method for getting information from 
Group code register. 
 
The description of emission_type tag was added to the input arguments of 
the following methods: “the Search Method applied to Group code register”, 
“the Method used for searching all the records with the status “Suspension of 
circulation” in the Group code register”. 
 
Aids for using HTTPS protocol were added to the following sections: “The 
setup of secure TLS (https) connection to API”, “User authentication and 
authorization”. 
 
The output field suspension_date was added to the following methods: “the 
Search&Filter Method for getting information regarding activity location” and 
“the Search&Filter Method for getting information regarding storage 
location”. 

12/7/2018 2.22 The output field ogrnip was added to “the Method for getting information 
about the company of current user registration”, the cardinality of ogrn field 
was changed. 
 
The output field last_tracing_op_date was added to the following methods: 
“the Search Method applied to Group code register”, “the Method used for 
searching all the records with the status “Suspension of circulation” in the 
Group code register”, “the Method for getting detailed information regarding 
Group code and medical products connected with it”. 
 
The information about test Participants (identifiers, users, a list of medical 
products, an activity location list) was updater in the section “Authorization 
examples applied to test participants”.  
 
The information from the section “The setup of secure TLS (https) connection 
to API” was updated. 
 
The unnecessary field email was added to UserEditProfileEntry. 
 
Interval values were specified in the paragraph 1.2. “General requirements 
how to use methods”. 
 
The description of pagination display constraint was added. 
 
Parameter names were corrected in the following methods: “The 
Search&Filter Method applied to accounting systems”, “the Method of 
filtering trusted counterparties”. 
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11/19/2018 2.21 The field pack_1 was added to the following methods: “Filtering of the unified 
reference-catalog of medicinal drugs”,  “the Method for getting detailed 
information about  medical products manufactured by a company”, “the 
Method for getting detailed information regarding Group code and medical 
products connected with it”, “the Method for getting information from the 
register of medical products manufactured by a company”, examples were 
updated. 
Packer1, Packer2_3, QA formats were added to data structures.  
 
The filtering method applied to the customs controlled area register was 
added. 
 
Parameters description was updated in the following methods: “the Search 
Method applied to Group code register”, “the Method for getting detailed 
information regarding Group code and medical products connected with it” 
and “the Method for uploading a large document”. 

10/29/2018 2.20 Information regarding API connection setting was updated in paragraph 3.4. 
 
Host links were updated in method calls examples in use.  

10/19/2018 2.19 GLF_NAME, GLF_COUNTRY fields were added to the outputs of the method 
called “Getting information from the unified reference-catalog of medicinal 
drugs”. 
 
There were added glf_name, glf_country fields to the outputs of “the Method 
for getting information from the register of manufactured medical products”, 
“the Method for getting detailed information about  medical products 
manufactured by a company. 
 
The section called “the Method of getting detailed information regarding 
Group code and medical products connected with it” was changed, glf_name, 
glf_country  fields were added to GtinInfo. 
 

10/5/2018 2.18 Examples were updated for the following methods: “the Search Method 
applied to Group code register”, “the Method for getting detailed information 
regarding Group code and medical products connected with it”, “the Method 

used for searching all the records with the status ‘Suspension of circulation’ 
in the Group code register”. 
 
positon field was added for the following methods: “the Method for user 
registration (for  residents)” and “the Method for user registration (for  non-
residents)”. 

9/27/2018 2.17 The field is_admin was added to the filter of the following method : “The 
Search&Filter Method  applied to  registered users”. 
 
The field is_admin was added to Group and GroupFilter data formats. 
The field login was added to User and GroupedUser formats. 

9/11/2018 2.16 The method usage sample was corrected in “the Method for user registration 
(for  non-residents)”. 
 
Document type was logically divided into OutcomeDocument and 
IncomeDocument  for API methods (implementation wasn’t affected). 
Output information type was updated for the methods that used to return 
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Document. 
 
The field called “Document sender ID in IS ‘Marking of Goods (GUID)’” was 
added for the following methods: 
- GET <endpoint>/<version>/documents/request/{request_id} 
- POST <endpoint>/<version>/documents/income 

8/21/2018 2.15 The output format was changed in “the Method for getting information about 
a particular activity location” and “the Method for getting information about 
a particular storage location”. 
 
The list of output data and examples were updated in the following methods: 
“the Filter Method applied to the unified reference-catalog of medicinal 
drugs”, “the Method for getting detailed information about  medical products 
manufactured by a company”, “the Search Method applied to Group code 
register”, “the Method for getting information from  the register of 
manufactured medical products”, “the Method for getting detailed 
information regarding Group code and medical products connected with it”, 
“the Method for getting information from the register of  medical products 
manufactured by a company”. 
 
A usage sample was updated in “the Method for accounting system 
registration”. 
 
The header of “the Method for user registration (for residents)” was changed. 
 
The header of “the Method for user registration (for non-residents)” was 
changed. 
 
The description of input parameters was corrected in the following methods: 
“Document sending”, “Sending of a large document”. 
 
A usage sample was updated in the method “Sending of a large document”. 
 
FAQ section was updated. 

8/3/2018 2.14 The following sections were added: “General requirements and constraints 
applied to the methods of 'MDLP System’ interface”, “Constraints applied to 
methods of user authentication and authorization methods”. 
 
The header of the section “Requirements to sending documents signed by e-
signature” was corrected. 
  
The section “GroupedUser format” was changed, new parameters were 
added. 
URL example of api/v1/documents/cancel  was corrected in the method 
called  “Cancelling document sending”. 
 
The spelling of a tag name in the JSON «count» format was corrected in the 
method “Getting the list of outgoing documents”. 
 
The value of the tag date was corrected in the examples of the following 
methods: “Getting the list of outgoing documents”, “Getting the list of 
incoming documents”. 
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The number of the paragraph “the Method for getting information about size 
constraints of small documents” was changed from 2.4 to 2.5 in the section 
“User authentication and authorization”. 
 
The name of the middle_name tag was corrected in “the Method for 
registration of accounting system users (for residents)”. 
 
The unused tag confirmPassword was deleted from “the Method for 
registration of accounting system users (for non-residents)”. 
 
The section “Getting information about manufacturing licenses” was 
changed, output parameters were added. 
 
The section “Getting information about pharmaceutical activity licenses” was 
changed, the cardinality of output parameters was corrected. 
 
The section called “the Search&Filter method for getting information 
regarding storage location” was changed, some parameters were added to 
WarehouseEntry. 
 
The section called “the Method for getting the list of countries” was changed, 
a parameter was added to CountryInfo , the cardinality of parameters was 
specified. 
 
The section called “the Method for getting the list of the Russian Federation 
federal subjects” was changed, the cardinality of Region parameters was 
specified, the description of a parameter was replaced. 
 
The description of EsklpFilter parameters and PROD_D  parameter was 
changed in the method “Filtering of the unified reference-catalog of 
medicinal drugs”, InfoEsklp parameters were specified. 
The section called “the Method for getting detailed information regarding 
Group code and medical products connected with it” was changed, the 
cardinality of GtinInfo parameters was corrected. 
 
The section called “the Method for getting information from the register of  
medical products manufactured by a company” was changed, the cardinality 
of MedProduct parameters was corrected. 
 
The section called “the Method for getting detailed information about 
medical products manufactured by a company” was changed, the cardinality 
of output parameters was corrected. 
 
The section called “the Method for viewing registration requests of foreign 
counterparties” was changed, the cardinality of ForeignCounterpartyEntry 
parameters was corrected. 
 
The section called “the Filter method applied to pharmaceutical circulation 
entities” was changed, the description of PartnersFilter parameters was 
corrected, a parameter was added to ForeignCounterparty, parameters were 
added to RegistrationEntry and the cardinality of these parameters was 
specified, a usage sample was updated. 
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The section “FAQ” was added. 
 
The UserEditProfileEntry format was added. The type of an input argument 
was changed for the method in the section called “the Method for changing 
the data of user profile” from User to UserEditProfileEntry. 
 
The tag description was changed  in “The Search&Filter method for getting 
information regarding activity location” in the data structure BranchFilter of  
the field federal_district_code. Constraints were added for 
federal_district_code. 
 
The input parameter branch_id  was deleted from “the Method for activity 
location registration”. 
 
The input parameter warehouse_id was deleted from “the Method for 
storage location registration”. 
 
The example of the section “Document sending” was corrected (the doc_type 
parameter was deleted). 
 
The numbers were deleted from section links in the section called “User 
authentication and authorization”. 

6/19/2018 2.13 The following methods were added: 

• The Method for getting the link to a document receipt 

• Getting the e-signature of an outgoing document 

6/4/2018 2.12 The description of the doc_id parameter was added for the following 
methods: 

• Getting document metadata 

• Getting a document by ID 
 
The description of the request_id parameter was added for the method: 

• Getting the list of documents by request ID 
 
The following sections were added: 

• Qualified certificate format for e-signature  

• The list of possible Group code statuses 
 

The format of return values was changed in the method for getting 
information about current user rights, the usage sample of this method was 
corrected. 
 
The path for the method call was corrected in “the Method for getting the list 
of countries”. 
GUID constraint was deleted from the description of the RegistrationAddress 
attribute address_id: 

• The Method for getting information about current user addresses 

• The Method for getting information about the addresses  of a 
requested participant, for storage location registration or for sending 
documents 

 
GUID constraint was deleted from the description of the BranchEntry and 
WarehouseEntry  attribute id for the following methods: 

• The Search&Filter method for getting information regarding activity 
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location 

• The Search&Filter method for getting information regarding storage 
location 

 
The field chiefs (information about chiefs of the companies) was added to 
Member for the following method: 

• the Method of getting information about the company of current user 
registration (members/current). 

 
The section replicating “the Method for getting information about the 
company of current user registration” description was deleted. 
 
The numbers of methods that don’t require token in the request header were 
deleted in the section «Access to ‘MDLP System’interface methods». 
 
The authorization token was deleted in the usage sample from the request 
header of “the Method for getting information about size constraints of small 
documents”. 

5/16/2018 2.11 The list of account user rights (RightsEnum) was updated by: 
● MANAGE_FOREIGN_COUNTERPARTY 
● REESTR_COUNTERPARTY 

 
New sections were added: 

• ForeignAddress format 

• Requirements applied to sending documents signed by e-signature 
 
New methods were added: 

• the Method for activity location registration 

• the Method for getting information about current user addresses 

• the Method for storage location registration 

• the Method for getting information about the addresses of a 
requested participant, storage location registration or sending of 
documents 

• the Method for getting the list of countries 

• the Method for getting the list of the Russian Federation federal 
subjects 

• the Filter method applied to pharmaceutical circulation entities 

• the Method for foreign counterparties’ registration 
 

The description of request_id input parameter was added for the following 
methods: 

• Document sending 

• Sending of a large document 

4/28/2018 2.10 The list of account users’ rights (RightsEnum) was updated by: 
● REESTR_SGTIN 
● REESTR_MED_PRODUCTS 
● MANAGE_TRUSTED_PARTNERS 
● VIEW_TRUSTED_PARTNERS 
● MANAGE_BRANCH 
● MANAGE_SAFE_WAREHOUSE 
● VIEW_REGISTRATION_FOREIGN_COUNTERPARTY_LOG 

 
There was added a new status for the document 
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● FAILED_RESULT_READY 
 
New fields were added to DocFilter 

• The type of system upload 

• The date of document processing: the start of the process 

• The date of document processing: the end of the process 

• Unique sender ID 

• Unique recipient ID 
 
New fields were added to Document 

• The date of document processing 

• The recipient of a document. Applicable to incoming documents 

• The type of system upload 
 
New sections were added 

• Outdated methods in documentation 

• GroupedUser format 
 
New methods were added 

• The Method for  adding  electronic signature (e-signature) for users 
(applicable to residents) 

• The Method for deleting user e-signature (applicable to residents) 

• The Search Method applied to Group code register 

• The Method for  getting detailed information regarding Group code 
and medical products connected with it 

• The Method used for searching all the records with the status 

“Suspension of circulation” in the Group code register 

• The Method for getting information about the company of current 
user registration 

• The Method for getting information from the register of  medical 
products manufactured by a company 

• The Method for getting detailed information about  medical products 
manufactured by a company 

• The Method for getting information about the company of current 
user registration 

• The Method for uploading large documents to webdav - Uploading of 
a large document 

• The Method for getting information about registered certificates of a 
current user 

• The Method for getting information about registered certificates of a 
user 

• The Search method for getting information regarding activity location 
and storage location 

• The Method for getting information about current user rights 

• The Method for changing the data of a user profile 

• The Method for viewing registration requests of foreign 
counterparties 

• The Method for adding trusted counterparties 

• The Method for deleting trusted counterparties 

• The Method for filtering trusted counterparties 
 
The following methods were marked like outdated: 
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• The Search Method applied to registered users 

• The Method for getting the list of user rights groups 

• The Method for searching by accounting systems 

• The Method for getting information regarding activity location 

• The Method for getting information regarding storage location 
 
Outdated methods were replaced by the new ones: 

• The Search&Filter Method  applied to  registered users 

• The Search&Filter Method  applied to the list of user rights groups 

• The Search&Filter Method  applied to accounting systems 

• The Search&Filter method for getting information regarding activity 
location 

• The Search&Filter method for getting information regarding storage 
location 

 
The following method was deleted: 

• The Method for changing user e-signature (for residents) 
 
The following changes were added to methods: 

• Input search parameters were moved to Json attribute filter in the 
method  “Filtering of the unified reference-catalog of medicinal 
drugs” 

• The constraint GUID was deleted from client_secret parameter 

• The description of certificate ID was changed for “the Method of 
getting authentication code” 

• A comment for the field document was added to “the Method for 
sending a document” 

• The api_key field  was renamed to client_id  in the AccountSystem 
format 

• Return information has BranchEntry format in “the Method of getting 
information about a particular activity location” 

• Return information has WarehouseEntry  format in “the Method of 
getting information about a particular activity location” 

• The mandatory field email was added to input parameters of “the 
Method for registration of accounting system users (for residents) 

• The mandatory field email was added to input parameters of “the 
Method for registration of accounting system users (for non-
residents) 

• E-mail  must be typed-in now in the field user_id for auth_type 
PASSWORD (authentication password) in “the Method for getting 
authentication code” 

• A recommendation how to use client’s webDav for uploading files 
was added  to “the Method for uploading a large document” 

• The doc_type parameter was deleted from input parameters in “the 
Method for sending a large document” 

2/2/2018 2.9 Output information was updated (account_system_id  field was added) for 
the method: 

• the Method for accounting system registration 
A new section was added 

• The setup of secure TLS (https) connection to API 
 
There was added a comment to the field Signature type in the section 
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• E-signature format 
 
There was added the description of using e-signature keys and sending 
documents with the help of the following methods  

• Document sending 

• Sending of a large document 

1/9/2018 2.8 The format of Date pattern was changed; 

Document data sorting by date comes with the outcome/income calls; 

The documents of scheme 200 from income are filtered 

12/13/2017 2.7 There was added a usage sample for each method (request and response) 
 
The sys_id parameter was deleted from DocFilter. 
 
The output information for the method of searching tax debts was changed – 
only one object backs up  instead of array of objects 

• Getting information about tax debts 
 
There was added a comment for the public_cert parameter in the following 
methods: 

• the Method for registration of accounting system users (for residents) 

• the Method for changing user e-signature (for residents) 

11/30/2017 2.6 There was added a section with the description of signature format that is 
used in the methods of sending documents and user (residents) 
authorization: 

• E-signature format 
 
There was added the description of certificate ID for the method: 

• the Method for getting authentication code 
 
Output information was updated (user_id was added) for the following 
methods: 

• the Method for registration of accounting system users (for residents) 

• the Method for registration of accounting system users (for non-
residents) 

11/27/2017 2.5 There was added a section with the examples of test participants’ 
authorization. 

17.11.2017 2.4 1) The token parameter was deleted from the list of those that are passed 
through request body in all the methods. Authorization is carried out using 
http header’of Authorization. 
 
2) The information about methods that require/don’t require authorization 
was added to section 3.2. User authentication and authorization. 
 
3) HTTP method was changed from GET to POST: 

• Getting a text address by FIAS ID 
4) The <endpoint>/<version>/reestr/egrip path was changed  in the method 
called “Getting record data from USR of Individual Entrepreneurs”  
5) “The Method for getting a document by ID” was added 
6) JSON format tag was added to AccountSystem format: 

● account_system_id 
 
7) The data type JSON was changed for Array of Strings in User format for the 
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field groups. 
8) The references were updated by the method of Getting information from 
the unified reference-catalog of medicinal drugs. 

10/28/2017 2.3 Correction of misprints 

10/27/2017 2.2 user was changed for users in the context path of the following methods: 

• the Method for removing accounting system users 

• the Method for changing user e-signature (for residents) 

• the Method for changing user password (for non-residents) 

• the Search Method applied to registered users 
 
HTTP method was changed from POST to PUT in the following methods: 

• the Method for changing user e-signature (for residents) 

• the Method for changing user password (for non-residents) 
 
Output data block was added for the following method: 

• The Method for getting information about a user 
 
The description of password tag was corrected (password Hash was changed 
for Password) in the method of changing user password (for non-residents). 
 
Operation completion codes were changed for http codes in the responses to 
http requests.  
 
The JSON format tag Operation status was deleted from output data of all the 
methods. 
 
The list of accounting system user rights (RightsEnum) was changed for user 
account control. 
The following rights: 

● registration_resident_user 
● registration_nonresident_user 
● registration_account_system 
● set_rights 
● delete_user 

were replaced by: 
● manage_accounts 
● view_accounts 

10/19/2017 2.1 The following methods were added: 
getting information from the register of manufacturer licenses (by owner 
licenses); 
getting information from the register of licenses to operate pharmacy (by 
owner  licenses); 
getting information from a register ; 
getting the list of owner’s activity locations; 
getting the list of owner’s storage locations. 
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1. General requirements and constraints applied to the methods of 

“MDLP System” interface 
 

1.1. Requirements to developer qualifications 
The manual states that the developer of the software used by pharmaceutical circulation participants 

(hereinafter – the Participant) who is supposed to work with the mentioned below “MDLP System” 

interface methods (hereinafter – API) meets the following requirements: 

− has skills for developing Rest API Client services; 

− is aware of HTTP, HTTPS, SSL protocols (RSA and National State Standard algorithms); 

− is able to work with  the system of cryptographic information protection (hereinafter – SCIP) and 

knows how to use higher-level qualified e-signature (hereinafter – HLQES). 

1.2.  General requirements how to use methods 
Principles of interaction with IS “Marking” are for information only therefore the use of API methods 

implies that the software developed at the Participant’s site meets the following requirements: 

− processes the status of API methods’ responses; 

− maintains the time interval between calls for methods (see table 1 “API methods call horizon”). 

Note: Call horizon constraints are applied within user accounting system only but not the Participant in 

general.                                     

Table 1 API methods call horizon for users 

№ Method name   Interval, second 

1.  Sending a document 0,5 

2.  Sending of a large document 0,5 

3.  Downloading a large document 0,5 

4.  Completion of document sending 0,5 

5.  Cancelling document sending 0,5 

6.  Getting information about size constraints of small documents 0,5 

7.  Getting the list of outgoing documents 1 

8.  Getting the list of incoming documents 1 

9.  Getting document metadata 0,5 

10.  Getting a document by ID 0,5 

11.  Getting the list of documents by request ID 0,5 

12.  Getting a receipt by an outgoing document number 0,5 

13.  Getting an e-signature of an outgoing document 0,5 

14.  The Method for accounting system registration 0,5 

15.  The Method for user registration (for residents) 0,5 

16.  The Method for user registration (for non-residents) 0,5 

17.  The Method for getting user information 0,5 

18.  The Method for changing the data of user profile 0,5 

19.  The Method for getting information about a current user 0,5 

20.  The Method for getting information about registered certificates of a 
current user 

0,5 

21.  The Method for getting information about user registered certificates 0,5 

22.  The Method for getting information about accounting systems 0,5 

23.  The Method for getting an authentication code 1 sec. (not more 
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than 10000 requests 
per day for one user) 

24.  The Method for getting a session key 1 sec. (not more 
than 10000 requests 
per day for one user) 

25.  The Method for logging out 1 sec. (not more 
than 10000 requests 
per day for one user) 

26.  The Method for removing accounting system users 0,5 

27.  The Method for removing an accounting system 0,5 

28.  The Method for adding user e-signature(for residents) 0,5 

29.  The Method for removing  user e-signature(for residents) 0,5 

30.  The Method for changing of a user password (for non-residents) 0,5 

31.  The Method for getting information about existing rights 0,5 

32.  The Method for getting information about current user rights 0,5 

33.  The Method for creating a group of user rights 0,5 

34.  The Method for getting information about group users 0,5 

35.  The Method for getting information about the group of user rights 0,5 

36.  The Method for changing the group of user rights 0,5 

37.  The Method for removing the group of user rights 0,5 

38.  The Method for adding a user to the group of user rights 0,5 

39.  The Method for removing a user from the group of user rights 0,5 

40.  The Method for getting the list of user rights groups   0,5 

41.  The Search&Filter Method  applied to the list of user rights groups 0,5 

42.  The Search Method applied to registered users 0,5 

43.  The Search&Filter Method  applied to registered users 0,5 

44.  The Method for searching by accounting systems 0,5 

45.  The Search&Filter Method  applied to accounting systems 0,5 

46.  Getting  record data from the Unified State Register of legal Entities 0,5 

47.  Getting record data from USR of Individual Entrepreneurs 0,5 

48.  Getting a record from the register of accredited branches and 
representative offices 

0,5 

49.  Getting information about tax debts 0,5 

50.  Getting a FIAS object by an address object ID 0,5 

51.  Getting a FIAS object by a house ID 0,5 

52.  Getting a text address by FIAS ID 0,5 

53.  Getting information about manufacturer licenses 0,5 

54.  Getting information about licenses to operate pharmacy 0,5 

55.  Getting information about activity locations 0,5 

56.  The Search&Filter Method for getting information regarding activity 
locations 

0,5 

57.  Getting information about a particular activity location 0,5 

58.  The Method for activity location registration 0,5 

59.  The Method for getting information about the addresses of a current 
participant 

0,5 

60.  Getting information about storage locations 0,5 

61.  The Search&Filter Method for getting information regarding storage 
locations 

0,5 

62.  Getting information about a particular storage location 0,5 

63.  The Method for storage location registration 0,5 

64.  The Method for getting information about the  addresses  of a requested 
participant, for storage location registration or for sending documents 

0,5 
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65.  The Method for getting information regarding all activity locations and 
storage locations of a  participant 

0,5 

66.  The Method for getting the list of countries 0,5 

67.  The Method for getting  the list of the Russian Federation federal 
subjects 

0,5 

68.  Filtering of the unified reference-catalog of medicinal drugs 0,5 

69.  The Search Method applied to Group code register 0,5 

70.  The value list search method  that is accomplished  in the Group code 
register 

5 

71.  The Method for  getting detailed information regarding Group code and 
medical products connected with it 

0,5 

72.  The Method used for searching all the records with the status 

“Suspension of circulation” in the Group code register 

0,5 

73.  The Method of getting information regarding hierarchy of an enclosure  
in tertiary packaging   

5 

74.  The Method used for searching information about tertiary packaging 

Group code 
5 

75.  The Method for getting information from  the register of manufactured 
medical products 

0,5 

76.  The Method for getting detailed information from  the register of 
manufactured medical products 

0,5 

77.  The Method for foreign counterparty registration 0,5 

78.  The Method for viewing registration requests of foreign counterparties 0,5 

79.  The Method for adding a trusted counterparty 0,5 

80.  The Method for removing a trusted counterparty 0,5 

81.  The Method for filtering trusted counterparties 0,5 

82.  Getting information about  pharmaceutical circulation entities 0,5 

83.  The Method for getting information about the company of current user 
registration 

0,5 

84.  Filtering by the customs controlled area register 0,5 

85.  Filtering by the register of emission registrars  1 

86.  Filtering by the register of disposal registrars 1 

87.  Filtering by  the virtual warehouse register 1 

88.  The value list search method  that is accomplished  in the public Group 
code register 

1 

89.  The method for getting public information regarding manufactured 
 medical products 

1 

90.  The Method for updating  the data of a current participant from 
the register of manufacturer licenses 

86400 (per day) 

91.  The Method for updating the data of a current participant from 
the register of licenses to operate pharmacy 

86400 (per day) 

 

Handling a response status implies that after getting an error code the software is supposed to analyze it  

before a recall. E.g. if with the call of /api/v1/auth method, you get server response 401 “user_id 

unauthorized”, it’s necessary to interrupt execution and to use the correct  user_id  without sending an 

infinite loop of requests in an uncontrolled way. 

When revealing the fact of non-compliance with the stated requirements, the Administrator of “MDLP 

System” can block the access to API for the Participant/user until the comments are resolved. 
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2. General requirements and constraints applied to the methods of 

“MDLP System” interface 

    
2.1. Access to “MDLP System” interface methods 

All the methods of “MDLP System” interface except for “the Method for getting an authentication 

code”, “the Method for getting a session key” and “the Method for getting information about size 

constraints of small documents” require the following header: 

Authorization: token <token_id> 

where token_id is a session key that can be received by “the Method for getting a session key” (5.2.3.) 

2.2. Getting localized messages 
 “MDLP System” interface methods return messages according to the language set by the user. Settings 

can be checked with the help of “the Method for getting information regarding the settings of a current 

user profile”. The default language is Russian. 

In case of the methods that don’t require an authorized user such as “the Method for getting an 

authentication code” and “the Method for getting a session key” as well as in other methods when 

authorization is impossible due to some reasons (e.g. invalid format of transmitted token), for choosing 

a language it’s necessary to  apply "Accept-Language" header in  the request. The following values are 

currently supported for this header: 

• ru 

• en 

 

3. Basic data structures, constraints and operation completion 

codes 
 

3.1. Data field constraints 

 
General constraints for data field formats of input requests are: 

Constraint Notation Data type 

JSON 

Format 

Identifier of pharmaceutical 

circulation  entity  in IS 

“Marking of Goods”  

SysID String 36 symbols 

Pattern (according to RFC4122): ([a-

fA-F0-9]{8}-[a-fA-F0-9]{4}-[a-fA-F0-

9]{4}-[a-fA-F0-9]{4}-[a-fA-F0-9]{12}) 
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Activity location identifier of 

a pharmaceutical circulation  

entity  -  accounting entity in 

IS “Marking of Goods” 

BranchID String 14 symbols 

Pattern: [0-9]{14} 

ID number for identification 

of goods (GTIN) 

 

GTIN String 14 symbols 

Pattern: [0-9]{14} 

Globally-unique identifier  

 

GUID String 36 symbols 

Pattern (according to RFC4122): ([a-

fA-F0-9]{8}-[a-fA-F0-9]{4}-[a-fA-F0-

9]{4}-[a-fA-F0-9]{4}-[a-fA-F0-9]{12}) 

Date and time format  

specifying a time zone (or in 

UTC format) 

Datetime String Pattern (according to RFC 3339): 

/^\d\d\d\d-[0-1]\d-[0-3]\d[t\s][0-

2]\d:[0-5]\d:[0-5]\d(?:\.\d+)?(?:z|[+-

]\d\d:\d\d)$/i 

Date format YYYY-MM-DD Date String 10 symbols 

Pattern (according to RFC 3339): 

^\d\d\d\d-(\d\d)-(\d\d)\s[0-2]\d:[0-

5]\d:[0-5]\d$ 

Batch number BatchNumber String 1-20 symbols 

Pattern: \S+(*\S+)* 

Code from EAEU FEACN 

(the first 4 code symbols) 

TNVED4 String 4 symbols 

Pattern: [0-9]{4} 

Taxpayer ID number – a 

natural person 

INNFL String 12 symbols 

Pattern: ([0-9]{1}[1-9]{1}|[1-9]{1}[0-

9]{1})[0-9]{10} 

Taxpayer ID number – a legal 

person 

 

INNUL String 10 symbols 

Pattern: ([0-9]{1}[1-9]{1}|[1-9]{1}[0-

9]{1})[0-9]{8} 
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Taxpayer ID number – a 

foreign manufacturer 

ITIN String 1-50 symbols 

Pattern: .{1,50} 

Tax registration reason code KPP String 9 symbols 

Pattern: ([0-9]{1}[1-9]{1}|[1-9]{1}[0-

9]{1})[0-9]{7} 

Document number (not 

more than 200 symbols) 

DocNumber String 1-200 symbols 

Pattern: .{1,200} 

Document name (not more 

than 200 symbols) 

DocName String 1-200 symbols 

Pattern: .{1,200} 

Price Price Number Value in kopecks 

Customs authority code FTSCC String 2, 5 or 8 symbols 

Code of customs authority 

decision 

FTSDecision String 2 symbols 

 

Device identifier DeviceId String 16 symbols 

 

3.2. Constraints of pagination display 
All “MDLP System” interface methods with pagination display   (mentioned below) have constraints on 

the number of records displayed on one page. In case more records are requested, there will return the 

maximum permitted number of records. 

 

№ Method name Constraint, pcs 

1. The Method for getting  the list of incoming documents  100 

2. The Method for getting  the list of outgoing documents 100 

3. The Method for getting the list of countries 100 

4. The Method for getting the list of the Russian Federation federal subjects 100 

5. 
The Search&Filter method for getting information regarding a storage 
location 

100 

6. The Filter Method applied to the register of customs controlled areas 100 

7. The Method for Getting information from the unified reference-catalog 100 
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of medicinal drugs 

8. The Method for viewing registration requests of foreign counterparties 100 

9. 
The Method for getting information from the register of medical 
products manufactured by a company 

100 

10. The Filter Method applied to pharmaceutical circulation entities 100 

11. The Filter Method applied to trusted counterparties 100 

12. 
The Search&Filter method for getting information regarding a storage 
location 

100 

13. 
The Method for getting information regarding addresses which can be 
used for storage location registration. 

100 

14. The Search Method applied to Group code register 100 

15. 
The Method used for searching all the records with the status 

“Suspension of circulation” in the Group code register 
100 

16. 
The Method used for searching information about tertiary packaging 
Group code 

100 

17. The Search&Filter method applied to accounting systems 100 

18. The Search&Filter Method  applied to the list of user rights groups 100 

19. 
The Method for getting information about registered certificates of a 
current user 

100 

20. The Method for getting information about user registered certificates 100 

21. The Search&Filter method  applied to registered users 100 

22. Filtering by the register of emission registrars  100 

23. Filtering by the register of disposal registrars 100 

24. Filtering by the virtual warehouse register 100 

   

 

3.3. Operation completion codes 
 

Service methods return http codes like REST services as the result of operation completion: 

Code value Decoding Description 

200 OK Successful termination 

301 MOVED_PERMANENTLY Redirect to URL that must be used for getting access to the 

resource. The address of new location is typed into Location 

field in server response header.  

400 BAD_REQUEST Operation bug 

403 FORBIDDEN The user doesn’t have sufficient rights to perform the 

operation. 

429 TOO_MANY_REQUESTS Call horizon constraint violated. 
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3.4. Outdated methods in documentation 
 

All the methods marked herein like Outdated are replaced with new methods. New methods may have 

different input/output parameters as well as a different access path to the method. An outdated 

method is stored in API during 6 methods after getting the mark. Once this period expires an outdated 

method is removed from API with only a new one left. 

3.5. Setup of secure TLS (https) connection to API 

 

Note: In case the Participant that a user relates to is a Resident, all API methods after authentication and 

authorization procedures must be called using HTTPS protocol.  For https interaction the certificate 

GOST R 34.10-2012 is used. 

Before connection setup the following settings must be completed: 

        1) General settings 

• the DisableClientExtendedMasterSecret (dword) record must be added to the register 

HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control\SecurityProviders\SCHANNEL  of  Windows operating 

system (7,10) with value 1 (since by default Windows blocks such connections) 

 

 

2) Settings for Production environment 

• API address 

http://api.mdlp.crpt.ru 

https://api.mdlp.crpt.ru 

• Note: For https interaction the GOST certificate from Crypto-Pro is used. CA certificates can be 

downloaded after clicking the following links: 

• http://api.mdlp.crpt.ru/static/minkomsvyaz.cer 

• http://api.mdlp.crpt.ru/static/cryptopro.cer 

 

 

3) Settings for API test bed 

• add a test root certificate to the Crypto-Pro trusted certificate store. Upload link 
http://testca.cryptopro.ru/certsrv/certcarc.asp 

• the following record was added to the hosts file  
185.196.171.27 api.stage.mdlp.crpt.ru 

 

 

        4) Access points for test bed Sandbox 

• http://api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

https://api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

• add a test root certificate to the Crypto-Pro trusted certificate store. Upload link 
http://testca.cryptopro.ru/certsrv/certcarc.asp 

 

 

https://api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru/
http://api.mdlp.crpt.ru/static/cryptopro.cer
http://testca.cryptopro.ru/certsrv/certcarc.asp
http://api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru/
https://api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru/
http://testca.cryptopro.ru/certsrv/certcarc.asp
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Protocols and connection ciphers in use (ssl ciphers were chosen considering the requirements to data 

security of public API used for the access to State information system): 

ssl_protocols: TLSv1 

ssl_ciphers: GOST2012-GOST8912-GOST8912 

 

3.6. Electronic digital signature format 
 

Data signature is used in different API sections (e.g. document sending, authorization for residents). All 

signatures sent to API must have base64 (RFC2045) format and the following parameters: 

Parameter  Value Comments 

Standard PKCS7  

Signature 

type 

Detached 

 

All signatures must contain a signer certificate 

Signature 

algorithm 

(OID) 

1.2.643.7.1.1.3.3 

 

In Crypto-Pro it corresponds to GOST_SIGN_2012_512_OID, 

GOST3410DH_2012_512, 

GOST3410_2012_512 

The following algorithm that is older and less reliable can also 

be supported:  1.2.643.7.1.1.3.2 (GOST_SIGN_2012_256_OID,  

GOST3410DH_2012_256, 

GOST3410_2012_256) 

Algorithms of the year 2001 are supported as well  

Digest  (OID) 

  

1.2.643.7.1.1.2.3 In Crypto-Pro it corresponds to 

GOST_DIGEST_2012_512_OID, 

GOST3410DH_2012_512, 

GOST3410_2012_512.  

The following digest that is older and less reliable can also be 

supported:  1.2.643.7.1.1.2.2 

(GOST_DIGEST_2012_256_OID,  

GOST3410DH_2012_256, 
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GOST3410_2012_256) 

Algorithms of the year 2001 are supported as well 

Public key 

(OID) 

1.2.643.7.1.1.1.2 In Crypto-Pro it corresponds to 

GOST_PARAMS_SIG_2012_512_KEY_OID, 

GOST3410DH_2012_512, 

GOST3410_2012_512 

The following version that is older and less reliable can also 

be supported: 1.2.643.7.1.1.1.1 

(GOST_PARAMS_SIG_2012_256_KEY_OID,  

GOST3410DH_2012_256, 

GOST3410_2012_256) 

Algorithms of the year 2001 are supported as well 

   

Crypto 

provider 

any of those certified 

in the Russian  

Federation 

E.g.  CryptoPro JCP, VipNet CSP etc. 

 

3.7. Qualified certificate format for e-signature 

 
The e-signature certificate must meet the format requirements mentioned below in the following 

documents: 

Federal Law N63-FZ “About electronic signature” of April 6, 2011: 

http://ivo.garant.ru/#/document/12184522/paragraph/455:2 

 

Order of the Russian Federal Security Service of December 27, 2011 N 795 “On approval of the 

Requirements for the format of the qualified certificate of electronic signature verification key”:  

http://ivo.garant.ru/#/document/70133464/paragraph/1:5 

Methodological recommendations for the qualified certificate of electronic signature verification key: 

http://smev.gosuslugi.ru/portal/api/files/get/2832 

 

http://ivo.garant.ru/#/document/12184522/paragraph/455:2
http://ivo.garant.ru/#/document/70133464/paragraph/1:5
http://smev.gosuslugi.ru/portal/api/files/get/2832
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3.8. Requirements to sending documents signed by e-signature 

 
All the documents that should be sent to API must be signed by e-signature using the same certificate 

that has been used while getting authorization token (parameter value auth_type - SIGNED_CODE). The 

authorization token that has been received with the help of a username and password (parameter value 

auth_type – PASSWORD), must not be used for sending signed documents to API.  

  

3.9. Description of “MDLP System” ID 

 

3.9.1. Identifier request_id 
It has a unique value of request ID for document processing in the system. It’s a mandatory identifier 

used by the system for tracking the process of document processing. The request_id format must 

correspond to UUID version 4 (RFC 4122). 

3.9.2. Identifier operation_id 
It has a unique value of the operation performed by the system. In case the system hasn’t performed 

any actions (e.g. due to an invalid incoming document), this identifier is not used. 

3.9.3. Identifier document_id 
It’s a unique identifier of a processed or created by the system document. 

3.9.4. Identifier session_ui 
It’s an identifier of exchange information session and it can’t be operated by the system. This attribute is 

optional; if available, it’s used for document merge within one session. 

3.9.5. Identifier original_id 
It’s an identifier of the previous (parent) exchange information session. This attribute is optional as well 

and it should be set on the basis of the value received from the session_ui identifier of an incoming 

document. In case session_ui hasn’t been applied to an incoming document, original_id should not be 

set. 

3.10. The List of accounting system user rights (RightsEnum) 

Right name Operation type Right description 

UPLOAD_DOCUMENT Document upload Allows to download a document 

OUTCOME_LIST Information about an 

outgoing document 

Allows to get information about outgoing 

documents 

INCOME_LIST Information about an 

incoming document 

Allows to get information about incoming 

documents 

DOWNLOAD_DOCUMENT Getting a link to the 

document  

Allows to get a link to the document by the 

document ID 
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MANAGE_ACCOUNTS Accounting systems 

control 

Allows to control accounting systems, users, 

user rights groups 

VIEW_ACCOUNTS Viewing accounts  Allows to view accounting systems, users, user 

rights groups 

REESTR_ALL Access to registers Allows to get access to all references 

REESTR_FEDERAL_SUBJECT The Register of the 

Russian Federation 

federal subjects 

Getting information from the Register of the 

Russian Federation federal subjects 

REESTR_EGRUL The Unified State 

Register of legal 

Entities 

Getting information from the Unified State 

Register of legal Entities 

REESTR_EGRIP The Uniform State 

Register (USR) of 

Individual 

Entrepreneurs  

Getting information from the Uniform State 

Register (USR) of Individual Entrepreneurs  

REESTR_REFP The Register of 

accredited branches 

and representative 

offices 

Getting information from the Register of 

accredited branches and representative 

offices 

REESTR_DUES The Register of tax 

debts 

Getting information from the Register of tax 

debts 

REESTR_PROD_LICENSES The  Register  of  

manufacturer licenses 

Getting information from the  Register  of  

manufacturer licenses 

REESTR_PHARM_LICENSES The 

 Register of licenses to 

operate pharmacy 

Getting information from the 

Register of licenses to operate pharmacy 

REESTR_ESKLP The register of the 

unified Reference-

catalog of medicinal 

drugs 

Getting information from the unified 

reference-catalog of medicinal drugs 

REESTR_GS1 The GS1 register Getting information from the GS1 register 

REESTR_FIAS The FIAS register Getting information from the FIAS register 
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REESTR_SGTIN The Group code 

register 

Getting information from the Group code 

register 

REESTR_OWNED_SSCC_SGTIN The Group code 

register and the 

register of tertiary 

packaging 

Getting information from the Group code 

register and by tertiary packaging considering 

the current owner 

REESTR_MED_PRODUCTS The register of 

manufactured medical 

products 

Getting information from the register of 

manufactured medical products 

MANAGE_TRUSTED_PARTNER

S 

The register of trusted 

counterparties 

Allows to control trusted counterparties 

VIEW_TRUSTED_PARTNERS The register of trusted 

counterparties 

Allows to view information about trusted 

counterparties 

MANAGE_BRANCH The register of activity 

locations 

Allows to add activity locations 

MANAGE_SAFE_WAREHOUSE The register of 

warehouses / storage 

locations  

Allows to add warehouses / storage locations 

VIEW_REGISTRATION_FOREIG

N_COUNTERPARTY_LOG 

The register of  

foreign 

counterparties’ 

registration requests 

Allows to get information about foreign 

counterparties’ registration requests 

MANAGE_FOREIGN_COUNTE

RPARTY 

Foreign 

counterparties control 

Allows to register foreign counterparties 

MANAGE_MEMBER Entity control Allows to control an entity 

REESTR_COUNTERPARTY The register of 

counterparties 

Getting information from the register of 

counterparties 

REESTR_REGISTRATION_DEVI

CES 

The register of 

emission registrars / 

the register of 

disposal registrars 

Getting information from the register of 

emission registrars / the register of disposal 

registrars  

REESTR_VIRTUAL_STORAGE The virtual warehouse 

register 

Getting information from the virtual 

warehouse register 
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3.11. The list of document statuses (DocStatusEnum) 

Status name Operation type Status description 

UPLOADING_DOCUMENT Document upload The document is uploading 

PROCESSING_DOCUMENT Initial processing of the 

document 

The document is adopted and is being 

processed by the transformer 

CORE_PROCESSING_DOCU

MENT 

System processing of the 

document 

The document has been processed by the 

transformer and is adopted by the system for 

processing  

CORE_PROCESSED_DOCU

MENT 

Preparing the response The document has been processed by the 

system and the transformer is preparing the 

response 

PROCESSED_DOCUMENT The document is 

processed, the response 

is ready 

The document has been processed by the 

transformer and is ready for uploading 

FAILED Processing error An error occurred while processing the 

document 

FAILED_RESULT_READY Processing error, the 

response is ready 

An error occurred while processing the 

document. The receipt for the document that 

contains  information regarding the fault 

reason is ready and can be received by 

request_id 

 

3.12. The list of authentication types  (AuthType) 

Type name Status description 

PASSWORD Password authentication 

SIGNED_CODE Authentication by a signed one-time code 
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3.13. Document format 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

request_id Unique request ID String GUID 1  

document_id Unique document 

ID 

String GUID 1   

date Document received 

date 

String Date 1  

processed_da

te 

Document 

processing date 

String Date 1  

sender Document sender String  1  

receiver Document receiver String  1 Applicable for 

incoming 

documents 

sys_id Identifier of 

pharmaceutical 

circulation entities 

in IS “Marking of 

Goods” 

String SysID 1  

doc_type Document type Number ACTION_ID 1 Corresponds to 

xsd scheme 

number 

doc_status Document status String DocStatusEnum 1  

file_uploadty

pe 

System upload type Number  1 Permitted 

values: 

0 – computer -

process 

interface 

1 – personal 

account 
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2 – API 

3 - OFD 

(Operator of 

Fiscal Data) 

version Document version String  0  

 

3.14. OutcomeDocument format 
 

OutcomeDocument inherits all Document fields and adds the following ones: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

device_id Event logger 

unique ID 

String  0 For documents 

received from 

event loggers 

skzkm_origin_

msg_id 

Unique identifier of 

the system that 

created a message 

String  0 For documents 

received from 

event loggers 

 

 

3.15. IncomeDocument format 
 

IncomeDocument inherits all Document fields and adds the following ones: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

sender_sys_id Sender ID in IS 

“Marking of 

Goods”(GUID) 

String GUID 1  
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3.16. DocFilter format 
 

Filter contains information for filtering the following list of documents: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

start_date Starting date of 

filtering 

String Date* 0   

end_date Expiration date of 

filtering 

String Date 0  

document_id Document unique 

ID 

String GUID 0  

request_id Request unique ID String GUID 0  

doc_type Document type Number  0 Corresponds to 

xsd scheme 

number 

doc_status Document status String DocStatusEnum 0  

file_uploadty

pe 

System upload 

type 

 

Number  0 Permitted values:  

0 – computer -

process interface 

1 – personal 

account 

2 – API 

3 - OFD 

(Operator of 

Fiscal Data) 

processed_da

te_from 

Document 

processing date: 

the start of the 

period 

String Date 0  
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processed_da

te_to 

Document 

processing date: 

the end of the 

period 

String Date 0  

sender_id Sender unique ID 

 

String  0 Activity location 

ID, storage 

location ID or 

identifier of 

pharmaceutical 

circulation 

entities in IS 

“Marking of 

Goods” 

receiver_id Receiver unique ID String  0 Activity location 

ID, storage 

location ID or 

identifier of 

pharmaceutical 

circulation 

entities in IS 

“Marking of 

Goods”. 

Applicable for 

incoming 

documents  

 

* The supported format for Date data type - yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss 

 

3.17. Group format 

 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

group_name Group name String  1   

rights The rights of users 

belonging to this 

group 

Array of 

Strings 

RightsEnum 1  
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group_id Group unique ID String GUID 1  

users Users belonging 

to this group 

Array of 

Objects 

User 1  

is_admin Feature of system 

group rights *  

Boolean  1  

*The system group of rights is created when registering the Participant; it includes users that are on the 

list in the USR of Individual Entrepreneurs/ Unified State Register of legal Entities/ Register of accredited 

subsidiaries and representative offices. Any modifications with it are forbidden (removal, editing, 

adding/removing of users). 

3.18. GroupInfo format 

 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

group_name Group name String  0   

rights The rights of users 

belonging to this 

group 

Array of 

Strings 

RightsEnum 0  

 

3.19. User format 

 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

user_id User unique ID String GUID 1  

first_name User name String  1  

last_name User surname  String   1  
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middle_name User middle 

name 

String  0  

 

3.20. GroupedUser format 

 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

user_id User unique ID String GUID 1  

first_name User name String  1  

last_name User surname  String   1  

middle_name User middle 

name 

String  0  

groups Rights of the 

groups that the 

user belongs to 

Array 

of 

Strings 

Group name 1  

sys_id Identifier of 

pharmaceutical 

circulation  entity  

in IS “Marking of 

Goods” 

String SysID 1  

position Position String  0  

is_admin Feature of the 

Participant’s 

administrator 

Boolean  1  
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3.21. UserInfo format 

 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

first_name User name String  0  

last_name User surname  String   0  

middle_name User middle 

name 

String  0  

 

3.22. AccountSystem format 

 

Tag name in the 

JSON format 

Tag 

description 

JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

account_system_id 

 

Accounting 

system unique 

ID 

    

name Accounting 

system name 

String  1  

client_id Client ID – API 

security key 

String GUID 1 It is used as 

client_id when 

registering an 

accounting 

system and 

when getting an 

authentication 

code 
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3.23. RightsInfo format 

 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

right Right alias in 

system 

String RightsEnum 1  

description Right description String  1   

 

3.24. ADDRESS format 

 

Tag name in the 

JSON format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

aoguid Globally- unique 

identifier of an 

address object 

(FIAS) 

String  1  

houseguid Globally- unique 

identifier of a 

house (FIAS) 

String  1   

address_description Object text 

address 

String  1  

 
 

3.25. ForeignAddress format 
 

Tag name in the 
JSON format 

Tag description JSON data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

city City String  0  
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country_code Country code String  0  

postal_code Postal code String  0  

region Region String  0  

locality Locality String  0  

street Street String  0  

house House String  0  

corpus Building String  0  

litera Address letter String  0  

room Room (flat) № String  0   

 

3.26. UserEditProfileEntry format 

 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

position Position String  0  

first_name User name String  1  

last_name User surname  String   1  

middle_name User middle 

name 

String  0  
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email e-mail String  0  

 

3.27. Packer1 format 
 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

COUNTRY_PA

CK_1 

Country of 

manufacturer-

packager 

String  1   

PACK_1_NAM

E 

Name of 

manufacturer-

packager 

String  1  

 

3.28. Packer2_3 format 

 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

COUNTRY_PA

CK_2_3 

Country of 

packager 

registration  

(secondary/tertiary 

packaging) 

String  1   

PACK_2_3_N

AME 

Name of packager 

(secondary/tertiary 

packaging) 

String  1  

3.29. QA format 
 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 
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QA_COUNTRY Country of 

manufacturer 

registration 

(at quality control 

stage) 

String  1   

QA_NAME Name of 

manufacturer (at 

quality control 

stage) 

String  1  

 

3.30. Sgtin format 

 

Tag name in the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

id Unique ID String    

inn owner TIN String    

gtin GTIN String     

sgtin SGTIN (Group code) String    

status Status String    

status_date Date of the last 

status change 

DateTime*    

batch Batch number String    

owner Owner String    

emission_type Emission type Number    
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release_date Release date DateTime    

emission_operation_d

ate 

Registration date DateTime    

federal_subject_code Russian Federation 

federal subject code 

String    

federal_subject_name Location of medical 

products 

String    

expiration_date Expiration date DateTime    

prod_name Brand name  String    

sell_name Trade name String    

full_prod_name Product full name String    

reg_holder Licence holder String    

pack1_desc Product full name String    

pack3_id Tertiary packaging 

ID code 

String    

last_tracing_op_date Last operation date DateTime    

source_type Source of finance Number   For 

permitted 

values see 

XSD 

description 

of scheme 

set basic 

types 

drug_code Internal unique 

identifier of a 

medical product in 

String    
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the register of the 

unified reference-

catalog of medicinal 

drugs 

prod_form_name Pharmaceutical 

form 

String    

prod_d_name The amount of 

measure units for 

pharmaceutical 

dosage (string 

representation) 

String    

customs_point_id Product location ID 

in the customs 

controlled area 

String SysID   

* The supported format for DateTime data type - yyyy-MM-dd'T'HH:mm:ss 

 

3.31. DeviceContractInfoEntry format 

 

Tag name in the 

JSON format 

Tag description JSON data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

doc_num Agreement number String    

doc_date Agreement date String Date   

 

3.32. SgtinsFilter format 

 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

sgtins SGTIN (Group 

code) 

Array of 

String 

Sgtin 1 Group code list used for 

information request 
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3.33. The list of possible Group code statuses 
 

Status Status description 

marked primary Marking  

lp_sampled keeping retention samples 

moved_for_disposal transfer for disposal 

disposed disposal 

out_of_circulation withdrawal from circulation (for different reasons) 

transfered_to_owner transfer to the owner 

shipped shipping  

arrived import into the Russian Federation  

declared declaration (customs) 

in_circulation circulation 

in_realization realization 

paused_circulation suspended circulation 

in_sale retail sales 
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in_discount_prescription_sale provision on preferential terms 

in_medical_use for health care delivery 

relabeled reMarking  

reexported re-exported 

released_contract release 

released_foreign release 

moved_to_unregistered transferred to an unregistered participant (by TIN) 

expired expired 

change_owner At the prospect of owner change confirmation 

change_owner_state_gov Transfer to a new owner (to be confirmed)  

confirm_return_paused Return of suspended medical products to be confirmed  

experiment_outbound Withdrawn from circulation (accumulated on a trial basis) 

in_partial_medical_use Partially transferred for medical use 

in_partial_sale Partially sold at retail 

in_partial_discount_prescription

_sale  

Partially sold on preferential terms 
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moved_to_eeu Shipped to EAEU 

 

4. Document uploading 
  

For uploading documents to API it’s necessary to consider the requirements described in the following 

section: 

3.8. Requirements to sending documents signed by e-signature 

4.1. Document sending 

Document sending method 

Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/documents/send 

Necessary access rights: UPLOAD_DOCUMENT 

Method parameters  

Document data serves as input information 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

document Document String base64 1 Document code 

base64 (RFC2045) 

sign Detached 

document 

signature 

String base64 1* See section 

“Electronic digital 

signature format” 

request_id Unique request 

ID 

String GUID 1 Randomly 

generated value 

applicable to 

GUID format 

* Obligatory only in case the Participant is a resident.  

 

Output information 

As a result of execution the client gets the following information: 
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Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

document_id Unique document 

ID 

String GUID 0 In case of 

successfully 

completed 

operation 

 

Method usage sample 

 

Request: 

POST api/v1/documents/send HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

{ 

 

    

"document":"PGRvY3VtZW50cyB2ZXJzaW9uPSIxLjE2IiA+DQoJPHF1ZXJ5X2tpel9p

bmZvIGFjdGlvbl9pZD0iMjEwIj4NCgkJPHN1YmplY3RfaWQ+MDAwMDAwMDAwMDA1NjE8

L3N1YmplY3RfaWQ+DQoJCTxzZ3Rpbj4xMTE3MDAxMjYxMDE1MTAwMDAwMDAwYTAwMTE8

L3NndGluPg0KCTwvcXVlcnlfa2l6X2luZm8+DQo8L2RvY3VtZW50cz4=", 

    "sign": " 

UEdSdlkzVnRaVzUwY3lCMlpYSnphVzl1UFNJeExqRTJJaUErRFFvSlBIRjFaWEo1WDJ0

cGVsOXBibVp2SUdGamRHbHZibDlwWkQwaU1qRXdJajROQ2drSlBITjFZbXBsWTNSZmFX

UStNREF3TURBd01EQXdNREExTmpFOEwzTjFZbXBsWTNSZmFXUStEUW9KQ1R4elozUnBi

ajR4TVRFM01EQXhNall4TURFMU1UQXdNREF3TURBd1lUQXdNVEU4TDNObmRHbHVQZzBL

Q1R3dmNYVmxjbmxmYTJsNlgybHVabTgrRFFvOEwyUnZZM1Z0Wlc1MGN6ND0=", 

    "request_id": "fa257672-a902-4dbd-499f-15aed1c105c7" 

} 

 

Getting the result: 

{ 

    "document_id": "cc7890a8-39ac-4ba9-ae9a-b20f406a781c" 

} 

 

The Document must be signed by a certificate registered for the user (key). 
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4.2. Sending of a large document 

Document sending method 

Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/documents/send_large 

Necessary access rights: UPLOAD_DOCUMENT 

Method parameters  

Document data serves as input information 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

sign Detached 

document 

signature 

String base64 1* See section 

“Electronic 

digital signature 

format” 

hash_sum Document hash 

sum 

String  1 Document hash 

sum calculated 

by SHA-256 

algorithm  

request_id Unique request ID String GUID 1 Randomly 

generated value 

applicable to 

GUID format 

* Obligatory only in case the Participant is a resident.  

Output information 

As a result of execution the client gets the following information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

link WebDAV link for 

uploading a 

document 

String  0 In case of 

successfully 

completed 

operation 
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document_id Document ID String GUID 0 In case of 

successfully 

completed 

operation 

 

Method usage sample 

Request: 

POST api/v1/documents/send_large HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

{ 

    "sign": " 

UEdSdlkzVnRaVzUwY3lCMlpYSnphVzl1UFNJeExqRTJJaUErRFFvSlBIRjFaWEo1WDJ0

cGVsOXBibVp2SUdGamRHbHZibDlwWkQwaU1qRXdJajROQ2drSlBITjFZbXBsWTNSZmFX

UStNREF3TURBd01EQXdNREExTmpFOEwzTjFZbXBsWTNSZmFXUStEUW9KQ1R4elozUnBi

ajR4TVRFM01EQXhNall4TURFMU1UQXdNREF3TURBd1lUQXdNVEU4TDNObmRHbHVQZzBL

Q1R3dmNYVmxjbmxmYTJsNlgybHVabTgrRFFvOEwyUnZZM1Z0Wlc1MGN6ND0=", 

    "hash_sum": 

"7a3a0686c6561e039c1319ac0c2337f808ac5e8870ef7b02296043fdce1aa254", 

    "request_id": "4f44aec6-aab4-4198-b567-7555f5129e9f" 

} 

Getting the result:  

{ 

    "document_id": "434bc499-4b85-4775-8c19-bf6dbf730e93", 

    "link": "http://api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru:80/webdav/upload/434bc499-

4b85-4775-8c19-bf6dbf730e93/434bc499-4b85-4775-8c19-bf6dbf730e93" 

} 

 

The Document must be signed by a certificate registered for the user (key). 

4.3. Large document uploading 

The method for uploading a large document 

Endpoint: PUT <endpoint>/webdav/upload/{doc_id}/{doc_id} 

Necessary access rights: UPLOAD_DOCUMENT 

For uploading large WebDav documents it’s necessary to use not just http client, but webdav client. It 

allows to upload large documents by chunks in comparison with an ordinary http client. 

Method parameters  
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Document data serves as input information 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

doc_id Unique document 

ID 

String GUID 1 Path 

parameter 

(path param) 

 

Output information 

As a result of execution the client gets operation completion code http 201 with an empty response 

body. 

Method usage sample 

Request: 

PUT webdav/upload/434bc499-4b85-4775-8c19-bf6dbf730e93/434bc499-

4b85-4775-8c19-bf6dbf730e93 HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/xml 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<documents xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 

version="1.19"> 

 <receive_order action_id="416"> 

  <subject_id>00000000000000</subject_id> 

  <shipper_id>00000000000000</shipper_id> 

  <operation_date>2017-10-26T15:02:00+05:00</operation_date> 

  <doc_num>dok 1</doc_num> 

  <doc_date>27.10.2017</doc_date>   

  <receive_type>1</receive_type> 

  <contract_type>1</contract_type> 

  <order_details> 

   <union> 

    <sgtin>00000000000000000000000000</sgtin> 

    <cost>1.0</cost> 

   </union> 

  </order_details> 

 </receive_order> 

</documents> 

 

Getting the result: 
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http code 201 Created 

 

4.4. Completion of document sending 

The method for completion of document sending 

Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/documents/send_finished 

Necessary access rights: UPLOAD_DOCUMENT 

Method parameters  

Document data serves as input information 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

document_id Document ID String GUID 1   

Output information 

As a result of execution the client gets the following information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

request_id Unique request ID String GUID 0 In case of 

successfully 

completed 

operation 

Method usage sample 

Request: 

POST api/v1/documents/send_finished HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

{ 

    "document_id": "434bc499-4b85-4775-8c19-bf6dbf730e93" 

} 
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Getting the result:  

{ 

    "request_id": "4f44aec6-aab4-4198-b567-7555f5129e9f" 

} 

 

4.5. Getting information about size constraints of small documents 

The method for getting information about size constraints of small documents 

Endpoint: GET <endpoint>/<version>/documents/doc_size 

Necessary access rights: not required 

Method parameters  

No input information is required 

Output information 

As a result of execution the client gets the following information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

doc_size Document size in 

bytes  

Number  1 The maximum 

size of a 

document in 

bytes that can be 

sent without 

WebDAV 

 

Method usage sample 

 

Request: 

GET api/v1/documents/doc_size HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

 

Getting the result: 
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{ 

    "doc_size": 1048576 

} 

 

4.6. Cancelling document sending 

The method for cancelling document sending 

Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/documents/cancel 

Necessary access rights: UPLOAD_DOCUMENT 

Method parameters  

Identifier of an uploaded document serves as input information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

document_id Document ID String GUID 1  

request_id Unique request ID String GUID 1   

 

Output information 

As a result of execution the client gets operation completion code http with an empty response body. 

Method usage sample 

 

Request: 

POST api/v1/documents/cancel HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

{ 

    "document_id": "434bc499-4b85-4775-8c19-bf6dbf730e93", 

    "request_id": "4f44aec6-aab4-4198-b567-7555f5129e9f" 

} 
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4.7. Getting the list of outgoing documents 

 

The method for getting the list of outgoing documents 

Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/documents/outcome 

Necessary access rights: OUTCOME_LIST 

Parameters of receiving   

Data necessary for filtering the list of documents serves as input information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

filter Filter of the 

document list 

Object DocFilter 1  

start_from First record index 

in the list of 

return documents 

Number  1   

count Amount of 

records  in the list 

of return 

documents 

Number  1  

 

Output information 

The results are sorted by date.  As a result of execution the client gets the following information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

documents List of documents Array of 

objects 

OutcomeDocu

ment 

1   

total Total number of 

records by 

request 

Number  1  
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Method usage sample 

 

Request: 

POST api/v1/documents/outcome HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

{ 

    "filter": { 

        "doc_status": "PROCESSED_DOCUMENT" 

    },  

    "start_from": 0,  

    "count": 100 

} 

 

Getting the result: 

} 

    [         

        { 

            "request_id": "996f487c-d902-4dbd-b99f-76aef2d904dc", 

            "document_id": "6e491238-d4a9-495b-8d37-45181916c846", 

            "date": "2017-11-23 05:48:15", 

            "sender": "935ba7bc-b022-11e7-abc4-cec278b6b50a", 

            "sys_id": "0c290e4a-aabb-40ae-8ef2-ce462561ce7f", 

            "doc_type": 0, 

            "doc_status": "PROCESSED_DOCUMENT", 

            "version": "1.28" 

        }, 

        { 

            "request_id": "fa257672-a902-4dbd-499f-15aed1c105c7", 

            "document_id": "cc7890a8-39ac-4ba9-ae9a-b20f406a781c", 

            "date": "2017-12-01 10:12:56", 

            "sender": "00000000000561", 

            "sys_id": "0c290e4a-aabb-40ae-8ef2-ce462561ce7f", 

            "doc_type": 210, 

            "doc_status": "PROCESSED_DOCUMENT" 

        }, 

        { 

            "request_id": "ac91de6e-f6ae-49e6-8a6d-c4ea008480d4", 

            "document_id": "1683a4c0-9d2c-4da7-b63b-3784b80a6f62", 

            "date": "2018-12-30 11:00:20", 

            "sender": "935ba7bc-b022-11e7-abc4-cec278b6b50a", 

            "sys_id": "0c290e4a-aabb-40ae-8ef2-ce462561ce7f", 

            "doc_type": 10311, 

            "doc_status": "PROCESSED_DOCUMENT", 

            "device_id": "1230000011111111", 
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            "skzkm_origin_msg_id": "e2cb20c1-1d5b-4ab6-b8dd-

9297bec23f63" 

        } 

    ], 

    "total": 3 

} 

 

4.8. Getting the list of incoming documents 

The method for getting the list of incoming documents 

Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/documents/income 

Necessary access rights: INCOME_LIST 

Parameters of receiving   

Data necessary for filtering the list of documents serves as input information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

filter Filter of the 

document list 

Object DocFilter 1  

start_from First record index 

in the list of 

return documents 

Number  1   

count Amount of 

records  in the list 

of return 

documents 

Number  1  

Output information 

Request result – incoming documents are sorted by date (except for documents by scheme 200). 

As a result of execution the client gets the following information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 
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documents List of documents Array of 

objects 

IncomeDocum

ent 

1   

total Total number of 

records by 

request 

Number  1  

 

Method usage sample 

 

Request:  

POST api/v1/documents/income HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

{ 

    "filter": { 

         

    }, 

    "start_from": 0, 

    "count": 10 

} 

 

Getting the result: 

} 

    [         

        { 

            "request_id": "dc6b4629-7400-437a-92e3-8f92a950adc4", 

            "document_id": "08ceee27-46d7-40ae-93df-1befcb74fbac", 

            "date": "2017-11-10 05:48:15", 

            "sender": "935ba7bc-b022-11e7-abc4-cec278b6b50a", 

            "sys_id": "0c290e4a-aabb-40ae-8ef2-ce462561ce7f", 

"sys_id": "7a9eb56a-6d44-41b5-8a97-fc91bf9f89fa", 

"doc_type": 607,             

"doc_status": "PROCESSED_DOCUMENT", 

"file_uploadtype": 1, 

"sender_sys_id": "a1281468-f4ae-4a61-b439-d63febcf77e4", 

            "version": "1.28" 

        }, 

        { 

            "request_id": "ead5dc44-0999-4352-aabb-13ad505b8fcb", 

            "document_id": "a208c35f-96f4-46f1-be3e-7d3af31c5fa6", 

            "date": "2017-11-09 10:12:56", 

            "sender": "935ba7bc-b022-11e7-abc4-cec278b6b50a", 
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            "sys_id": "0c290e4a-aabb-40ae-8ef2-ce462561ce7f", 

"sys_id": "7a9eb56a-6d44-41b5-8a97-fc91bf9f89fa", 

"doc_type": 609, 

            "doc_status": "PROCESSED_DOCUMENT", 

"file_uploadtype": 1, 

"sender_sys_id": "a1281468-f4ae-4a61-b439-d63febcf77e4" 

        } 

    ], 

    "total": 2 

} 

 

4.9. Getting document metadata 

The method for getting document metadata 

Endpoint: GET <endpoint>/<version>/documents/{docId} 

Necessary access rights: DOWNLOAD_DOCUMENT 

Method parameters  

Document ID serves as input information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

doc_id Unique document 

ID 

String GUID 1 Path 

parameter 

(path param)  

Output information 

As a result of execution the client gets the following information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

document Document that 

corresponds to 

the given ID 

Object OutcomeDocu

ment or 

IncomeDocum

ent depending 

on the 

document 

type 

0 In case of 

successfully 

completed 

operation 
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Method usage sample 

 

Request: 

GET api/v1/documents/b88bcb04-45fd-4204-91c8-446cc7f31a38 HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

 

Getting the result: 

{ 

    "request_id": "3f4d586c-d901-4dbd-b99f-73aed1d903ca", 

    "document_id": "b88bcb04-45fd-4204-91c8-446cc7f31a38", 

    "date": "2017-11-01", 

    "sender": "935ba7bc-b022-11e7-abc4-cec278b6b50a", 

    "sys_id": null, 

    "doc_type": 0, 

    "doc_status": "UPLOADING_DOCUMENT", 

    "device_id": "1230000011111111", 

    "skzkm_origin_msg_id": "e2cb20c1-1d5b-4ab6-b8dd-9297bec23f63", 

    "version": "1.28" 

} 

 

4.10. Getting a document by ID 

The method for getting a document by ID 

Endpoint: GET <endpoint>/<version>/documents/download/{docId} 

Necessary access rights: DOWNLOAD_DOCUMENT 

Method parameters  

Document ID serves as input information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

doc_id Document unique 

ID 

String GUID 1 Path 

parameter 

(path param) 

Output information 
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As a result of execution the client gets the following information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

Link WebDAV link for 

uploading a 

document 

String PATH 0 In case of 

successfully 

completed 

operation 

 

Method usage sample 

 

Request: 

GET api/v1/documents/download/75012095-7f56-4653-8aa1-dfa40ee19b7a 

HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

 

Getting the result: 

{ 

    "link": http://api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru/webdav/upload/75012095-7f56-

4653-8aa1-dfa40ee19b7a/75012095-7f56-4653-8aa1-dfa40ee19b7a 

} 

 

4.11. Getting the list of documents by request ID 

The method for getting the list of documents by request ID 

Endpoint: GET <endpoint>/<version>/documents/request/{request_id} 

Necessary access rights: DOWNLOAD_DOCUMENT 

Method parameters  

Input information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 
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request_id Unique request ID String GUID 1 Path 

parameter  

(path param) 

Output information 

As a result of execution the client gets the following information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

documents List of documents Array of 

objects 

OutcomeDocume

nt or 

IncomeDocument 

depending on the 

document type 

1   

total Total number of 

records by 

request 

Number  1  

Method usage sample 

 

Request: 

GET api/v1/documents/request/ca738a54-37be-4e28-9c39-a55cac2611b1 

HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

 

Getting the result: 

{ 

    "documents": [ 

        { 

            "request_id": "ca738a54-37be-4e28-9c39-a55cac2611b1", 

            "document_id": "2c96e354-7c5c-440d-b750-79c35d761465", 

            "date": "2017-12-01", 

            "sender": "00000000000374", 

            "sys_id": "6be50ba4-c20c-4b90-90a4-c6edbb97fe06", 

            "doc_type": 415, 
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            "doc_status": "PROCESSED_DOCUMENT" 

        }, 

        { 

            "request_id": "ca738a54-37be-4e28-9c39-a55cac2611b1", 

            "document_id": "75012095-7f56-4653-8aa1-dfa40ee19b7a", 

            "date": "2017-12-01", 

            "sender": "00000000000374", 

            "sys_id": "6be50ba4-c20c-4b90-90a4-c6edbb97fe06", 

            "doc_type": 200, 

            "doc_status": "PROCESSED_DOCUMENT", 

"sender_sys_id": "6be50ba4-c20c-4b90-90a4-c6edbb97fe06" 

        } 

    ], 

    "total": 2 

} 

4.12. Getting a receipt by an outgoing document number 

The method for getting a receipt by an outgoing document number 

Endpoint: GET <endpoint>/<version>/documents/{docId}/ticket 

Necessary access rights: DOWNLOAD_DOCUMENT 

Method parameters  

Document ID serves as input information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

docId Outgoing 

document 

number 

String GUID 1 Path 

parameter 

(path param)  

Output information 

As a result of execution the client gets the following information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

link Link to the 

document-receipt 

String  1 Link for 

downloading 

the document 

from WebDav 
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Method usage sample 

Request: 

GET http://api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru/api/v1/documents/97877d07-c949-4e98-

9c26-49d9cb4d9fbd/ticket  

Authorization: token 6bf20847-fadd-46da-8c35-887628ab7191 

 

Getting the result: 

{"link":http://api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru:80/webdav/upload/97877d07-c949-

4e98-9c26-49d9cb4d9fbd/ticket_97877d07-c949-4e98-9c26-49d9cb4d9fbd 

} 

 

4.13. Getting an e-signature of an outgoing document 

 

The method for getting an e-signature of an outgoing document 

 

Endpoint: GET <endpoint>/<version>/documents/{docId}/signature 

Necessary access rights: DOWNLOAD_DOCUMENT 

Method parameters  

Document ID serves as input information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

docId Outgoing 

document 

number 

String GUID 1 Path 

parameter  

(path param) 

Output information 

As a result of execution the client gets the following information: 

The body request string in Base64 format encodes a detached document signature in CMS format. 

Method usage sample 

Request: 

GET https://api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru/api/v1/documents/64037f8a-c816-4555-

88ab-a00f74f7b222/signature  

Authorization: token c59a91ad-9452-4041-b625-1395b513ec61 

Getting the result: 

http://api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru/webdav/upload/97877d07-c949-4e98-9c26-49d9cb4d9fbd/ticket_97877d07-c949-4e98-9c26-49d9cb4d9fbd
http://api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru/webdav/upload/97877d07-c949-4e98-9c26-49d9cb4d9fbd/ticket_97877d07-c949-4e98-9c26-49d9cb4d9fbd
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MIIJzQYJKoZIhvcNAQcCoIIJvjCCCboCAQExDDAKBgYqhQMCAgkFADALBgkqhkiG9w0B

BwGgggdk 

MIIHYDCCBw+gAwIBAgIQDZk4XRUAzoDnEXRwQRuZBDAIBgYqhQMCAgMwXzEWMBQGBSqF

A2QDEgsw 

MDAwMDAwMDAwMDEYMBYGBSqFA2QBEg0wMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMRowGAYIKoUDA4EDAQES

DDAwMDAw 

MDAwMDAwMDEPMA0GA1UEAwwGQ0FURVNUMB4XDTE3MDcyNDEzMTg0NloXDTE4MDcyNDEz

Mjg0Nlow 

ggJXMRYwFAYFKoUDZAMSCzExMjIzMzQ0NTk1MRgwFgYFKoUDZAESDTExNDkyMDQwMDc3

NTQxGjAY 

BggqhQMDgQMBARIMMDA5MjAzMDAxMTY1MR0wGwYJKoZIhvcNAQkBFg5lbWFpbEBlbWFp

bC5ydTEL 

MAkGA1UEBhMCUlUxHDAaBgNVBAgMEzc3INCzLiDQnNC+0YHQutCy0LAxGDAWBgNVBAcM

D9CzLtCc 

0L7RgdC60LLQsDE4MDYGA1UECgwvItCe0J7QniAiItCi0JXQn9Cb0J7Qn9Cg0JjQkdCe

0KDQodCV 

0KDQktCY0KEiIiIxODA2BgNVBAsMLyLQntCe0J4gIiLQotCV0J/Qm9Ce0J/QoNCY0JHQ

ntCg0KHQ 

ldCg0JLQmNChIiIiMTgwNgYDVQQDDC8i0J7QntCeICIi0KLQldCf0JvQntCf0KDQmNCR

0J7QoNCh 

0JXQoNCS0JjQoSIiIjE4MDYGA1UECQwv0LMuINCc0L7RgdC60LLQsCwg0JDQtNGA0LXR

gdC+0LIg 

0L/QtdGALiwg0LQuIDgxPjA8BgkqhkiG9w0BCQIML0lOTj05MjAzMDAxMTY1L0tQUD05

MjAzMDEw 

MDEvT0dSTj0xMTQ5MjA0MDA3NzU0MTAwLgYDVQQMDCfQk9C10L3QtdGA0LDQu9GM0L3R

i9C5INC0 

0LjRgNC10LrRgtC+0YAxMjAwBgNVBCoMKdCQ0LvRjNCx0LXRgNGCINCQ0LvQtdC60YHQ

sNC90LTR 

gNC+0LLQuNGHMRUwEwYDVQQEDAzQntGB0LjQv9C+0LIwYzAcBgYqhQMCAhMwEgYHKoUD

AgIkAAYH 

KoUDAgIeAQNDAARADyNXAfrKPa1r0x2y/83/tSQ9muynQy4/KXjbU15ca+zCcvTzEEcH

eGONR1PD 

gDQQW/H3XKw2OHA+GfB2MK5c5qOCA6kwggOlMA4GA1UdDwEB/wQEAwIE8DBfBgNVHSUE

WDBWBggr 

BgEFBQcDAgYIKwYBBQUHAwQGByqFAwICIgYGCCqFAwYtAQEBBggqhQMGLAEBAQYGKoUD

BigBBggq 

hQMGKQEBAQYIKoUDBioFBQUGByqFAwMGAAwwNgYFKoUDZG8ELQwrItCa0YDQuNC/0YLQ

vtCf0YDQ 

viBDU1AiICjQstC10YDRgdC40Y8gMy45KTAeBgkrBgEEAYI3FQcEETAPBgcqhQMDBgMM

AgEBAgEA 

MIGYBgNVHSMEgZAwgY2AFJpOAYvF7EuL8c/3wOzLOlulz9keoWOkYTBfMRYwFAYFKoUD

ZAMSCzAw 

MDAwMDAwMDAwMRgwFgYFKoUDZAESDTAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAxGjAYBggqhQMDgQMBARIM

MDAwMDAw 

MDAwMDAwMQ8wDQYDVQQDDAZDQVRFU1SCEA2ZOF0VALyA5hEq9HUtSRYwHQYDVR0OBBYE

FG5+Q/nw 

WFCp5uX4ZHogKQtrEWCHMB0GA1UdIAQWMBQwCAYGKoUDZHEBMAgGBiqFA2RxAjArBgNV

HRAEJDAi 

gA8yMDE3MDcyNDEzMTg0NlqBDzIwMTgwNzI0MTMxODQ2WjCCAW8GBSqFA2RwBIIBZDCC

AWAMKyLQ 
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mtGA0LjQv9GC0L7Qn9GA0L4gQ1NQIiAo0LLQtdGA0YHQuNGPIDMuOSkMgY7Qn9GA0L7Q

s9GA0LDQ 

vNC80L3Qvi3QsNC/0L/QsNGA0LDRgtC90YvQuSDQutC+0LzQv9C70LXQutGBICLQo9C0

0L7RgdGC 

0L7QstC10YDRj9GO0YnQuNC5INGG0LXQvdGC0YAgItCa0YDQuNC/0YLQvtCf0YDQviDQ

o9CmIiDQ 

stC10YDRgdC40LggMi4wDE/QodC10YDRgtC40YTQuNC60LDRgiDRgdC+0L7RgtCy0LXR

gtGB0YLQ 

stC40Y8g4oSWINCh0KQvMTI0LTI1Mzkg0L7RgiAxNS4wMS4yMDE1DE/QodC10YDRgtC4

0YTQuNC6 

0LDRgiDRgdC+0L7RgtCy0LXRgtGB0YLQstC40Y8g4oSWINCh0KQvMTI0LTI4ODEg0L7R

giAxMi4w 

NC4yMDE2MCoGA1UdHwQjMCEwH6AdoBuGGWh0dHA6Ly9jaTc3LnJ1L2NhdGVzdC5jcmww

NQYIKwYB 

BQUHAQEEKTAnMCUGCCsGAQUFBzAChhlodHRwOi8vY2k3Ny5ydS9jYXRlc3QuY2VyMAgG

BiqFAwIC 

AwNBAFJRWyTep87dMOYQCb4qHd6m6AHEg6cDfB9LyACwya5RxhEQM0z4qvs3yadA9M00

AhuNphxk 

ZL6nG4MZJSoflf4xggIwMIICLAIBATBzMF8xFjAUBgUqhQNkAxILMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAx

GDAWBgUq 

hQNkARINMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDEaMBgGCCqFAwOBAwEBEgwwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAxDzAN

BgNVBAMM 

BkNBVEVTVAIQDZk4XRUAzoDnEXRwQRuZBDAKBgYqhQMCAgkFAKCCAVYwGAYJKoZIhvcN

AQkDMQsG 

CSqGSIb3DQEHATAcBgkqhkiG9w0BCQUxDxcNMTgwNjE1MTA0MTUyWjAqBgorBgEEAYI3

WAIBMRwE 

GkQAbwBjAHUAbQBlAG4AdAAgAE4AYQBtAGUAMC8GCSqGSIb3DQEJBDEiBCC0miFAFUSY

GMBXwGFM 

I3rsJqkOG01Cj3NtQG4buBAjFjCBvgYLKoZIhvcNAQkQAi8xga4wgaswgagwgaUwCAYG

KoUDAgIJ 

BCD1gMACdEZ1WP0z99r3gfiE0X6fQnLnvyOWxKV/K9g5fzB3MGOkYTBfMRYwFAYFKoUD

ZAMSCzAw 

MDAwMDAwMDAwMRgwFgYFKoUDZAESDTAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAxGjAYBggqhQMDgQMBARIM

MDAwMDAw 

MDAwMDAwMQ8wDQYDVQQDDAZDQVRFU1QCEA2ZOF0VAM6A5xF0cEEbmQQwCgYGKoUDAgIT

BQAEQCxA 

hVx4wVA/CjE1Oki9xW3PBQwVgCi/YmmdHzdAt5/fFCMJoaUOjr+E9S4Xf7EDlgqsLNQw

DBwYYSJ8 

YrXJbU4= 

 

5. Users and accounting systems 
 

5.1. Registration of accounting systems and users 

  
5.1.1. The Method for accounting system registration  
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Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/registration/accounting_system 

Necessary access rights: MANAGE_ACCOUNTS 

Method parameters  

Accounting system data serves as input information 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

sys_id Identifier of 

pharmaceutical 

circulation  entity  

in IS “Marking of 

Goods” 

String SysID 1  

name Accounting 

system name 

String  1  

Output information 

As a result of execution the client gets the following information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

client_secret Secret key String  0 In case of 

successfully 

completed 

operation 

client_id Client ID String  GUID 0 In case of 

successfully 

completed 

operation 

account_syste

m_id 

Accounting 

system unique ID 

String GUID 0 In case of 

successfully 

completed 

operation 
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Method usage sample 

 

Request: 

POST api/v1/registration/accounting_system HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

{ 

    "sys_id" : "6ea38541-ffc9-4db0-b963-7e3b0f9043e4", 

    "name" : "Test accounting system for the company LLC Medicine" 

} 

 

Getting the result: 

{ 

    "client_secret": "49781b3a-19d5-4ad7-b1b6-abb57e598d41", 

    "client_id": "7df0d06f-6510-44fe-a378-76cb53e2605f", 

    "account_system_id": "8425caca-a2fd-42b0-be02-3cdd1d262454" 

} 

 

5.1.2.  The Method for user registration (for residents) 
Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/registration/user_resident 

Necessary access rights: MANAGE_ACCOUNTS  

Method parameters  

Accounting system data serves as input information 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

sys_id Identifier of 

pharmaceutical 

circulation  entity  

in IS “Marking of 

Goods” 

String SysID 1  

public_cert User public 

certificate 

String base64 1 It’s necessary 

to use a public 

certificate, not 

a public key 
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first_name User name String  1  

last_name User surname String  1  

middle_name User middle 

name 

String  0  

email e-mail String  1  

position position String  0  

Output information 

As a result of execution the client gets the following information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

user_id User unique ID String GUID 0 In case of 

successfully 

completed 

operation 

 

Method usage sample 

 

Request: 

POST api/v1/registration/user_resident HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

{ 

    "sys_id" : "6ea38541-ffc9-4db0-b963-7e3b0f9043e4", 
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    "public_cert" : 

"MIIBjjCCAT2gAwIBAgIEWWJzHzAIBgYqhQMCAgMwMTELMAkGA1UEBhMCUlUxEjAQBgN

VBAoMCUNyeXB0b1BybzEOMAwGA1UEAwwFQWxpYXMwHhcNMTcxMTEzMTczMjI4WhcNMTg

xMTEzMTczMjI4WjAxMQswCQYDVQQGEwJSVTESMBAGA1UECgwJQ3J5cHRvUHJvMQ4wDAY

DVQQDDAVBbGlhczBjMBwGBiqFAwICEzASBgcqhQMCAiQABgcqhQMCAh4BA0MABEAIWAR

zAiI81k4i4Gz8EC7Ic01653JX5PCUfvgCBTpLduYtbTwLOwmGFcZzw9bwsxQpALqhcdR

Hxtx1UEeNKJuMozswOTAOBgNVHQ8BAf8EBAMCA+gwEwYDVR0lBAwwCgYIKwYBBQUHAwI

wEgYDVR0TAQH/BAgwBgEB/wIBBTAIBgYqhQMCAgMDQQBL9CrIk0EgnMVr1J5dKbfXVFr

hJxGxztFkTdmGkGJ6gHywB5Y9KpP67pv7I2bP1m1ej9hu+C17GSJrWgMgq+UZ", 

    "first_name" : "Ivan", 

    "last_name" : "Ivanov", 

    "middle_name" : " Ivanovich", 

    "email" : "test@mail.ru", 

    "position" : "Director"  

} 

 

Getting the result: 

{ 

    "user_id": "8415ce27-2471-4597-9871-ae6b4734da9a" 

} 

 

5.1.3. The Method for user registration (for non-residents) 
Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/registration/user_nonresident 

Necessary access rights: MANAGE_ACCOUNTS 

Method parameters  

Accounting system data serves as input information 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

sys_id Identifier of 

pharmaceutical 

circulation  entity  

in IS “Marking of 

Goods” 

String SysID 1  

email e-mail String  1  

password Password String  1  
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first_name User name String  1  

last_name User surname String  1  

position Position String  0  

Output information 

As a result of execution the client gets the following information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

user_id User unique ID String GUID 0 In case of 

successfully 

completed 

operation 

 

Method usage sample 

 

Request: 

POST api/v1/registration/user_nonresident HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

{ 

    "sys_id" : "6ea38541-ffc9-4db0-b963-7e3b0f9043e4", 

    "password" : "password123", 

    "first_name" : "Petr", 

    "last_name" : "Petrov", 

    "email" : "test@mail.ru", 

    "position" : "Director" 

} 

 

Getting the result: 

 

{ 

    "user_id": "5b5540c4-fbb0-4ad7-a038-c8222affab3f" 

} 
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5.1.4. The Method for getting information about a user 
 

Endpoint: GET <endpoint>/<version>/users/{user_id} 

Necessary access rights: VIEW_ACCOUNTS 

Method parameters  

User unique ID serves as input information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

user_id User unique ID String GUID 1 Path 

parameter 

(path param) 

 

Output information 

As a result of execution the client gets the following information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

user User Object GroupedUser 0 In case of 

successfully 

completed 

operation 

Method usage sample 

 

Request: 

GET api/v1/users/5b5540c4-fbb0-4ad7-a038-c8222affab3f HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 
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Getting the result: 

{ 

    "user": { 

        "user_id": "5b5540c4-fbb0-4ad7-a038-c8222affab3f", 

        "first_name" : "Petr", 

        "last_name" : "Petrov" 

        "groups": [] 

    } 

} 

5.1.5. The Method for getting information about current user profile settings 
Endpoint: GET <endpoint>/<version>/users/current/preferences 

Necessary access rights: authorized user 

Output information 

As a result of execution the client gets the following information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

language User interface 

language 

String ^[a-z]{2}$ 1 Available 

values: 

- ru 

- en 

Method usage sample 

Request: 

GET api/v1/users/current/preferences HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

Getting the result: 

{ 

    "language": "ru" 

} 

 

5.1.6. The Method for changing the data of user profile 
Endpoint: PUT <endpoint>/<version>/users/{user_id} 

Necessary access rights: MANAGE_ACCOUNTS 
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Method parameters  

The following user data serves as input information: 

 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

user_id User unique ID String GUID 1 Path 

parameter 

(path param) 

user Data for changing 

user profile 

Object UserEditProfile

Entry* 

1  

* When changing an e-mail, non-residents need to go through the procedure of password reset. 

Output information 

As a result of execution the client gets operation completion code http with an empty response body. 

Method usage sample 

 

Request: 

PUT api/v1/users/5b5540c4-fbb0-4ad7-a038-c8222affab3f HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

{ 

    "user": { 

        "first_name" : "Petr", 

        "last_name" : "Petrov", 

        "email" : "test@mail.ru" 

    } 

} 

Getting the result: 

http code 200 OK 

 

5.1.7. The Method for getting information about a current user 
 

Endpoint: GET <endpoint>/<version>/users/current 
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Necessary access rights: authorized user 

Method parameters  

Input information is not required. 

Output information 

As a result of execution the client gets the following information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

user User Object GroupedUser 0 In case of 

successfully 

completed 

operation 

Method usage sample 

 

Request: 

GET api/v1/users/current HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

 

Getting the result: 

{ 

    "user": { 

        "user_id": "5b5540c4-fbb0-4ad7-a038-c8222affab3f", 

        "first_name" : "Petr", 

        "last_name" : "Petrov", 

"is_admin": false, 

        "groups": [] 

    } 

} 

 

5.1.8. The Method for changing a current user profile settings 
Endpoint: PUT <endpoint>/<version>/users/current/preferences 

Necessary access rights: authorized user 

Method parameters  

The following user data serves as input information: 
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Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

language User interface 

language 

String ^[a-z]{2}$ 1 Available 

values: 

 - ru 

- en 

Output information 

As a result of execution the client gets operation completion code http with an empty response body. 

Method usage sample 

 

Request: 

PUT api/v1/users/current/preferences HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

{ 

    "language": "ru" 

} 

Getting the result: 

http code 204 No Content 

 

5.1.9. The Method for getting information about registered certificates of a current user 
Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/users/current/keys 

Necessary access rights: authorized user 

Method parameters  

 

The following data serves as input information: 
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Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

start_from First record 

index 

Number  1   

count Maximum 

number  of 

records 

Number  1  

 

Output information 

As a result of execution the client gets the following information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

certs User certificates 

(keys) 

Array of 

Object 

UserCert 0 In case of 

successfully 

completed 

operation 

total Total number of 

records by 

request 

Number  1  

 

UserCert format 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

public_cert_s

erial_number 

Serial number of  

a user public 

certificate 

String  1   

public_cert_t

humbprint 

Thumbprint of a 

user public 

certificate 

String  1  
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valid_from Valid from String  1  

valid_to Valid to String  1  

org_name Company name String  1  

owner Owner String  1  

Inn TIN String  1  

position Position String  0  

owner_fio Issued in String  1  

issuer_name Issued to  String  1  

Method usage sample 

 

Request: 

POST api/v1/users/current/keys HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

 

{ 

    "start_from": 0, 

    "count": 100, 

} 

Getting the result: 

{ 

    "total": 1, 

    "certs": [ 

        { 

            "public_cert_serial_number": 

"323385993632669155411514647635072627598", 
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            "public_cert_thumbprint": 

"E58510F9623B5352D114A3D58D07F9C2427266B6", 

            "valid_from": "17-03-2017 07:36:00", 

            "valid_to": "17-06-2018 07:36:00", 

            "org_name": "JSC \"PILLS\"", 

            "owner": "JSC \"PILLS\"", 

            "owner_fio": "Ivanov Ivan Ivanovich", 

            "issuer_name": "CA1 CJSC \"LF \"SKB KONTUR\"" 

        } 

    ] 

} 

 

5.1.10. The Method for getting information about user registered certificates 
Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/users/{user_id}/keys 

Necessary access rights: VIEW_ACCOUNTS 

Method parameters  

The following data serves as input information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

user_id User unique 

address 

String GUID 1 Path 

parameter 

(path param) 

start_from First record 

index 

Number  1   

count Maximum 

number  of 

records 

Number  1  

 

Output information 

As a result of execution the client gets the following information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 
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certs User certificates 

(keys) 

Array of 

Object 

UserCert 0 In case of 

successfully 

completed 

operation 

total Total number of 

records by 

request 

Number  1  

 

UserCert format is described above. 

 

Method usage sample 

Request: 

POST api/v1/users/5b5540c4-fbb0-4ad7-a038-c8222affab3f/keys HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

 

{ 

    "start_from": 0, 

    "count": 100, 

} 

Getting the result: 

 

{ 

    "total": 1, 

    "certs": [ 

        { 

            "public_cert_serial_number": 

"323385993632669155411514647635072627598", 

            "public_cert_thumbprint": 

"E58510F9623B5352D114A3D58D07F9C2427266B6", 

            "valid_from": "17-03-2017 07:36:00", 

            "valid_to": "17-06-2018 07:36:00", 

            "org_name": "JSC \"PILLS\"", 

            "owner": "JSC \"PILLS\"", 

            "owner_fio": "Ivanov Ivan Ivanovich", 

            "issuer_name": "CA1 CJSC \"LF \"SKB KONTUR\"" 

        } 

    ] 

} 
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5.1.11. The Method for getting information about accounting systems 
Endpoint: GET <endpoint>/<version>/account_systems/{account_system_id} 

Necessary access rights: VIEW_ACCOUNTS 

Method parameters   

Accounting system unique ID serves as input information: 

Tag name in the 

JSON format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

account_system_id Accounting 

system unique ID 

String GUID 1 Path 

parameter 

(path param) 

Output information 

As a result of execution the client gets the following information: 

 

Tag name in the 

JSON format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

account_system Accounting 

system 

Object AccountSystem 0 In case of 

successfully 

completed 

operation 

 

Method usage sample 

 

Request: 

GET api/v1/account_systems/7baf5610-554f-4887-8f41-1fc7f07449d5 

HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

 

Getting the result: 
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{ 

    "account_system": { 

        "account_system_id": "7baf5610-554f-4887-8f41-1fc7f07449d5", 

        "name": "Test accounting system for the company LLC 

Medicine", 

        "client_id": "7df0d06f-6510-44fe-a378-76cb53e2605f" 

    }     

} 

 

5.2. User authentication and authorization 

 
All the methods of “MDLP System” interface except for “the Method for getting authentication code”, 

“the Method for getting a session key” and “the Method for getting information about size constraints 

of small documents” require the following header: 

Authorization: token <token_id> 

where token_id is a session key that can be received by “the Method for getting a session key” 

Note: In case the Participant that a user relates to is a Resident, all API methods after authentication and 

authorization procedures must be called using an HTTPS protocol.  For http interaction the certificate 

GOST R 34.10-2012 is used. 

 

5.2.1. Constraints applied to methods of user authentication and authorization 
 

Token lifetime is 30 min. Thereby, the Participant’s software is to track the necessity of receiving tokens, 

however, a new token can be received only after expiring of the previous one. 

The Participant’s software must process the response status of authentication and authorization 

methods and after getting an error code the software is supposed to analyze it before a recall. E.g. if the 

call of /api/v1/auth method results in response 401 “user_id unauthorized”, it’s necessary to interrupt 

execution and to use the correct  user_id  without sending an infinite loop of requests in an uncontrolled 

way. 

 

5.2.2. The Method for getting an authentication code 
Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/auth 

Necessary access rights: no  

Method parameters  

User data serves as input information: 
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Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

client_id Client ID String GUID 1   

client_secret Secret key String  1  

user_id User ID  String  1 If it’s about 

residents’ 

identification, the  

field is filled in by 

the certificate 

identifier*, if it’s 

for non-residents – 

e-mail is used 

auth_type Authentication 

type 

String AuthType 1 {SIGNED_CODE} – 

E-signature 

(residents) 

{PASSWORD} - 

password (non-

residents) 

Certificate ID* is the decimal serial number of a certificate or certificate's thumbprint (required hash 

algorithm - sha1). It’s also possible to use user identifier user_id that returns in output data of the 

following method for user registration: the Method for registration of accounting system users (for 

residents). 

Output information 

As a result of execution the client gets the following information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

code Authentication 

code 

String GUID 0 In case of 

successfully 

completed 

operation 
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Method usage sample with username 

 

Request: 

POST api/v1/auth HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

Accept-Language: ru 

{ 

    "client_id": "7df0d06f-6510-44fe-a378-76cb53e2605f" 

    "client_secret": "49781b3a-19d5-4ad7-b1b6-abb57e598d41", 

    "user_id" : "user", 

    "auth_type" : "PASSWORD"     

} 

 

Getting the result: 

 

{ 

    "code": "acf5c2c8-6d2c-41e5-ae75-6f98d3123d36"     

} 

 

Method usage sample with signature 

 

Request: 

POST api/v1/auth HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

Accept-Language: ru 

{ 

    "client_id": "7df0d06f-6510-44fe-a378-76cb53e2605f" 

    "client_secret": "49781b3a-19d5-4ad7-b1b6-abb57e598d41", 

    "user_id" : "1865725612", 

    "auth_type" : "SIGNED_CODE"     

} 

 

Getting the result: 

 

{ 

    "code": "d41c2054-8c95-4367-adec-41d16d20888c"     

} 
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5.2.3. The Method for getting a session key 
Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/token 

Necessary access rights: authorized user 

Method parameters   

Password or user signed code can serve as input information 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

code Authentication 

code 

String GUID 1   

signature Detached 

signature of 

authentication 

code 

String base64 0 Required for 

the type 

{SIGNED_CODE} 

See section 

“Electronic 

digital 

signature 

format” 

password User password String  0 Required for 

the type 

{PASSWORD} 

 

Output information 

As a result of execution the client gets the following information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

token Accounting 

system session 

key 

String GUID 1 In case of 

successfully 

completed 

operation 
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life_time Session key 

lifetime 

Number  1 In minutes 

 

 

Method usage sample with username 

Request: 

POST api/v1/token HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

Accept-Language: ru 

{ 

    "code": "acf5c2c8-6d2c-41e5-ae75-6f98d3123d36"     

    "password" : "password123" 

} 

 

Getting the result: 

 

{ 

    "token": "64193f26-8564-49c1-b1f4-4d84880ebaa7", 

    "life_time": 30 

} 

 

Method usage sample with signature 

Request: 

POST api/v1/token HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

Accept-Language: ru 

{ 

    "code": "d41c2054-8c95-4367-adec-41d16d20888c", 

    "signature" : 

"MIAGCSqGSIb3DQEHAqCAMIACAQExDDAKBgYqhQMCAgkFADCABgkqhkiG9w0BBwEAAKC

AMIIBjjCCAT2gAwIBAgIEWWJzHzAIBgYqhQMCAgMwMTELMAkGA1UEBhMCUlUxEjAQBgN

VBAoMCUNyeXB0b1BybzEOMAwGA1UEAwwFQWxpYXMwHhcNMTcxMTEzMTczMjI4WhcNMTg

xMTEzMTczMjI4WjAxMQswCQYDVQQGEwJSVTESMBAGA1UECgwJQ3J5cHRvUHJvMQ4wDAY

DVQQDDAVBbGlhczBjMBwGBiqFAwICEzASBgcqhQMCAiQABgcqhQMCAh4BA0MABEAIWAR

zAiI81k4i4Gz8EC7Ic01653JX5PCUfvgCBTpLduYtbTwLOwmGFcZzw9bwsxQpALqhcdR

Hxtx1UEeNKJuMozswOTAOBgNVHQ8BAf8EBAMCA+gwEwYDVR0lBAwwCgYIKwYBBQUHAwI

wEgYDVR0TAQH/BAgwBgEB/wIBBTAIBgYqhQMCAgMDQQBL9CrIk0EgnMVr1J5dKbfXVFr

hJxGxztFkTdmGkGJ6gHywB5Y9KpP67pv7I2bP1m1ej9hu+C17GSJrWgMgq+UZAAAxggE
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FMIIBAQIBATA5MDExCzAJBgNVBAYTAlJVMRIwEAYDVQQKDAlDcnlwdG9Qcm8xDjAMBgN

VBAMMBUFsaWFzAgRZYnMfMAoGBiqFAwICCQUAoGkwGAYJKoZIhvcNAQkDMQsGCSqGSIb

3DQEHATAcBgkqhkiG9w0BCQUxDxcNMTcxMTMwMDkyMTU5WjAvBgkqhkiG9w0BCQQxIgQ

g+vo77XxU6eHIpoZxOwIk+gWY+JSv9lfa1TgOM/UW8aowCAYGKoUDAgIDBECJhWsLOQ1

Wn4KntnGNL8KNZSpbpJ35E8NjyEio+Im5dLiLoqZotxGFlWMmYvBaPy8FHcAsTqaEEJn

a7+CecOi/AAAAAAAA" 

} 

 

Getting the result: 

 

{ 

    "token": "cb33fd3a-1104-48de-88b2-1a64434f1eb5", 

    "life_time": 30 

} 

 

5.2.4. The Method for logging out 
Endpoint: GET <endpoint>/<version>/auth/logout 

Necessary access rights: authorized user 

Method parameters   

Input information is not required. 

Output information 

As a result of execution the client gets operation completion code http with an empty response body. 

Method usage sample  

 

Request: 

GET api/v1/auth/logout HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

 

Getting the result: 

http code 200 OK 

5.3. Removing of accounting systems and accounting system users 

 
5.3.1. The Method for removing accounting system users 

Endpoint: DELETE <endpoint>/<version>/users/{user_id} 
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Necessary access rights: MANAGE_ACCOUNTS 

Method parameters   

Data about an accounting system user serves as input information 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

user_id User ID String GUID 1 Path 

parameter  

(path param) 

Output information 

As a result of execution the client gets operation completion code http with an empty response body. 

Method usage sample  

 

 

Request: 

DELETE api/v1/users/5b5540c4-fbb0-4ad7-a038-c8222affab3f HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

         

Getting the result: 

http code 200 OK 

 

  5.3.2. The Method for removing an accounting system 
Endpoint: DELETE <endpoint>/<version>/account_systems/{account_system_id} 

Necessary access rights: MANAGE_ACCOUNTS 

Method parameters   

Accounting system unique ID serves as input information: 

Tag name in the 

JSON format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

account_system_id Accounting String GUID 1 Path 
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system ID parameter 

(path param) 

Output information 

As a result of execution the client gets operation completion code http with an empty response body. 

 

Request: 

DELETE api/v1/account_systems/7baf5610-554f-4887-8f41-1fc7f07449d5 

HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

         

Getting the result: 

http code 200 OK 

 

5.4. Changing of user e-signature (for residents) 

 

5.4.1. The Method for adding user e-signature (for residents) 
Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/users/{user_id}/add_key 

Necessary access rights: MANAGE_ACCOUNTS 

Method parameters   

Data about an accounting system user serves as input information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

user_id User ID  String GUID 1 Path 

parameter 

(path param) 

public_cert User public 

certificate 

String base64 1 It’s necessary 

to use a public 

certificate, not 

a public key 

Output information 
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As a result of execution the client gets operation completion code http with an empty response body. 

Method usage sample  

Request: 

POST api/v1/users/5b5540c4-fbb0-4ad7-a038-c8222affab3f/add_key 

HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

{ 

    "public_cert" : 

"MIIBjjCCAT2gAwIBAgIEWWJzHzAIBgYqhQMCAgMwMTELMAkGA1UEBhMCUlUxEjAQBgN

VBAoMCUNyeXB0b1BybzEOMAwGA1UEAwwFQWxpYXMwHhcNMTcxMTEzMTczMjI4WhcNMTg

xMTEzMTczMjI4WjAxMQswCQYDVQQGEwJSVTESMBAGA1UECgwJQ3J5cHRvUHJvMQ4wDAY

DVQQDDAVBbGlhczBjMBwGBiqFAwICEzASBgcqhQMCAiQABgcqhQMCAh4BA0MABEAIWAR

zAiI81k4i4Gz8EC7Ic01653JX5PCUfvgCBTpLduYtbTwLOwmGFcZzw9bwsxQpALqhcdR

Hxtx1UEeNKJuMozswOTAOBgNVHQ8BAf8EBAMCA+gwEwYDVR0lBAwwCgYIKwYBBQUHAwI

wEgYDVR0TAQH/BAgwBgEB/wIBBTAIBgYqhQMCAgMDQQBL9CrIk0EgnMVr1J5dKbfXVFr

hJxGxztFkTdmGkGJ6gHywB5Y9KpP67pv7I2bP1m1ej9hu+C17GSJrWgMgq+UZ" 

} 

 

Getting the result: 

http code 200 OK 

 

5.4.2. The Method for removing user e-signature (for residents) 
Endpoint: DELETE <endpoint>/<version>/users/{user_id}/delete_key 

Necessary access rights: MANAGE_ACCOUNTS 

Method parameters   

Data about an accounting system user serves as input information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

user_id User ID  String GUID 1 Path 

parameter 

(path param) 

public_cert User public 

certificate* 

String base64 1  
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* - It’s necessary to use a public certificate, not a public key. It’s also possible to use the decimal serial 

number of a certificate or certificate's thumbprint. 

Output information 

As a result of execution the client gets operation completion code http with an empty response body. 

 

Method usage sample  

 

Request: 

DELETE api/v1/users/5b5540c4-fbb0-4ad7-a038-c8222affab3f/delete_key 

HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

{ 

    "public_cert" : 

"MIIBjjCCAT2gAwIBAgIEWWJzHzAIBgYqhQMCAgMwMTELMAkGA1UEBhMCUlUxEjAQBgN

VBAoMCUNyeXB0b1BybzEOMAwGA1UEAwwFQWxpYXMwHhcNMTcxMTEzMTczMjI4WhcNMTg

xMTEzMTczMjI4WjAxMQswCQYDVQQGEwJSVTESMBAGA1UECgwJQ3J5cHRvUHJvMQ4wDAY

DVQQDDAVBbGlhczBjMBwGBiqFAwICEzASBgcqhQMCAiQABgcqhQMCAh4BA0MABEAIWAR

zAiI81k4i4Gz8EC7Ic01653JX5PCUfvgCBTpLduYtbTwLOwmGFcZzw9bwsxQpALqhcdR

Hxtx1UEeNKJuMozswOTAOBgNVHQ8BAf8EBAMCA+gwEwYDVR0lBAwwCgYIKwYBBQUHAwI

wEgYDVR0TAQH/BAgwBgEB/wIBBTAIBgYqhQMCAgMDQQBL9CrIk0EgnMVr1J5dKbfXVFr

hJxGxztFkTdmGkGJ6gHywB5Y9KpP67pv7I2bP1m1ej9hu+C17GSJrWgMgq+UZ" 

} 

 

Getting the result: 

http code 200 OK 

 

5.5. Changing of user password (for non-residents) 

 
5.5.1. The Method for changing user password (for non-residents) 

Endpoint: PUT <endpoint>/<version>/users/{user_id}/change_password 

Necessary access rights: MANAGE_ACCOUNTS 

Method parameters   

Data about an accounting system user serves as input information: 
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Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

user_id User ID String GUID 1 Path 

parameter 

(path param) 

password Password String  1  

Output information 

As a result of execution the client gets operation completion code http with an empty response body. 

 

Method usage sample  

 

Request: 

PUT api/v1/users/5b5540c4-fbb0-4ad7-a038-c8222affab3f/ 

change_password HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

{ 

    "password" : "password1234" 

} 

 

Getting the result: 

http code200 OK 

 

5.6. The groups of user rights 

 
5.6.1. The Method for getting information about existing rights 

 

Endpoint: GET <endpoint>/<version>/rights/about 

Necessary access rights: VIEW_ACCOUNTS 

Method parameters   

Input information is not required. 
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Output information 

As a result of execution the client gets the following information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

rights Rights and 

description 

Array of 

Objects 

RightsInfo 0 In case of 

successfully 

completed 

operation 

 

Method usage sample  

 

Request: 

GET api/v1/rights/about HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

 

Getting the result: 

{ 

    "rights": [ 

        { 

            "right": "OUTCOME_LIST", 

            "description": " Allows to get information about 

outgoing documents" 

        }, 

        { 

            "right": "UPLOAD_DOCUMENT", 

            "description": "Allows to upload documents" 

        }, 

        { 

            "right": "REESTR_EGRIP", 

            "description": "Getting information from the USR of 

Individual Entrepreneurs" 

        }, 

        { 

            "right": "MANAGE_ACCOUNTS", 

            "description": "Allows to control accounting systems, 

users, user rights groups" 

        }, 
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        { 

            "right": "VIEW_ACCOUNTS", 

            "description": "Allows to view accounting systems, 

users, user rights groups" 

        }, 

        { 

            "right": "INCOME_LIST", 

            "description": "Allows to get information about incoming 

documents" 

        }, 

        { 

            "right": "DOWNLOAD_DOCUMENT", 

            "description": "Allows to get a link to the document by 

the document ID" 

        }, 

        { 

            "right": "REESTR_ALL", 

            "description": "Allows to get access to all references" 

        }, 

        { 

            "right": "REESTR_FEDERAL_SUBJECT", 

            "description": "Getting information from the register of 

the Russian Federation federal subjects" 

        }, 

        { 

            "right": "REESTR_EGRUL", 

            "description": "Getting information from the Unified 

State Register of legal Entities" 

        }, 

        { 

            "right": "REESTR_REFP", 

            "description": "Getting information from the register of 

accredited branches and representative offices" 

        }, 

        { 

            "right": "REESTR_DUES", 

            "description": "Getting information from the register of 

tax debts" 

        }, 

        { 

            "right": "REESTR_PROD_LICENSES", 

            "description": "Getting information from 

the register of manufacturer licenses" 

        }, 

        { 

            "right": "REESTR_PHARM_LICENSES", 

            "description": "Getting information from the 

register of licenses to operate pharmacy" 

        }, 

        { 

            "right": "REESTR_ESKLP", 
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            "description": "Getting information from the unified 

reference-catalog of medicinal drugs" 

        }, 

        { 

            "right": "REESTR_GS_1", 

            "description": "Getting information from the GS1 

register" 

        }, 

        { 

            "right": "REESTR_FIAS", 

            "description": "Getting information from the FIAS 

register" 

        } 

    ] 

} 

 

 

5.6.2. The Method for getting information about current user rights 
Endpoint: GET <endpoint>/<version>/rights/current 

Necessary access rights: authorized user 

Method parameters   

Input information is not required. 

Output information 

As a result of execution the client gets the following information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

rights Rights and 

description 

Array of 

String 

 0 In case of 

successfully 

completed 

operation 

 

Method usage sample  

 

Request: 

GET api/v1/rights/current HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 
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Getting the result: 

{ 

    "rights": [ 

        "OUTCOME_LIST", 

        "UPLOAD_DOCUMENT", 

        "MANAGE_ACCOUNTS", 

        "VIEW_ACCOUNTS", 

        "INCOME_LIST", 

        "DOWNLOAD_DOCUMENT", 

        "REESTR_ALL" 

    ] 

} 

 

5.6.3. The Method for creating a group of user rights 
Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/rights/create_group 

Necessary access rights: MANAGE_ACCOUNTS 

Method parameters   

Information about the group serves as input information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

group_name Group name String  1  

rights Rights of users 

belonging to this 

group 

Array of 

Strings 

RightsEnum 1  

Output information 

As a result of execution the client gets the following information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

group_id Group unique ID String GUID 0 In case of 

successfully 

completed 

operation 
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Method usage sample  

 

Request: 

POST api/v1/rights/create_group HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

{ 

    "group_name" : "Test group", 

    "rights" : ["MANAGE_ACCOUNTS", "VIEW_ACCOUNTS"] 

} 

 

Getting the result: 

{ 

    "group_id": "a5d134fe-43cb-42a1-85eb-61a5cfcffef9" 

} 

 

 

5.6.4. The Method for getting information about the group of user rights 
Endpoint: GET <endpoint>/<version>/rights/{group_id} 

Necessary access rights: VIEW_ACCOUNTS 

Method parameters   

Group unique ID serves as input information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

group_id Group unique ID String GUID 1 Request 

parameter  

(Path param) 

Output information 

Operation execution status and information about the group (if it has been found) can serve as output 

information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 
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group Group type object Object Group 0 In case of 

successfully 

completed 

operation 

 

Method usage sample  

 

Request: 

GET api/v1/rights/a5d134fe-43cb-42a1-85eb-61a5cfcffef9 HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

 

Getting the result: 

{ 

    "group": { 

        "group_id": " a5d134fe-43cb-42a1-85eb-61a5cfcffef9", 

        "group_name": "Test group", 

        "rights": [ 

            "MANAGE_ACCOUNTS", 

            "VIEW_ACCOUNTS" 

        ] 

    } 

} 

 

 

5.6.5. The Method for getting information about group users 
Endpoint: GET <endpoint>/<version>/rights/{group_id}/users 

Necessary access rights: VIEW_ACCOUNTS 

Method parameters   

Group unique ID serves as input information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

group_id Group unique ID String GUID 1 Request 

parameter 
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(Path param) 

Output information 

Operation execution status and information about the group (if it has been found) can serve as output 

information: 

 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

users Users belonging 

to this group 

Array of 

Objects 

User 0 In case of 

successfully 

completed 

operation 

 

Method usage sample  

 

Request: 

GET api/v1/rights/a5d134fe-43cb-42a1-85eb-61a5cfcffef9/users 

HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

 

Getting the result: 

{ 

    "users": [ 

        { 

            "user_id": "5b5540c4-fbb0-4ad7-a038-c8222affab3f", 

            "first_name" : "Petr", 

            "last_name" : "Petrov", 

            "groups": [ 

                "Test group" 

            ] 

        } 

    ] 

} 
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5.6.6. The Method for changing the group of user rights 
Endpoint: PUT <endpoint>/<version>/rights/{group_id} 

Necessary access rights: MANAGE_ACCOUNTS 

Method parameters   

Group unique ID serves as input information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

group_id Group unique ID String GUID 1 Request 

parameter 

(Path param) 

group_change GroupInfo type 

object 

Object GroupInfo 1  

Output information 

Operation execution status and updated information about the group can serve as output information, 

in case of no errors: 

 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

group Group type object Object Group 0 In case of 

successfully 

completed 

operation 

 

Method usage sample  

 

Request: 

PUT api/v1/rights/a5d134fe-43cb-42a1-85eb-61a5cfcffef9 HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

{ 
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    "group_change" : { 

        "group_name" : "Test group2", 

        "rights" : [ 

"OUTCOME_LIST",  

"MANAGE_ACCOUNTS",  

"VIEW_ACCOUNTS" 

] 

    } 

} 

 

Getting the result: 

{ 

    "group": { 

        "group_id": " a5d134fe-43cb-42a1-85eb-61a5cfcffef9", 

        "group_name": "Test group2", 

        "rights": [ 

"OUTCOME_LIST",  

            "MANAGE_ACCOUNTS", 

            "VIEW_ACCOUNTS" 

        ] 

    } 

} 

 

5.6.7. The Method for removing the group of user rights 
Endpoint: DELETE <endpoint>/<version>/rights/{group_id} 

Necessary access rights: MANAGE_ACCOUNTS 

Method parameters   

Group unique ID serves as input information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

group_id Group unique ID String GUID 1 Request 

parameter 

(Path param) 

Output information 

As a result of execution the client gets operation completion code http with an empty response body. 

Method usage sample  

 

Request: 
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DELETE api/v1/rights/a5d134fe-43cb-42a1-85eb-61a5cfcffef9 HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

 

Getting the result: 

http code 200 OK 

 

5.6.8. The Method for adding a user to the group of user rights 
Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/rights/{group_id}/user_add 

Necessary access rights: MANAGE_ACCOUNTS 

Method parameters   

Group unique ID and user unique ID can serve as input information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

group_id Group unique ID String GUID 1 Request 

parameter 

(Path param) 

user_id User unique ID String GUID 1  

Output information 

As a result of execution the client gets operation completion code http with an empty response body. 

 

Method usage sample  

 

Request: 

POST api/v1/rights/a5d134fe-43cb-42a1-85eb-61a5cfcffef9/user_add 

HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

{ 

    "user_id" : "5b5540c4-fbb0-4ad7-a038-c8222affab3f" 
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} 

 

Getting the result: 

http code 200 OK 

 

5.6.9. The Method for removing a user from the group of user rights 
Endpoint: DELETE <endpoint>/<version>/rights/{group_id}/{user_id} 

Necessary access rights: MANAGE_ACCOUNTS 

Method parameters   

Group unique ID and user unique ID can serve as input information: 

 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

group_id Group unique ID String GUID 1 Request 

parameter 

(Path param) 

user_id User unique ID String GUID 1 Request 

parameter 

(Path param) 

Output information 

As a result of execution the client gets operation completion code http with an empty response body. 

 

Method usage sample  

Request: 

DELETE api/v1/rights/a5d134fe-43cb-42a1-85eb-61a5cfcffef9/5b5540c4-

fbb0-4ad7-a038-c8222affab3f HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

 

Getting the result: 

http code 200 OK 
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5.6.10. The Method for getting the list of user rights groups - Outdated 
POST <endpoint>/<version>/rights/list 

* It’s necessary to use a new method: The Search&Filter Method applied to the list of user rights groups. 

Method parameters   

Information about the requested group and the page number in search results can serve as input 

information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

group_filter GroupInfo type 
object 

Object GroupInfo 1  

start_from First record 

index in the list 

of return 

documents 

Number  1   

count Amount of 

records  in the 

list of return 

documents 

Number  1  

Output information 

As a result of execution the client gets the following information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

groups Found groups Array of 

Objects 

Group 0 In case of 

successfully 

completed 

operation 

total Total number of 

records by 

request 

Number  1  
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Method usage sample  

 

Request: 

POST api/v1/rights/list HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

{ 

    "group_filter" : { 

"group_name": "Test group" 

    }, 

    "start_from" : "0", 

    "count" : "10" 

} 

 

Getting the result: 

{ 

    "total": 1, 

    "groups": [ 

        { 

            "group_id": " a5d134fe-43cb-42a1-85eb-61a5cfcffef9", 

"group_name": "Test group2", 

      "rights": [ 

"OUTCOME_LIST",  

"MANAGE_ACCOUNTS", 

"VIEW_ACCOUNTS" 

            ], 

            "is_admin": false 

        } 

    ] 

} 

 

 

5.6.11. The Search&Filter Method applied to the list of user rights groups 
Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/rights/filter 

Necessary access rights: VIEW_ACCOUNTS 

Method parameters   

Information about the requested group and the page number in search results can serve as input 

information: 
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Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

filter GroupInfo type 
object 

Object GroupFilter 1  

start_from First record 

index 

Number  1   

count Maximum 

number  of 

records 

Number  1  

 

GroupFilter format 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

group_name Group name String  0   

user_id User unique ID 

(GUID) 

String GUID 0  

rights Rights of users 

belonging to this 

group 

Array of 

Strings 

RightsEnum 0  

is_admin Feature of system 

group rights  

Boolean  0  

 

Output information 

As a result of execution the client gets the following information: 
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Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

groups Found groups Array of 

Objects 

Group 0 In case of 

successfully 

completed 

operation 

total Total number of 

records by 

request 

Number  1  

 

Method usage sample 

 

Request: 

POST api/v1/rights/filter HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

{ 

    "filter" : { 

"group_name": "Test group" 

    }, 

    "start_from" : "0", 

    "count" : "10" 

} 

 

Getting the result: 

{ 

    "total": 1, 

    "groups": [ 

        { 

            "group_id": " a5d134fe-43cb-42a1-85eb-61a5cfcffef9", 

"group_name": "Test group2", 

      "rights": [ 

"OUTCOME_LIST",  

"MANAGE_ACCOUNTS", 

"VIEW_ACCOUNTS" 

            ], 

            "is_admin": false 

        } 
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    ] 

} 

 

5.7. Searching by registered users 

 
5.7.1. The Search Method applied to registered users - Outdated 

POST <endpoint>/<version>/users/find 

* It’s necessary to use a new method: The Search&Filter Method  applied to registered users  

Method parameters   

Data about accounting system user serves as input information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

user_filter Data for searching 

a user 

Object UserInfo 1  

start_from First record index 

in the list of 

return documents 

Number  1   

count Amount of 

records in the list 

of return 

documents 

Number  1  

Output information 

As a result of execution the client gets the following information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

users Users Array of 

objects 

GroupedUser 0 In case of 

successfully 

completed 

operation 
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total Total number of 

records by 

request 

Number  1  

 

Method usage sample 

 

Request: 

POST api/v1/users/find HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

{ 

    "user_filter" : { 

"first_name": "Petr" 

    }, 

    "start_from" : "0", 

    "count" : "10" 

} 

 

Getting the result: 

{ 

    "total": 1, 

    "users": [ 

        { 

            "user_id": "5b5540c4-fbb0-4ad7-a038-c8222affab3f", 

            "first_name" : "Petr", 

            "last_name" : "Petrov" 

            "groups": ["Test group2"] 

        } 

    ] 

} 

 

5.7.2. The Search&Filter Method applied to registered users 
Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/users/filter 

Necessary access rights: VIEW_ACCOUNTS 

Method parameters   

Data about accounting system user serves as input information: 
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Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

filter Data for searching 

a user 

Object UserFilter 1  

start_from First record index Number  1   

count Maximum 

number  of 

records 

Number  1  

UserFilter format 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

first_name User name String  0  

last_name User surname String  0   

middle_name User middle name String  0  

login User login String  0  

is_admin Feature of the 

Participant’s 

administrator 

Boolean  0  

Output information 

As a result of execution the client gets the following information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 
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users Users Array of 

objects 

GroupedUser 0 In case of 

successfully 

completed 

operation 

total Total number of 

records by 

request 

Number  1  

 

Method usage sample 

Request: 

POST api/v1/users/filter HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

{ 

    "filter" : { 

"first_name": "Petr", 

"is_admin": false 

    }, 

    "start_from" : "0", 

    "count" : "10" 

} 

Getting the result: 

{ 

    "total": 1, 

    "users": [ 

        { 

            "user_id": "5b5540c4-fbb0-4ad7-a038-c8222affab3f", 

            "first_name" : "Petr", 

            "last_name" : "Petrov", 

            "middle_name" : "Petrovich" 

            "position" : "Director" 

            "groups": ["Test group2"] 

        } 

    ] 

} 

 

5.8. Searching by accounting systems 

 
5.8.1. The Method for searching by accounting systems - Outdated 

POST <endpoint>/<version>/account_systems/find 
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* It’s necessary to use a new method: The Search&Filter Method applied to accounting systems 

Method parameters   

Accounting system name serves as input information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

name Accounting 

system name 

String  1  

start_from First record index 

in the list of 

return documents 

Number  1   

count Amount of 

records in the list 

of return 

documents 

Number  1  

Output information 

As a result of execution the client gets the following information: 

Tag name in the 

JSON format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

account_systems Accounting 

systems 

Array of 

objects 

AccountSystem 0 In case of 

successfully 

completed 

operation 

total Total number of 

records by 

request 

Number  1  

 

Method usage sample 

 

Request: 

POST api/v1/account_systems/find HTTP/1.1 
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Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

{ 

    "name" : "Test accounting system", 

    "start_from" : "0", 

    "count" : "10" 

} 

Getting the result: 

{ 

    "total": 1, 

    "account_systems": [ 

        { 

            "account_system_id": "7baf5610-554f-4887-8f41-

1fc7f07449d5", 

            "name": "Test accounting system for  the company LLC 

Medicine", 

   "client_id": "7df0d06f-6510-44fe-a378-76cb53e2605f" 

} 

    ] 

} 

 

5.8.2. The Search&Filter Method applied to accounting systems 
Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/account_systems/filter 

Necessary access rights: VIEW_ACCOUNTS 

Method parameters   

Accounting system name serves as input information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

filter Data for searching 

an accounting 

system 

Object AccountSyste

mFilter 

1  

start_from First record index Number  1   

count Maximum 

number  of 

records 

Number  1  
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AccountSystemFilter format 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

name Accounting 

system name 

String  1  

 

Output information 

As a result of execution the client gets the following information: 

Tag name in the 

JSON format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

account_systems Accounting 

systems 

Array of 

objects 

AccountSystem 0 In case of 

successfully 

completed 

operation 

total Total number of 

records by 

request 

Number  1  

 

Method usage sample 

 

Request: 

POST api/v1/account_systems/find HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

{ 

    "filter" : { 

        "name" : "Test accounting system" 

    },     

    "start_from" : "0", 

    "count" : "10" 

} 
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Getting the result: 

{ 

    "total": 1, 

    "account_systems": [ 

        { 

            "account_system_id": "7baf5610-554f-4887-8f41-

1fc7f07449d5", 

            "name": "Test accounting system for  the company LLC 

Medicine", 

   "client_id": "7df0d06f-6510-44fe-a378-76cb53e2605f" 

} 

    ] 

} 

 

6. Getting information from references 

      6.1. Getting information from the Unified State Register of legal Entities 

 

6.1.1. Getting record data from the Unified State Register of legal Entities 
Endpoint: GET <endpoint>/<version>/reestr/egrul 

Necessary access rights (any from): REESTR_ALL, REESTR_EGRUL 

Method parameters  

Input information is not required. 

Output information 

Output information contains data about legal entities: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

Id Identifier of the 

record in 

the Unified State 

Register of legal 

Entities 

String   1  

inn Legal entity TIN String   1  

OGRN Principle State 

Registration 

Number 

String   1  
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KPP Tax registration 

reason code 

String   1  

FIRST_NAME Name String   1  

MIDDLE_NAME Middle name String   1  

LAST_NAME Surname String   1  

ORG_NAME Company name String  1  

 

Method usage sample 

 

Request: 

GET api/v1/reestr/egrul HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

 

Getting the result: 

{ 

    "id": "59ee5850763afe8ac1a26b90", 

    "inn": "7720672100", 

    "OGRN": "1025213731937", 

    "KPP": "525351001", 

    "FIRST_NAME": "Dmitriy", 

    "MIDDLE_NAME": "Dmitrievich", 

    "LAST_NAME": "Dmitriev", 

    "ORG_NAME": " JSC\"Medicine\"" 

} 

 

6.2. Getting information from the USR of Individual Entrepreneurs  

6.2.1. Getting record data from USR of Individual Entrepreneurs 
Endpoint: GET <endpoint>/<version>/reestr/egrip 

Necessary access rights (any from): REESTR_ALL, REESTR_EGRIP 
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Method parameters    

Input information is not required. 

Output information 

Output information about individual entrepreneurs: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

Id Identifier of the 

record in the USR of 

Individual 

Entrepreneurs  

String   1  

inn Individual 

entrepreneur TIN 

String   1  

FIRST_NAME Name String   1  

MIDDLE_NAME Middle name String   1  

LAST_NAME Surname String   1  

 

Method usage sample 

 

Request: 

GET api/v1/reestr/egrip HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

 

Getting the result: 

 

{ 

    "id": "59ee5850762afe8ac1a26c0f", 

    "inn": "402507520623", 

    "FIRST_NAME": "Ivan", 
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    "MIDDLE_NAME": "Ivanovich", 

    "LAST_NAME": "Ivanov" 

} 

 

6.3. Getting information from the register of accredited branches and 

representative offices 

6.3.1. Getting a record from the register of accredited branches and representative 

offices 
Endpoint: GET <endpoint>/<version>/reestr/rafp 

Necessary access rights (any from): REESTR_ALL, REESTR_REFP 

Method parameters  

Input information is not required. 

Output information 

Output information contains data about an accredited subsidiary and a representative office:  

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

id Identifier of the 

record in 

the Unified State 

Register of legal 

Entities 

String   1  

inn Legal entity TIN String   1  

FIRST_NAME Name String   1  

MIDDLE_NAME Middle name String   1  

LAST_NAME Surname String   1  

KPP Tax registration 

reason code 

String   1  

Method usage sample 
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Request: 

GET api/v1/reestr/rafp HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

 

Getting the result: 

{ 

    "id": "59ee5850763afe8ac1a26b90", 

    "inn": "7720672100", 

    "KPP": "525351001", 

    "FIRST_NAME": "Dmitriy", 

    "MIDDLE_NAME": "Dmitrievich", 

    "LAST_NAME": "Dmitriev" 

} 

 

6.4. Getting information from the register of tax debts 

6.4.1. Getting information about tax debts 
Endpoint: GET <endpoint>/<version>/reestr/dues 

Necessary access rights (any from): REESTR_ALL, REESTR_DUES 

Method parameters  

Input information is not required 

Output information 

Output information contains data about tax debts: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

id Identifier of the 

record in 

the Unified State 

Register of legal 

Entities 

String   1  

inn Legal entity TIN String   1  
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BACKLOG_SU

M 

Total debt  String   1  

 

Method usage sample 

 

Request: 

GET api/v1/reestr/dues HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

 

Getting the result: 

{ 

    "id": "59ee5850762afe8ac1a26c18", 

    "inn": "4025075206", 

    "BACKLOG_SUM": "1000000" 

} 

 

6.5. Getting information from FIAS register 

 
6.5.1. Getting a FIAS object by an address object ID 

Endpoint: GET <endpoint>/<version>/reestr/fias/addrobj/{addrobj} 

Necessary access rights (any from): REESTR_ALL, REESTR_FIAS 

Method parameters  

This method has the following input parameters: 

Parameter Type Constraint Description 

addrobj 

  

String GUID Globally- unique identifier of an address object. Path 

parameter (path param) 

 

Method usage sample 

 

Request: 
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GET api/v1/reestr/fias/addrobj/353b7aed-0f1b-4f44-8ce3-245083e17526 

HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

 

Getting the result: 

{ 

    "REGIONCODE": "01", 

    "IFNSUL": "0101", 

    "CURRSTATUS": "0", 

    "OFFNAME": "Shirokaya", 

    "SHORTNAME": "st", 

    "_id": "52ae9761-4b20-4334-9163-949a39485914", 

    "IFNSFL": "0101", 

    "AOLEVEL": "7", 

    "EXTRCODE": "0000", 

    "AOGUID": "353b7aed-0f1b-4f44-8ce3-245083e17526", 

    "AREACODE": "003", 

    "CENTSTATUS": "0", 

    "PLACECODE": "024", 

    "POSTALCODE": "385336", 

    "OKATO": "79218000024", 

    "PREVID": "9890d854-0056-49cf-a1f2-4410e464ba9e", 

    "CITYCODE": "000", 

    "STARTDATE": "2015-02-02", 

    "AUTOCODE": "0", 

    "ENDDATE": "2079-06-06", 

    "UPDATEDATE": "2015-02-03", 

    "OPERSTATUS": "21", 

    "OKTMO": "79618420111", 

    "ACTSTATUS": "1", 

    "PARENTGUID": "03614edb-f287-4b59-a3b3-056e160d1035", 

    "LIVESTATUS": "1", 

    "SEXTCODE": "000", 

    "CTARCODE": "000", 

    "PLANCODE": "0000", 

    "PLAINCODE": "010030000240001", 

    "STREETCODE": "0001", 

    "FORMALNAME": "Shirokaya", 

    "CODE": "01003000024000100", 

    "NEXTID": null, 

    "AOID": null 

} 

 

6.5.2. Getting a FIAS object by a house ID 
Endpoint: GET <endpoint>/<version>/reestr/fias/house/{houseobj} 
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Necessary access rights (any from): REESTR_ALL, REESTR_FIAS 

Method parameters 

This method has the following input parameters: 

Parameter Type Constraint Description 

houseobj String GUID Globally- unique identifier of a house. Path parameter  

(path param) 

 

Method usage sample 

 

Request: 

GET api/v1/reestr/fias/house/ba1c2f28-a455-47e2-95e5-000003a0023d 

HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

 

Getting the result: 

{ 

    "IFNSFL": "6225", 

    "STATSTATUS": "0", 

    "ESTSTATUS": "2", 

    "UPDATEDATE": "2012-03-15", 

    "TERRIFNSFL": "6212", 

    "OKATO": "61226861001", 

    "ENDDATE": "2014-01-04", 

    "OKTMO": "61626424", 

    "_id": "ba1c2f28-a455-47e2-95e5-000003a0023d", 

    "STRSTATUS": "0", 

    "IFNSUL": "6225", 

    "COUNTER": "2", 

    "AOGUID": "fce962f2-dff8-4eea-8413-5c94e0e69dec", 

    "DIVTYPE": "0", 

    "POSTALCODE": "391483", 

    "STARTDATE": "1900-01-01", 

    "HOUSEGUID": "ba1c2f28-a455-47e2-95e5-000003a0023d", 

    "HOUSENUM": "2", 

    "TERRIFNSUL": "6212", 

    "HOUSEID": null 

} 
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6.5.3. Getting a text address by FIAS ID 
Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/reestr/fias/resolve 

Necessary access rights (any from): REESTR_ALL, REESTR_FIAS 

Method parameters  

This method has the following input parameters: 

Parameter Type Constraint Description 

aoguid 

  

String GUID 1 

houseguid String GUID 1 

room String 1-50 symbols 0 

Output information 

Output information contains a text address by FIAS ID: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

code Operation 

completion code 

String   1 Permitted 

values: 0 – 

operation was 

successfully 

completed, 

the address 

was found; 1 

– the address 

can’t be 

identified in 

FIAS database 

 

address Text address of 

the object 

String   1  
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Method usage sample 

Request: 

POST api/v1/reestr/fias/resolve HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

{ 

    "aoguid": "353b7aed-0f1b-4f44-8ce3-245083e17526", 

    "houseguid": "ba1c2f28-a455-47e2-95e5-000003a0023d", 

    "room": "10" 

} 

 

Getting the result: 

{ 

    "code": "0", 

    "address": "the Republic of Adygea, Krasnogvardeiskiy district, 

kh Chumakov, Shirokaya st, bld 2, 10" 

} 

 

6.6. Getting information from the register of manufacturer licenses  

 
6.6.1. Getting information about manufacturer licenses 

Endpoint: GET <endpoint>/<version>/reestr/prod_licenses  

Necessary access rights (any from):  REESTR_ALL, REESTR_PROD_LICENSES 

Method parameters  

Input information is not required 

Output information 

Output information contains an array of objects with the data regarding each register record: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

id Register record ID String   1  

inn Legal entity TIN 

 

String   1  
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ORG_NAME Name of the 

company that has 

been granted a 

license 

String   1  

L_NUM License number String  1  

START_DATE License validity 

start date  

String  1  

END_DATE License expiry 

date 

String  0  

L_STATUS License status String  1  

ADDRESS Address of license 

validity 

ADDRESS  1  

WORK_LIST Statement of 

work/list of 

services according 

to the license 

Array of 

Strings 

 1  

INVALID_FIAS

_CODE 

Indicator of an 

invalid FIAS code  

Boolean  1  

OBJECT IEIS address String  1  

Method usage sample 

 

Request: 

GET api/v1/reestr/prod_licenses HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

 

Getting the result:  
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[ 

    { 

        "id": "59f6fa41762afe8ac12021c9", 

        "inn": "4025175206", 

        "ORG_NAME": "LLC \"Medicine\"", 

        "L_NUM": "00233-medicinal product", 

        "START_DATE": "2016-09-13T00:00:00.000Z", 

        "END_DATE": null, 

        "L_STATUS": "valid", 

        "ADDRESS": { 

            "aoguid": "00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000", 

            "houseguid": "0a7f6405-e4e8-41b2-811f-102711eddf8e" 

        }, 

        "WORK_LIST": [ 

            "Manufacturing, storage and sales of non-sterile 

pharmaceutical products" 

        ] 

    } 

] 

6.6.2. The Method for updating the data of a current participant from 

the register of manufacturer licenses 
Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/reestr/prod_licenses/resync  

Necessary access rights:  MANAGE_MEMBER 

Note: before using this method make sure to check the required time interval referred to in the section 

“General requirements how to use methods” 

Method parameters  

Input information is not required 

Output information 

As a result of execution the client gets operation completion code http with an empty response body. 

Method usage sample 

 

Request: 

POST api/v1/reestr/prod_licenses/resync HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

 

Getting the result:  

http code 204 No Content 
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6.7. Getting information from the register of licenses to operate pharmacy 

 
6.7.1. Getting information about licenses to operate pharmacy 

Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/reestr/pharm_licenses 

Necessary access rights (any from):  REESTR_ALL, REESTR_PHARM_LICENSES 

Method parameters  

Input information is not required 

Output information 

Output information contains an array of objects with the data regarding each register record: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

id Register record ID String   1  

inn Legal entity TIN String   1  

ORG_NAME Name of the 

company that has 

been granted a 

license 

String   1  

L_NUM License number String  1  

START_DATE License validity 

start date  

String  1  

END_DATE License expiry 

date 

String  0  

L_STATUS License status String  1  

ADDRESS Address of license 

validity 

ADDRESS  1  

WORK_LIST Statement of 

work/list of 

Array of  1  
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services according 

to the license 

Strings  

invalid_fias_c

ode 

Indicator of an 

invalid FIAS code  

Boolean  1  

objects IEIS address String  1  

Method usage sample 

 

Request: 

GET api/v1/reestr/pharm_licenses HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

 

Getting the result:  

 

[ 

    { 

        "id": "59f6fa33762afe8ac1201f59", 

        "inn": "4025175206", 

        "ORG_NAME": "LLC \"Medicine\"", 

        "L_NUM": "FS-91-32-002477", 

        "START_DATE": "2012-06-27T00:00:00.000Z", 

        "END_DATE": null, 

        "L_STATUS": "Valid", 

        "ADDRESS": { 

            "aoguid": "00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000", 

            "houseguid": "0a7f6401-e3e8-41b2-811f-102711eddf8e" 

        }, 

        "WORK_LIST": [ 

            "medicinalproducts wholesale" 

        ] 

    } 

] 

6.7.2. The Method for updating the data of a current participant from the 

register of licenses to operate pharmacy 
Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/reestr/pharm_licenses/resync  

Necessary access rights:  MANAGE_MEMBER 
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Note: before using this method make sure to check the required time interval referred to in the section 

“General requirements how to use methods” 

Method parameters  

Input information is not required 

Output information 

As a result of execution the client gets operation completion code http with an empty response body. 

Method usage sample 

 

Request: 

POST api/v1/reestr/pharm_licenses/resync HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

 

Getting the result:  

http code 204 No Content 

 

6.8. The register of activity locations 

 

6.8.1. Getting information about activity locations - Outdated 
GET <endpoint>/<version>/reestr/branches 

* It’s necessary to use a new method: The Search&Filter Method for getting information regarding 

activity locations 

Method parameters  

Input information is not required 

Output information 

Output information contains an array of objects with the data regarding each register record: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

branch_id Activity location 

ID 

String   1  
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address Activity location 

address 

ADDRESS  1  

Method usage sample 

 

Request: 

GET api/v1/reestr/branches HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

 

Getting the result:  

 

[ 

    { 

        "branch_id": "00000000000561", 

        "address": { 

            "aoguid": "00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000", 

            "houseguid": "3e311a10-3d0c-438e-a013-7c5fd3ea66a6" 

        } 

    }, 

    { 

        "branch_id": "00000000000560", 

        "address": { 

            "aoguid": "00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000", 

            "houseguid": "069f9710-6996-4320-9417-e9569e544968" 

        } 

    }, 

    { 

        "branch_id": "00000000000559", 

        "address": { 

            "aoguid": "00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000", 

            "houseguid": "48286e15-0ca9-4228-bdf9-2451c3c1c494" 

        } 

    }, 

    { 

        "branch_id": "00000000000162", 

        "address": { 

            "aoguid": "00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000", 

            "houseguid": "3a2dbcbf-4cfe-4e8a-a888-ab7fdf82531e" 

        } 

    } 

] 
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6.8.2. The Search&Filter Method for getting information regarding activity locations 

Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/reestr/branches/filter  

Necessary access rights (any from):  REESTR_ALL, REESTR_FEDERAL_SUBJECT 

Method parameters  

The following data serves as input information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

filter Search filter 

applied to activity 

locations 

Object BranchFilter 1  

start_from First record index Number  1   

count Maximum 

number  of 

records 

Number  1  

 

BranchFilter data structure 

Tag name in the 

JSON format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

branch_id Activity location ID String  0   

houseguid Globally- unique 

identifier of a house 

(GUID) 

String GUID 0  

federal_subject_co

de 

Russian Federation 

subject code 

String  0  
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federal_district_co

de 

Russian Federation 

district code 

String  ^[0-9]$ 0  

Output information 

Output information contains the following data: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

entries Register records Array of 

objects 

BranchEntry 1   

total Total number of 

requested records 

Number  1  

 

BranchEntry data structure: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

id Activity location 

ID 

String  1  

federal_subje

ct_code 

Russian 

Federation 

subject code 

String  1  

federal_subje

ct_name 

Russian 

Federation 

subject name 

String  1  

org_name Company name String  1  

work_list Statement of 

work/list of 

services according 

Array of 

String 

 1  
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to the license 

address Activity location 

address 

ADDRESS  1  

status Status Number  0 0 – invalid, 

1 – valid, 2 – 

in the process 

of suspension 

suspension_d

ate 

Suspension date DateTim

e 

 0  

Method usage sample 

 

Request: 

POST api/v1/reestr/branches/filter HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

{ 

    "filter" : { 

        "branch_id": "00000000000561" 

    } 

} 

     

Getting the result:  

 

{ 

 "total" : 1, 

 "entries": [ 

    { 

        "id": "00000000000561", 

        "federal_subject_code": "63", 

        "federal_subject_name": "Samara Region" 

        "org_name": "JSC \"PILLS\"", 

        "work_list": [ 

            "medicinal products wholesale" 

        ] 

        "address": { 

            "aoguid": "00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000", 
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            "houseguid": "3e311a10-3d0c-438e-a013-7c5fd3ea66a6" 

        }, 

   "status": 0, 

        "suspension_date": "2018-02-02T00:00:00" 

    } 

    ] 

} 

 

6.8.3. Getting information about a particular activity location 
Endpoint: GET <endpoint>/<version>/reestr/branches/{branch_id} 

Necessary access rights (any from):  REESTR_ALL, REESTR_FEDERAL_SUBJECT 

Method parameters  

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

branch_id Activity location 

ID 

String   1 Path 

parameter 

(path param) 

Output information 

 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

branch_id Activity location 

ID 

String  1  

address Activity location 

address 

ADDRESS  1  

 

Method usage sample 

 

Request: 

GET api/v1/reestr/branches/00000000000561 HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 
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Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

 

Getting the result:  

 

{ 

        "id": "00000000000561", 

        "federal_subject_code": "63", 

        "federal_subject_name": "Samara Region" 

        "org_name": "JSC \"PILLS\"", 

        "work_list": [ 

            "medicinal products wholesale" 

        ] 

        "address": { 

            "aoguid": "00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000", 

            "houseguid": "3e311a10-3d0c-438e-a013-7c5fd3ea66a6" 

        } 

    } 

 

6.8.4. The Method for activity location registration 
Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/reestr/branches/register 

Necessary access rights:  MANAGE_BRANCH 

Method parameters  

The following data serves as input information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

 

branch_addre

ss 

Activity location 

address 

Object ADDRESS 1  

 

Output information 

Output information contains the following data: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 
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branch_id Activity location 

ID 

String  0 In case of 

successfully 

completed 

operation 

 

Method usage sample 

 

Request: 

POST api/v1/reestr/branches/register HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

{ 

    "branch_address": { 

        "aoguid": "00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000", 

        "houseguid": "3e311a10-3d0c-438e-a013-7c5fd3ea66a6" 

    } 

} 

     

Getting the result:  

 

{ 

 "branch_id": "00000000000561" 

} 

 

6.8.5. The Method for getting information about the addresses of a current participant 
Endpoint: GET <endpoint>/<version>/reestr/branches/available_branches_addresses 

Necessary access rights (any from):  REESTR_ALL, REESTR_FEDERAL_SUBJECT 

Method parameters  

Input information is not required  

Output information 

Output information contains the following data: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 
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entries Register records Array of 

objects 

RegistrationAd

dress 

1   

total Total number of 

requested records 

Number  1  

 

RegistrationAddress data structure: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

address_id Activity location 

ID 

String  1  

address Address ADDRESS  1  

resolved_addr

ess 

Address from the 

license 

String  1  

license_type License type String  1  

inn Taxpayer 

Identification 

Number (TIN) 

String  0  

 

Method usage sample 

 

Request: 

GET api/v1/reestr/branches/available_branches_addresses HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

 

     

Getting the result:  
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{ 

 "total" : 1, 

 "entries": [ 

    { 

        "address_id": "00000000000561", 

        "address": { 

            "aoguid": "00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000", 

            "houseguid": "3e311a10-3d0c-438e-a013-7c5fd3ea66a6" 

        }, 

        "resolved_address": "the Republic of Adygea, 

Krasnogvardeiskiy district, kh Chumakov, Shirokaya st, bld 2, 

10", 

        "license_type": "1", 

        "inn": "7720672100" 

    } 

    ] 

} 

 

6.9. The register of storage locations 

 
6.9.1. Getting information about storage locations - Outdated 

GET <endpoint>/<version>/reestr/warehouses 

* It’s necessary to use a new method: The Search&Filter Method for getting information regarding 

storage locations 

Method parameters  

Input information is not required 

Output information 

Output information contains an array of objects with the data regarding each register record: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

warehouse_id Storage location 

ID 

String   1  

address Storage location 

address 

ADDRESS  1  

Method usage sample 
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Request: 

GET api/v1/reestr/warehouses HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

 

Getting the result:  

[ 

    { 

        "warehouse_id": "00000000000551", 

        "address": { 

            "aoguid": "00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000", 

            "houseguid": "0a7f6405-e4e8-41b2-811f-102711eddf8e" 

        } 

    } 

] 

 

6.9.2. The Search&Filter Method for getting information regarding storage locations 
Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/reestr/warehouses/filter 

Necessary access rights (any from):  REESTR_ALL, REESTR_FEDERAL_SUBJECT 

Method parameters  

The following data serves as input information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

filter Search filter 

applied to storage 

locations 

Object WarehouseFilt

er 

1  

start_from First record index Number  1   

count Maximum 

number  of 

records 

Number  1  

WarehouseFilter data structure 
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Tag name in the 

JSON format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

warehouse_id Storage location ID String  0   

 

Output information 

Output information contains the following data: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

entries Register records Array of 

objects 

WarehouseEnt

ry 

1   

total Total number of 

requested records 

Number  1  

 

WarehouseEntry data structure: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

id Storage location 

ID 

String  1  

federal_subje

ct_code 

Russian 

Federation 

subject code 

String  1  

federal_subje

ct_name 

Russian 

Federation 

subject name 

String  1  

org_name Company name String  1  
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inn Legal entity TIN String  0  

work_list Statement of 

work/list of 

services according 

to the license 

Array of 

String 

 1  

address Activity location 

address 

ADDRESS  1  

warehouse_o

rg_inn 

License owner TIN String  1  

warehouse_o

rg_name 

License owner 

name 

String  1  

status Status Number  0 0 – invalid, 

1 – valid, 2 – 

in the process 

of suspension 

suspension_d

ate 

Suspension date DateTime  0  

Method usage sample 

 

Request: 

POST api/v1/reestr/warehouses/filter HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

 

{ 

    "filter" : { 

        "warehouse_id": "00000000000561" 

    } 

} 

Getting the result:  
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{ 

 "total" : 1, 

 "entries": [ 

    { 

        "id": "00000000000561", 

        "inn": "7720672100", 

        "federal_subject_code": "63", 

        "federal_subject_name": "Samara Region", 

        "org_name": "JSC \"PILLS\"", 

        "work_list": [ 

            "medicinal products wholesale" 

        ] 

        "address": { 

            "aoguid": "00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000", 

            "houseguid": "3e311a10-3d0c-438e-a013-7c5fd3ea66a6" 

        }, 

  "warehouse_org_inn": "5024048111", 

        "warehouse_org_name": "CJSC \"PILLS\"", 

   "status": 0, 

        "suspension_date": "2018-02-02T00:00:00" 

    } 

    ] 

} 

 

6.9.3. Getting information about a particular storage location 
Endpoint: GET <endpoint>/<version>/reestr/warehouses/{warehouse_id} 

Necessary access rights (any from):  REESTR_ALL, REESTR_FEDERAL_SUBJECT 

Method parameters  

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

warehouse_id Storage location 

ID 

String   1 Path 

parameter 

(path param) 

Output information 

 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 
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warehouse_id Activity location 

ID 

String  1  

address Activity location 

address 

ADDRESS  1  

 

Method usage sample 

 

Request: 

GET api/v1/reestr/warehouses/00000000000551 HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

 

Getting the result:  

 

{ 

 "total" : 1, 

 "entries": [ 

    { 

        "id": "00000000000551", 

        "inn": "7720672100", 

        "federal_subject_code": "63", 

        "federal_subject_name": "Samara Region" 

        "org_name": "JSC \"PILLS\"", 

        "work_list": [ 

            "medicinal products wholesale" 

        ] 

        "address": { 

            "aoguid": "00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000", 

            "houseguid": "3e311a10-3d0c-438e-a013-7c5fd3ea66a6" 

        } 

    } 

    ] 

} 

 

6.9.4. The Method for storage location registration 
Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/reestr/warehouses/register 

Necessary access rights: MANAGE_SAFE_WAREHOUSE 

Method parameters 
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The following data serves as input information:  

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

warehouse_o

rg_inn 

TIN of the 

company 

responsible for 

storage location 

String  1  

warehouse_a

ddress 

Address of the 

storage location 

warehouse 

ADDRESS  1  

 

Output information 

Output information contains the following data: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

safe_warehou

se_id 

Storage location 

ID (GUID) 

String GUID 0 In case of 

successfully 

completed 

operation 

 

Method usage sample 

 

Request: 

POST api/v1/reestr/warehouses/register HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

{ 

    "warehouse_org_inn" : "7732121736", 

    "warehouse_address" : { 

        "houseguid" : "5704f7df-be84-41e0-8e89-086e43ecb641", 

        "aoguid" : "00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000" 

    } 
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} 

     

Getting the result: 

 

{ 

 "safe_warehouse_id": "00000000000517" 

} 

 

6.9.5. The Method for getting information about the addresses of a requested 

participant, for storage location registration or for sending documents 

 

Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/reestr/warehouses/available_safe_warehouses_addresses 

Necessary access rights (any from): REESTR_ALL, REESTR_FEDERAL_SUBJECT 

Method parameters 

The following data serves as input information:  

Tag name in the 

JSON format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

inn TIN* String  1   

licence_number License number* String  1  

* - it requires the presence of at least one of these fields 

 

Output information 

Output information contains the following data: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 
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entries Register records Array of 

objects 

RegistrationAd

dress 

1   

total Total number of 

records by 

request 

Number  1  

 

RegistrationAddress data structure: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

address_id Activity location 

ID 

String  1  

address Address ADDRESS  1  

resolved_addr

ess 

Address from the 

license  

String  1  

license_type License type String  1  

inn Taxpayer 

identification 

number (TIN) 

String  0  

 

Method usage sample 

 

Request: 

POST api/v1/reestr/warehouses/available_safe_warehouses_addresses 

HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

{ 
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 "inn" : "7720672100" 

} 

     

Getting the result: 

{ 

 "total" : 1, 

 "entries": [ 

    { 

        "address_id": "00000000000561", 

        "address": { 

            "aoguid": "00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000", 

            "houseguid": "3e311a10-3d0c-438e-a013-7c5fd3ea66a6" 

        }, 

        "resolved_address": "the Republic of Adygea, 

Krasnogvardeiskiy district, kh Chumakov, Shirokaya st, bld 2, 

10", 

        "license_type": "1", 

        "inn": "7720672100" 

    } 

    ] 

} 

 

6.10. Getting information from the address register 

 
6.10.1. The Method for getting information regarding all activity locations and storage 

locations of a participant 
Endpoint: GET <endpoint>/<version>/reestr/address/all 

Necessary access rights (any from): REESTR_ALL, REESTR_FEDERAL_SUBJECT 

Method parameters  

Input information is not required 

Output information 

As a result of execution the client gets the following information in AddressEntry format. 

AddressEntry format 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

address_id Activity location 

ID or storage 

location ID 

String   1  
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address Activity location 

address or 

storage location 

ID 

Object ADDRESS 1  

entity_type Record type 

 

Number  1 Available 

values: 

0 – activity 

location 

1 – storage 

location 

 

Method usage sample 

 

Request: 

GET api/v1/reestr/address/all HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

 

Getting the result: 

{ 

        "address_id": "00000000000561", 

        "address": { 

            "aoguid": "00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000", 

            "houseguid": "3e311a10-3d0c-438e-a013-7c5fd3ea66a6" 

        }, 

        "entity_type": 1 

    } 

 

6.11. Getting information from the register of countries and federal subjects of 
the Russian Federation  

 

6.11.1. The Method for getting the list of countries 
Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/reestr/area/countries 

Necessary access rights: authorized user 
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Method parameters 

The following data serves as input information:  

Tag name in the 

JSON format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

start_from First record index Number  1   

count Maximum number  

of records 

Number  1  

 

Output information 

Output information contains the following data: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

entries Register records Array of 

objects 

CountryInfo 1  

total Total number of 

records by 

request 

Number  1  

 

CountryInfo data structure: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

iso ISO code String  1  

alpha2 Two-valued String  1  
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notation 

 

location Location String  1  

alpha3 Three-valued 

notation 

String  1  

fullname Full name String  1  

location-

precise 

Precise location String  1  

english English name String  1  

name Name String  1  

id Unique ID String  1  

 

Method usage sample 

 

Request: 

POST api/v1/reestr/area/countries HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

{ 

 "start_from" : "0", 

 "count" : "1" 

} 

     

Getting the result: 

 

{ 

 "total" : 1, 
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 "entries": [ 

 { 

    "name": "Abkhazia", 

    "fullname": "Republic of Abkhazia", 

    "english": "Abkhazia", 

    "alpha2": "AB", 

    "alpha3": "ABH", 

    "iso": "895", 

    "location": "Asia", 

    "location-precise": "Transcaucasia" 

  } 

    ] 

} 

 

6.11.2. The Method for getting the list of the Russian Federation subjects 
Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/reestr/reestr/area/regions 

Necessary access rights: authorized user 

Method parameters 

The following data serves as input information:  

Tag name in the 

JSON format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

start_from First record index Number  1   

count Maximum number  

of records 

Number  1  

 

Output information 

Output information contains the following data: 

Tag name in the 

JSON format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

entries Register records Array of Region 1  
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objects 

total Total number of 

records by request 

Number  1  

 

Region data structure: 

Tag name in the 

JSON format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

title Title String  1  

code Subject code String  1  

key Subject ID String  0  

children List of subsidiaries’ 

identifiers 

Array of 

String 

 0  

 

Method usage sample 

 

Request: 

POST api/v1/reestr/reestr/area/regions HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

{ 

 "start_from" : "0", 

 "count" : "1" 

} 

     

Getting the result: 

 

{ 
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 "total" : 1, 

 "entries": [ 

 { 

    "title": "Privolzhsky federal district", 

    "code": "5", 

    "key": null, 

    "children": ["02", "43", "12", "13", "52", "56", "58", "59", 

"63", "64", "16", "18", "73", "21"]  } 

    ] 

} 

 

 

6.12. Getting information from the unified reference-catalog of medicinal drugs 

6.12.1. Filtering by the unified reference-catalog of medicinal drugs 
Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/reestr/esklp/filter 

Necessary access rights (any from): REESTR_ALL, REESTR_ESKLP 

Method parameters 

The following data serves as input information:  

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

filter Search filter 

applied to Group 

code register 

Object EsklpFilter 1  

start_from First record index Number  1   

count Maximum 

number  of 

records 

Number  1  

 

EsklpFilter data structure 

Tag name in the 

JSON format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 
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REG_DATE Start of the 

timespan for the 

state registration 

date 

String Datetime 0   

REG_END_DATE End of the timespan 

for the state 

registration date 

String Datetime 0   

reg_id Registration 

certificate number 

String   0 Partial 

occurrence, 

case 

insensitive  

REG_HOLDER Registration 

certificate holder 

name 

String   0 Partial 

occurrence, 

case 

insensitive  

PROD_SELL_NAME Medical product 

trade name 

String   0 Partial 

occurrence, 

case 

insensitive  

PROD_NAME International 

nonproprietary 

name or generic 

name, or chemical 

name 

String   0 Partial 

occurrence, 

case 

insensitive  

REG_HOLDER_COD

E 

Code of a taxpayer- 

registration 

certificate holder 

(for the Russian 

Federation 

residents) 

String   0 Partial 

occurrence, 

case 

insensitive  

REG_STATUS Registration 

certificate status 

 

String   0 Partial 

occurrence, 

case 

insensitive  

Output information 
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Output information contains an array of objects with the data regarding each register record: 

 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

entries Register records Array of 

objects 

InfoEsklp 1   

total Total number of 

records by 

request 

Number  1  

 

InfoEsklp data structure: 

Tag name in the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

id Unique ID     

reg_id Registration 

certificate number 

String     

PROD_NAME International 

nonproprietary name 

or generic name, or 

chemical name (string 

representation) 

String    

REG_HOLDER_CODE Registration 

certificate holder 

code 

String    

PROD_PACK_1_ID Primary packaging  String    

PROD_PACK_1_NAME Primary packaging  

(string 

String    
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representation) 

PROD_PACK_1_ED Units for measuring 

mass/volume in 

primary packaging 

String    

PROD_PACK_1_ED_NA

ME 

Units for measuring 

mass/volume in 

primary packaging 

(string 

representation) 

String    

PACK_2_3_NAME Name of a 

secondary/tertiary 

packaging packager 

String    

PACK_2_3_CODE Code of a taxpayer - 

secondary/tertiary 

packaging packager 

(for the Russian 

Federation residents) 

String    

PACK_2_3_CODE_F Code of a taxpayer - 

secondary/tertiary 

packaging packager in 

the country of 

registration 

String    

COUNTRY_PACK_2_3 Country of 

secondary/tertiary 

packaging packager 

registration 

String    

QA_CODE Taxpayer code at the 

quality control stage 

(for the Russian 

Federation residents)  

String    

QA_CODE_F Taxpayer code at the 

quality control stage 

in the country of 

registration 

String    
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PROD_PACK_2_ID Secondary 

(consumer)packaging 

String    

PROD_PACK_2_NAME Secondary 

(consumer)packaging 

(string 

representation) 

String    

QA_COUNTRY The country where a 

manufacturer (at the 

quality control stage) 

is registered  

String    

REG_COUNTRY The country where a 

registration certificate 

holder is registered 

String    

QA_NAME Name of a 

manufacturer (at the 

quality control stage) 

String    

PROD_PACK_1_SIZE Mass/volume in 

primary packaging  

String    

PROD_D Pharmaceutical form 

code 

String    

QA_ADDRESS_NAME Address of quality 

control stage (string 

representation) 

String    

ADDRESS_FIAS Address of a packer/ 

packager that works 

with 

secondary/tertiary 

packaging (by FIAS for 

the Russian 

Federation residents) 

String    

QA_ADDRESS_FIAS Address of quality 

control stage (by FIAS 

for the Russian 

Federation residents) 

String    
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ADDRESS Address of a packer/ 

packager that works 

with 

secondary/tertiary 

packaging 

String    

REG_HOLDER_CODE_F Code of a taxpayer- 

registration certificate 

holder in the country 

of registration or its 

alternative 

String    

TN_VED FEACN code String    

PROD_D_NAME The amount of 

measure units for 

pharmaceutical 

dosage (string 

representation) 

String    

PROD_FORM_NAME Pharmaceutical form 

(string 

representation)  

String    

PROD_ID International 

nonproprietary name, 

or generic name or 

chemical name 

String    

PROD_PACK_1 Name of a 

manufacturer (at the 

control stage) 

String    

PROD_SELL_NAME Medical product 

trade name 

String    

MAX_GNVLP Registered price limit 

(for VED) (rub) 

String    

PROD_PACK_1_2 Amountof primary 

packaging in 

consumer packaging 

String    
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REG_DATE State registration 

date 

String    

REG_HOLDER Registration 

certificate holder 

name 

String    

GNVLP Mark of being in VED String    

DRUG_CODE Internal unique 

identifier of a medical 

product in the 

register of the unified 

reference-catalog of 

medicinal drugs 

String    

REG_STATUS Registration 

certificate status 

String    

pack_1* List of manufactures-

packagers  

Array 

of 

objects 

Packer1   

pack_2_3* List of packagers that 

work with 

secondary/tertiary 

packaging 

Array 

of 

objects 

Packer2_3   

QA* List of manufacturers 

(at the control stage) 

Array 

of 

objects 

QA   

COMPLETENESS Completeness String    

GLF_NAME Manufacturer of a 

finished 

pharmaceutical form 

String    

GLF_COUNTRY The country where a  

finished 

pharmaceutical form 

manufacturer is 

String    
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registered 

*The structure of return data contains fields for one packager/inspector as well as arrays for a packager 

and inspector. In case of several packagers/inspectors single fields are filled in with the data of the first 

record from an array. 

Method usage sample 

 

Request: 

POST api/v1/reestr/esklp/filter HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

{ 

    "PROD_SELL_NAME": "trade name example", 

    "start_from": 0, 

    "count": 1000 

} 

 

Getting the result: 

 

{ 

    "total": 1, 

    "entries": [ 

        { 

            "id": "59ee5850762afe8ac1a26c23", 

            "reg_id": "TEST-006593/08", 

            "PROD_NAME": "TEST INN", 

            "REG_HOLDER_CODE": "NOT STATED", 

            "PROD_PACK_1_ID": "3843", 

            "PROD_PACK_1_NAME": "BLISTER PACKAGING", 

            "PROD_PACK_1_ED": "0", 

            "PROD_PACK_1_ED_NAME": "NOT STATED", 

            "PACK_2_3_NAME": "JSC Biofarm UFP TEST", 

            "PACK_2_3_CODE": "NOT STATED", 

            "PACK_2_3_CODE_F": "NOT STATED", 

            "COUNTRY_PACK_2_3": "Russia", 

            "QA_CODE": "NOT STATED", 

            "QA_CODE_F": "NOT STATED", 

            "PROD_PACK_2_ID": "1336", 

            "PROD_PACK_2_NAME": "CARTON", 

            "QA_COUNTRY": "Russia", 

            "REG_COUNTRY": "Russia", 

            "QA_NAME": "JSC Biofarm UFP TEST", 
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            "PROD_PACK_1_SIZE": "0.000", 

            "PROD_D": "3663", 

            "QA_ADDRESS_NAME":"Moscow city,Shchipok st 9/26, bld 3", 

            "ADDRESS_FIAS": "Moscow city,Shchipok st 9/26, bld 3", 

            "QA_ADDRESS_FIAS":"Moscow city,Shchipok st 9/26, bld 3", 

            "ADDRESS": "Moscow city,Shchipok st 9/26, bld 3", 

            "REG_HOLDER_CODE_F": "NOT STATED", 

            "TN_VED": "NOT STATED", 

            "PROD_D_NAME": "8 mg", 

            "PROD_FORM_NAME": "CAPSULES", 

            "PROD_ID": "3665", 

            "PROD_PACK_1": "FSUE SPA MICROGEN MINISTRY OF HEALTH OF 

THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION», 

            «PROD_SELL_NAME»: «trade name example», 

            “PROD_PACK_1_2”: “1”, 

            “REG_DATE”: “2008-08-14T00:00:00.000Z”, 

            “REG_HOLDER”: “JSC Biofarm UFP TEST”, 

            “REG_STATUS”: “Valid”, 

            “GNVLP”: “1”, 

            “DRUG_CODE”: “83.64.61.077-000060-1-00052-

4000000803469”, 

            “pack_1”: [ 

                { 

                    “COUNTRY_PACK_1”: “Russia”, 

                    “PACK_1_NAME”: “LLC TEST” 

                } 

            ], 

       “pack_2_3”: [ 

                { 

                    “COUNTRY_PACK_2_3”: “Russia”, 

                    “PACK_2_3_NAME”: “LLC TEST” 

                } 

            ], 

            “QA”: [ 

                { 

                    “QA_COUNTRY”: “Russia”, 

                    “QA_NAME”: “LLC TEST” 

                } 

            ], 

     “COMPLETENESS”: “comes with infusion set with an 

integrated filter – 2 pcs”, 

      “GLF_NAME”: “SPA SPETSPREPARATY”, 

     “GLF_COUNTRY”: “RUSSIA” 

        } 

    ] 

} 

6.13. Getting information from Group code register 

 

6.13.1. The Search Method applied to Group code register 
Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/reestr/sgtin/filter 
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Necessary access rights (any from): REESTR_ALL, REESTR_SGTIN 

Method parameters 

The data necessary for filtering information from the Group code register serves as input information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

filter Search filter 

applied to Group 

code register 

Object SgtinFilter 1  

start_from First record index Number  1   

count Maximum 

number  of 

records 

Number  1  

 

SgtinFilter data structure 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

status Status Array of 

String 

 0 See section “The list of 

possible Group code 

statuses” 

emission_ty

pe 

Emission type Array of 

Number 

 0 The list of possible 

emission types: 

1 – in-house 

manufacturing;  

2 – contract 

manufacturing;  

3 – foreign 

manufacturing 
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prod_name Name String   0  

sell_name Trade name String   0  

gtin GTIN String   0  

sgtin SGTIN (Group 

code) 

String   0  

pack3_id Tertiary packaging 

ID code 

String   0  

batch Batch number String   0  

sys_id Identifier String  0 One of the identifiers:  

1) identifier of a 

pharmaceutical 

circulation  entity in IS 

“Marking of Goods”;  

2) activity location ID;  

3) storage location ID  

release_date

_from 

The date of 

packaging, the 

start of timespan – 

the date of 

introduction into 

civil turnover 

Date*  0  
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release_date

_to 

The date of 

packaging, the end 

of timespan – the 

date of finishing 

the process of 

introduction into 

civil turnover 

Date  0  

emission_op

eration_date

_from 

Registration 

period start date 

Date  0  

emission_op

eration_date

_to 

Registration 

period end date  

Date  0  

last_tracing_

op_date_fro

m 

Last operation 

start date  

Date  0  

last_tracing_

op_date_to 

Last operation end 

date 

Date  0  

source_type Source of finance Array of 

Number 

 0 see permitted values in 

XSD description of 

scheme set basic types. 

* The supported format for Date data type -yyyy-MM-dd  

 

Output information 

Output information contains an array of objects with the data about each register record: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

types 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

entries Register records Array of 

objects 

Sgtin 1   
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total Total number of 

records by 

request 

Number  1  

Method usage sample 

 

Request: 

POST api/v1/reestr/sgtin/filter HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

{ 

  “filter”: { 

     

    }, 

    «start_from»: 0, 

    «count»: 1000 

} 

 

Getting the result: 

{ 

    “total”: 2, 

    “entries”: [ 

        { 

            “id”: “04620032570010TRACKING00000”, 

            “gtin”: “04620032570010”, 

            “sgtin”: “04620032570010TRACKING00000”, 

            “status”: “in_circulation”, 

            “status_date”: “2017-12-25T15:23:50”, 

            “batch”: “Test-20171003-8814”, 

            “owner”: “LLC \”Pills\””, 

            “emissionType”: 2, 

            “release_date”: “2017-12-20T14:58:30”, 

            “emission_operation_date”: “2017-12-20T14:58:01”, 

            “federal_subject_code”: “63”, 

            “federal_subject_name”: “Samara region”, 

            «expiration_date»: «2020-02-02T00:00:00», 

            «prod_name»: « Trademark of a market-ready product», 

            «sell_name»: «The registered medical product trade 

name», 

            «full_prod_name»: «The name of a product in compliance 

with the regulatory requirements», 

            «reg_holder»: «The name of an enterprise/organization 

that has the right to hold a registration certificate», 
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            «pack1_desc»: «Supplementary description of secondary 

(consumer) package contents. Example: \»inside: AN AMPOULE, GLASS, 

50, ML + insert\» 00000000000000000000001», 

            «pack3_id»: null, 

            «last_tracing_op_date»: «2020-02-02T00:00:00», 

            "drug_code": "83.64.61.077-000060-1-00052-

4000000803469", 

            "prod_form_name": "CAPSULES", 

            "prod_d_name": "8 mg" 

        }, 

        { 

            “id”: “04620032570010TRACKING00001”, 

            “gtin”: “04620032570010”, 

            “sgtin”: “04620032570010TRACKING00001”, 

            “status”: “in_circulation”, 

            “status_date”: “2017-12-25T15:23:50”, 

            “batch”: “Test-20171003-8814”, 

            “owner”: “ LLC \”Pills \””, 

            “emissionType”: 3, 

            “release_date”: “2017-12-20T15:31:39”, 

            “emission_operation_date”: “2017-12-20T15:29:57”, 

            “federal_subject_code”: “63”, 

            “federal_subject_name”: “Samara region”, 

            «expiration_date»: «2020-02-02T00:00:00», 

            «prod_name»: «Trademark of a market-ready product», 

            «sell_name»: «The registered medical product trade 

name», 

            «full_prod_name»: «The name of a product in compliance 

with the regulatory requirements», 

            «reg_holder»: «The name of an enterprise/organization 

that has the right to hold a registration certificate», 

            «pack1_desc»: «Supplementary description of secondary 

(consumer) package contents. Example: \”inside: AN AMPOULE, GLASS, 

50, ML + insert\””, 

            “pack3_id”: “NUEMOESSCC00000001”, 

“source_type”: 2, 

«last_tracing_op_date»: «2020-02-02T00:00:00», 

“customs_point_id”: “9bd76c63-65cd-40b4-50a6-6877e97761dd”, 

            "drug_code": "83.64.61.077-000060-1-00052-

4000000803460", 

            "prod_form_name": "CAPSULES", 

            "prod_d_name": "8 mg" 

        } 

    ] 

} 

 

 

6.13.2. The value list search method that is accomplished in the Group code register 
Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/reestr/sgtin/sgtins-by-list 
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Necessary access rights (any from): REESTR_ALL, REESTR_OWNED_SSCC_SGTIN 

The method returns an Group code list for a current owner or a participant of acceptance operation in 

case Group code is in the stage of transition.  

Method parameters  

The data necessary for getting information from the Group code register serves as input information:  

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

filter Search filter 

applied to Group 

code register 

 

Object SgtinsFilter* 1 Search filter applied to 

Group code register 

* Maximum number  of items in the list of requested Group code: 500 

Output information 

Output information contains an array of objects with the data about each register record: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

total Total number of 

requested records  

Number  1  

failed Amount of not 

found records and 

records that failed 

the test 

Number  1  

entries Register records Array of 

objects 

Sgtin 0  

failed_entries Group code array 

– an error 

occurred while 

searching 

 

Array of 

objects 

FailedSgtin 0  
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FailedSgtin object: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

sgtin SGTIN (Group 

code) 

String  1  

error_code Error code* Number  1  

error_desc Error description String  1  

*Code values: 

- 2: «Requested data not found» 

- 4: «Requested data is accessible only by the current owner or operation counterparty» 

Method usage sample 

 

Request:  

POST api/v1/reestr/sgtin/sgtins-by-list HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

{  

  “filter”: { 

“sgtins”: [“04620032570010TRACKING00000”, 

“289011480058360121118000002”]     

    } 

} 

Getting the result:  

{ 

 “total”: 2, 

 “failed”: 1, 

   “entries”: [ 

        { 

            “id”: “04620032570010TRACKING00000”, 

            “gtin”: “04620032570010”, 

            “sgtin”: “04620032570010TRACKING00000”, 

            “status”: “in_circulation”, 

            “status_date”: “2017-12-25T15:23:50”, 
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            “batch”: “Test-20171003-8814”, 

            “owner”: “LLC \”Pills\””, 

            “emissionType”: 3, 

            “release_date”: “2017-12-20T14:58:30”, 

            “emission_operation_date”: “2017-12-20T14:58:01”, 

            “federal_subject_code”: “63”, 

            “federal_subject_name”: “Samara region”, 

            “expiration_date”: “2020-02-02T00:00:00”, 

            “prod_name”: “Trademark of a market-ready product”, 

            “sell_name”: “The registered medical product trade 

name”, 

            “full_prod_name”: “The name of a product in compliance 

with the regulatory requirements”, 

            “reg_holder»: “The name of an enterprise/organization 

that has the right to hold a registration certificate”, 

            “pack1_desc”: “Supplementary description of secondary 

(consumer) package contents. Example: \»inside: AN AMPOULE, GLASS, 

50, ML + insert\» 00000000000000000000001”, 

            “pack3_id”: null, 

            “last_tracing_op_date”: “2020-02-02T00:00:00”, 

“customs_point_id”: “9bd76c63-65cd-40b4-50a6-6877e97761dd”, 

            "drug_code": "83.64.61.077-000060-1-00052-

4000000803469", 

            "prod_form_name": "CAPSULES", 

            "prod_d_name": "8 mg" 

        } 

    ], 

 “failed_entries”: [ 

  “sgtin”: “289011480058360121118000002”, 

  “error_code”: 2, 

  “error_description”: “Requested data not found” 

] 

} 

 

6.13.3. The value list search method that is accomplished in the public Group code 

register 
Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/reestr/sgtin/public/sgtins-by-list 

Necessary access rights (any from): REESTR_ALL, REESTR_SGTIN 

Method parameters  

The following data serves as input information:  

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 
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filter Search filter 

applied to Group 

code register 

Object SgtinsFilter* 1 Search filter applied to 

Group code register 

* Maximum number  of items in the list of requested Group code: 500 

Output information 

Output information contains an array of objects with the data about each register record: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

total Total number of 

requested records  

Number  1  

failed Amount of not 

found records 

Number  1  

entries Found register 

records 

Array of 

objects 

PublicSgtin 1  

failed_entries Not found register 

records 

Array of 

objects 

SGTIN (Group 

code) 

1  

 

PublicSgtin object: 

Tag name in the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON data 

type 

Constraints Comments 

sgtin SGTIN (Group code) String   

batch Batch number String   

expiration_date Expiration date DateTime   

prod_name Trademark (brand) String   
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sell_name Trade name String   

prod_d_name The amount of 

measure units for 

pharmaceutical 

dosage  

String   

prod_form_name Pharmaceutical 

form 

String   

reg_date State registration 

date 

DateTime   

reg_number Registration 

certificate number 

String   

drug_code Internal unique 

identifier of a 

medical product in 

the register of the 

unified reference-

catalog of medicinal 

drugs 

String   

reg_holder Registration 

certificate holder 

String   

 

Method usage sample 

 

Request:  

POST api/v1/reestr/sgtin/public/sgtins-by-list HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

{  

  "filter": { 

"sgtins": ["04620032570010TRACKING00000", 

"289011480058360121118000002"]     
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    } 

} 

 

Getting the result:  

 

{ 

   "total": 2,  

   "failed": 1, 

   "entries": [ 

        { 

            "sgtin": "04620032570010TRACKING00000", 

            "batch": "Test-20171003-8814", 

            "expiration_date": "2020-02-02T00:00:00", 

            "prod_name": "Trademark of a market-ready product", 

            "sell_name": "The registered medical product trade 

name", 

            "prod_d_name": "8 mg", 

            "prod_form_name": "CAPSULES", 

            "reg_date": "2008-08-14T00:00:00.000",  

            "reg_number": "TEST-006593/08", 

            "drug_code": "83.64.61.077-000060-1-00052-

4000000803469", 

            "reg_holder": "The name of an enterprise/organization 

that has the right to hold a registration certificate" 

        } 

    ] , 

   "failed_entries": ["289011480058360121118000002"] 

} 

 

6.13.4. The Method for getting detailed information regarding Group code and medical 

products connected with it 
Endpoint: GET <endpoint>/<version>/reestr/sgtin/{sgtin} 

Necessary access rights (any from): REESTR_ALL, REESTR_SGTIN 

Method parameters  

The data necessary for filtering information from the Group code register serves as input information: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 
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sgtin SGTIN String SGTIN (Group 

code) 

1 Path 

parameter 

(path param) 

 

Output information 

Output information contains the following data: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

sgtin_info Information about 

Group code 

Object Sgtin 1  

gtin_info Information about 

a medical product 

Object GtinInfo 1  

 

GtinInfo data format: 

Tag name in the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

Id Unique identifier String  0  

gtin GTIN String  1   

reg_status Registration 

certificate status 

String  1  

reg_number Registration 

certificate number 

String  1  

reg_date State registration 

date 

String  1  

prod_desc_label Name on the package String  1  
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type_form Pharmaceutical form String  1  

prod_pack1_ed_name Amount (units for 

measuring) of 

mass/volume in 

primary packaging  

String  1  

packer_address Packer address  String  1  

prod_name International 

nonproprietary name 

or generic name, or 

chemical name 

String  1  

prod_sell_name Medical product 

trade name 

String  1  

prod_content Medical product 

ingredients 

String  1  

prod_desc Medical product 

description 

String  0  

prod_pack_1_ed Amount of 

mass/volume in 

primary packaging 

String  1  

reg_end_date Registration 

certificate expiry date 

String  0  

prod_d_name The amount of 

measure units for 

pharmaceutical 

dosage  (string 

representation) 

String  1  

prod_pack_1_name Primary packaging  

(string 

representation) 

String  1  
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prod_pack_2_name Secondary 

(consumer)packaging 

(string 

representation) 

String  1  

prod_pack_1_2 Amount of primary 

packaging in 

consumer packaging 

String  1  

tn_ved FEACN code String  1  

gnvlp Mark of being in VED String  1  

max_gnvlp Registered price limit 

(for VED) (rub) 

String  0  

max_gnvlp_reg_date Price limit registration 

date 

String  0  

reg_holder Registration 

certificate holder 

name 

String  1  

reg_country The country where a 

registration certificate 

holder is registered 

String  1  

pack_2_3_name Name of a 

secondary/tertiary 

packaging packager 

String  1  

country_pack_2_3 Country of 

secondary/tertiary 

packaging packager 

registration 

String  1  

pack_2_3_code Code of a taxpayer - 

secondary/tertiary 

packaging packager 

(TIN/ITIN) 

String  1  
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pack_2_3_address Address of a packer/ 

packager that works 

with 

secondary/tertiary 

packaging  

String  1  

qa_name Name of a 

manufacturer (at the 

quality control stage) 

String  1  

qa_country The country where a 

manufacturer (at the 

quality control stage) 

is registered  

String  1  

qa_code Taxpayer code at the 

quality control stage 

(TIN/ITIN) 

String  1  

qa_address_name Address of quality 

control stage  

String  1  

prod_status Medical product 

status 

String  0  

min_zdrav Mark of registration 

in the Health Ministry 

of the Russian 

Federation 

Boolean  1  

gs1 Mark of registration 

in GS1 

Boolean  1  

cost_limit Registered price limit String  0  

reg_inn Registration 

certificate holder TIN 

String  0  

completeness Completeness String  0  
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prod_form_name Pharmaceutical form 

(string 

representation) 

String  1  

pack_1* List of manufactures-

packagers  

Array of 

objects 

Packer1   

pack_2_3* List of packagers that 

work with 

secondary/tertiary 

packaging 

Array of 

objects 

Packer2_3   

QA* List of manufacturers 

(at the control stage) 

Array of 

objects 

QA   

glf_name Manufacturer of a 

finished 

pharmaceutical form 

String  0  

glf_country The country where a  

finished 

pharmaceutical form 

manufacturer is 

registered 

String  0  

drug_code Internal unique 

identifier of a medical 

product in the 

register of the unified 

reference-catalog of 

medicinal drugs 

String  0  

*The structure of return data contains fields for one packager/inspector as well as arrays for a packager 

and inspector. In case of several packagers/inspectors single fields are filled in with the data of the first 

record from an array. 

Method usage sample 

 

Request:  

GET api/v1/reestr/sgtin/046065560030TRACKING0000000 HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 
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Getting the result:  

 

{ 

    “sgtin_info”: { 

            «id»: «04620032570010TRACKING00001», 

            “gtin”: “04620032570010”, 

            “sgtin”: “04620032570010TRACKING00001”, 

            “status”: “in_circulation”, 

            “status_date”: “2017-12-25T15:23:50”, 

            “batch”: “Test-20171003-8814”, 

            “owner”: “LLC  \”Pills \””, 

            “emissionType”: 3, 

            “release_date”: “2017-12-20T15:31:39”, 

            “emission_operation_date”: “2017-12-20T15:29:57”, 

            “federal_subject_code”: “63”, 

            “federal_subject_name”: “Samara region”, 

            «expiration_date»: «2020-02-02T00:00:00», 

            «prod_name»: «Trademark of a market-ready product», 

            «sell_name»: «The registered medical product trade name», 

            «full_prod_name»: «The name of a product in compliance with 

the regulatory requirements», 

            «reg_holder»: «The name of an enterprise/organization that 

has the right to hold a registration certificate», 

            «pack1_desc»: «Supplementary description of secondary 

(consumer) package contents. Example: \»inside: AN AMPOULE, GLASS, 50, 

ML + insert\»», 

            «pack3_id»: «NUEMOESSCC00000001», 

            «source_type»: 3, 

            «last_tracing_op_date»: «2020-02-02T00:00:00», 

“customs_point_id”: “9bd76c63-65cd-40b4-50a6-6877e97761dd”, 

         "drug_code": "83.64.61.077-000060-1-00052-4000000803469", 

         "prod_form_name": "BLISTER PACKAGING", 

         "prod_d_name": "<1> - 500 UNITS" 

    }, 

    «gtin_info»: { 

        «gtin»: «04620032570010», 

        «reg_status»: «Valid», 

        «reg_number»: «Registration certificate number», 

        «reg_date»: «2017-01-10T00:00:00.000Z», 

        «prod_desc_label»: «The registered medical product trade 

name 00000000000000000000000000000000000000000001», 

        «type_form»: «BLISTER PACKAGING», 

        “prod_pack1_ed_name”: “NOT STATED”, 

        “packer_address”: “109029, Moscow city, st, h., bld 1, 6, 

8”, 

        «prod_name»: «PILLS», 

        «prod_sell_name»: «The registered medical product trade name 

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000001», 
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        «prod_content»: «<18.4.> - PASTE FOR SUSPENSION FOR INTERNAL 

USE», 

        “prod_pack_1_ed”: “0”, 

        “prod_d_name”: “<1> - 500 UNITS”, 

        «prod_pack_1_name»: «BLISTER PACKAGING», 

        “prod_pack_2_name”: “CARTON”, 

        “prod_pack_1_2”: “1000”, 

        «tn_ved»: «43 – NATURAL AND FAUX FUR; FUR PRODUCTS», 

        «gnvlp»: false, 

        «reg_holder»: «The name of an enterprise/organization that 

has the right to hold a registration certificate 

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000001», 

        «reg_country»: «Russia», 

        «pack_2_3_name»: «The name of an enterprise that packed 

up/packed the product in secondary (consumer) packaging 

000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000001», 

        «country_pack_2_3»: «Russia», 

        «pack_2_3_code»: «111111112», 

        «pack_2_3_address»: «109029, Moscow city, Avtomobilny 

proezd, h 6, bld 4, 6, 8», 

        “qa_name”: “CJSC PILLS”, 

        “qa_country”: “Russia”, 

        «qa_code»: «NOT STATED», 

        «qa_address_name»: «109029, Moscow city, st, h 6, bld 4, 6, 

8», 

        “min_zdrav”: true, 

        “gs1”: true, 

        «cost_limit»: «», 

        «completeness»: «comes with infusion set with an integrated 

filter – 2 pcs», 

        «prod_form_name»: «<18.4.> - PASTE FOR SUSPENSION FOR 

INTERNAL USE», 

        “pack_1”: [ 

                { 

                    “COUNTRY_PACK_1”: “Russia”, 

                    “PACK_1_NAME”: “LLC  TEST” 

                } 

            ], 

       “pack_2_3”: [ 

                { 

                    “COUNTRY_PACK_2_3”: “Russia”, 

                    “PACK_2_3_NAME”: “LLC  TEST” 

                } 

            ], 

            “QA”: [ 

                { 

                    “QA_COUNTRY”: “Russia”, 

                    “QA_NAME”: “LLC  TEST” 

                } 

            ],  

            «glf_name»: «SPA SPETSPREPARATY», 
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          «glf_country»: «RUSSIA», 

           "drug_code": "83.64.61.077-000060-1-00052-4000000803469" 

    } 

} 

6.13.5. The Method used for searching all the records with the status “Suspension of 

circulation” in the Group code register 
 

Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/reestr/sgtin/on_hold  

Necessary access rights (any from): REESTR_ALL, REESTR_SGTIN 

Method parameters  

The following data serves as input information:  

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

filter Search filter 

applied to all 

Group code 

register records 

with the status « 

Suspension of 

circulation » 

Object SgtinOnHoldFilt

er 

1  

start_from First record index  Number  1   

count Maximum 

number  of 

records 

Number  1  

SgtinOnHoldFilter data structure 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

Inn Owner TIN String  0  
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emission_ty

pe 

Emission type Array of 

Number 

 0 The list of emission 

types: 

1 – in-house 

manufacturing;  

2 – contract 

manufacturing;  

3 – foreign 

manufacturing 

prod_name Name String   0  

sell_name Trade name String   0  

gtin GTIN String   0  

sgtin SGTIN (Group 

code) 

String   0  

pack3_id Tertiary packaging 

ID code 

String   0  

batch Batch number String   0  

sys_id ID String  0 One of the identifiers:  

1) identifier of a 

pharmaceutical 

circulation  entity in IS 

“Marking of Goods”;  
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2) activity location ID;  

3) storage location ID 

release_date

_from 

The date of 

packaging, the 

start of timespan – 

the date of 

introduction into 

civil turnover 

Date*  0  

release_date

_to 

The date of 

packaging, the end 

of timespan – the 

date of finishing 

the process of 

introduction into 

civil turnover 

Date  0  

emission_op

eration_date

_from 

Registration period 

start date 

Date  0  

emission_op

eration_date

_to 

Registration 

period end date 

Date  0  

last_tracing_

op_date_fro

m 

Start date of the 

last operation 

update period 

Date  0  

last_tracing_

op_date_to 

End date of the last 

operation update 

period 

Date  0  

* The supported format for Date data type - yyyy-MM-dd 

Output information 

Output information contains an array of objects with the data about each register record: 
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Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

entries Register records Array of 

objects 

Sgtin 1 Sgtin data 

format is 

described 

above  

total Total number of 

records by 

request 

Number  1  

 

Method usage sample 

 

Request:  

POST api/v1/reestr/sgtin/on_hold HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

{ 

  “filter”: { 

     

    }, 

    «start_from»: 0, 

    «count»: 1000 

} 

 

Getting the result:  

{ 

    “total”: 2, 

    “entries”: [ 

        { 

            “id”: “04620032570010TRACKING00000”, 

            “gtin”: “04620032570010”, 

            “sgtin”: “04620032570010TRACKING00000”, 

            “status”: “paused_circulation”, 

            “status_date”: “2017-12-25T15:23:50”, 

            “batch”: “Test-20171003-8814”, 

            “owner”: “LLC  \”Pills\””, 

            “emissionType”: 2, 
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            “release_date”: “2017-12-20T14:58:30”, 

            “emission_operation_date”: “2017-12-20T14:58:01”, 

            “federal_subject_code”: “63”, 

            “federal_subject_name”: “Samara region”, 

            «expiration_date»: «2020-02-02T00:00:00», 

            «prod_name»: «Trademark of a market-ready product», 

            «sell_name»: «The registered medical product trade 

name», 

            «full_prod_name»: «The name of a product in compliance 

with the regulatory requirements», 

            «reg_holder»: «The name of an enterprise/organization 

that has the right to hold a registration certificate «, 

            «pack1_desc»: «Supplementary description of secondary 

(consumer) package contents. Example: \»inside: AN AMPOULE, GLASS, 

50, ML + insert\» 00000000000000000000001», 

            «pack3_id»: null, 

            «last_tracing_op_date»: «2020-02-02T00:00:00», 

            "drug_code": "83.64.61.077-000060-1-00052-

4000000803460", 

            "prod_form_name": "CAPSULES", 

            "prod_d_name": "8 mg" 

        }, 

        { 

            «id»: «04620032570010TRACKING00001», 

            “gtin”: “04620032570010”, 

            “sgtin”: “04620032570010TRACKING00001”, 

            “status”: “paused_circulation”, 

            “status_date”: “2017-12-25T15:23:50”, 

            “batch”: “Test-20171003-8814”, 

            “owner”: “ LLC  \”Pills \””, 

            “emissionType”: 3, 

            “release_date”: “2017-12-20T15:31:39”, 

            “emission_operation_date”: “2017-12-20T15:29:57”, 

            “federal_subject_code”: “63”, 

            “federal_subject_name”: “Samara region”, 

            «expiration_date»: «2020-02-02T00:00:00», 

            «prod_name»: «Trademark of a market-ready product», 

            «sell_name»: «The registered medical product trade 

name», 

            «full_prod_name»: «The name of a product in compliance 

with the regulatory requirements», 

            «reg_holder»: «The name of an enterprise/organization 

that has the right to hold a registration certificate», 

            «pack1_desc»: «Supplementary description of secondary 

(consumer) package contents. Example: \”inside: AN AMPOULE, GLASS, 

50, ML + insert\””, 

            “pack3_id”: “NUEMOESSCC00000001”, 

            «last_tracing_op_date»: «2020-02-02T00:00:00», 

     “customs_point_id”: “9bd76c63-65cd-40b4-50a6-

6877e97761dd”, 
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            "drug_code": "83.64.61.077-000060-1-00052-

4000000803469", 

            "prod_form_name": "CAPSULES", 

            "prod_d_name": "8 mg" 

        } 

    ] 

} 

6.14. Getting information about tertiary packaging 

 
6.14.1. The Method for getting information regarding hierarchy of an enclosure in 

tertiary packaging   
 

Endpoint: GET <endpoint>/<version>/reestr/sscc/{sscc}/hierarchy 

Necessary access rights (any from): REESTR_ALL, REESTR_OWNED_SSCC_SGTIN 

Method parameters  

The following data serves as input information:   

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

sscc Tertiary packaging ID 

code 

String Sscc 1  

Output information 

Output information contains the following data: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

up Nested hierarchy 

“up”* 

Array of 

objects 

SsccInfo 1  

down Nested hierarchy 

“down”** 

Array of 

objects 

SsccInfo 1  

error_code Error code*** Number  0  
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error_desc Error 

description*** 

String  0  

*The array describing nested hierarchy “up” is sorted according to the levels of nesting; as the first 

element it contains the description for a requested tertiary packaging ID code and as the last element – 

the description for a requested ID code of upper level tertiary packaging.  

**Nested hierarchy “down” contains information about tertiary packaging nesting, starting with a 

requested tertiary packaging ID code.  

*** In case of successful search there is no information about an error. Code values: 

- 2: «Requested data not found» 

- 4: «Requested data is accessible only by the current owner or operation counterparty» 

SsccInfo object: 

Tag name in the 

JSON format 

Tag description JSON data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

sscc Tertiary packaging 

ID code 

String  1  

release_date Date and time of 

a packaging 

operation 

DateTime  1  

system_subj_id Identifier of the 

entity that carried 

out a packaging 

operation 

String  1  

 

Method usage sample 

 

Request:  

GET api/v1/reestr/sscc/201902251235570000/hierarchy HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 
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Getting the result:  

{ 

    “up”: [ 

        { 

            “sscc”: “201902251235570000”, 

            “release_date”: “2019-02-25T09:36:06”, 

            “system_subj_id”: “00000000000456” 

        }, 

        { 

            “sscc”: “201902251235570001”, 

            “release_date”: “2019-02-25T09:36:06”, 

            “system_subj_id”: “00000000000456” 

        } 

    ], 

    “down”: [ 

{ 

        “sscc”: “201902251235570000”, 

        “release_date”: “2019-02-25T09:36:06”, 

      “system_subj_id”: “00000000000456” 

} 

] 

} 

6.14.2. The Method used for searching information about tertiary packaging Group code 
 

Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/reestr/sscc/{sscc}/sgtins 

Necessary access rights (any from): REESTR_ALL, REESTR_OWNED_SSCC_SGTIN 

The method returns the Group code list for specified tertiary packaging. 

Method parameters  

The following data serves as input information:   

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

sscc Tertiary 

packaging ID code 

String Sscc 1 Path 

parameter(path 

param) 

start_from First record index  Number  1   
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count Maximum 

number  of 

records 

Number  1  

Output information 

Output information contains an array of objects with the data about each register record: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

entries Register records Array of 

objects 

Sgtin 1   

total Total number of 

records by 

request 

Number  1  

error_code Error code* Number  0  

error_desc Error description* String  0  

*In case of successful search there is no information about an error. Code values: 

- 2: «Requested data not found» 

- 4: «Requested data is accessible only by the current owner or operation counterparty» 

Method usage sample 

 

Request:  

POST api/v1/reestr/sscc/201902251235570000/sgtins HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

{ 

    “start_from”: 0, 

    “count”: 50 

} 

 

Getting the result:  
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{ 

    “total”: 2, 

    “entries”: [ 

        { 

            “id”: “04620032570010TRACKING00000”, 

            “gtin”: “04620032570010”, 

            “sgtin”: “04620032570010TRACKING00000”, 

            “status”: “in_circulation”, 

            “status_date”: “2017-12-25T15:23:50”, 

            “batch”: “Test-20171003-8814”, 

            “owner”: “LLC  \”Pills\””, 

            “emissionType”: 2, 

            “release_date”: “2017-12-20T14:58:30”, 

            “emission_operation_date”: “2017-12-20T14:58:01”, 

            “federal_subject_code”: “63”, 

            “federal_subject_name”: “Samara region”, 

            “expiration_date”: “2020-02-02T00:00:00”, 

            “prod_name”: “Trademark of a market-ready product”, 

            “sell_name”: “The registered medical product trade 

name”, 

            “full_prod_name”: “The name of a product in compliance 

with the regulatory requirements”, 

            “reg_holder”: “The name of an enterprise/organization 

that has the right to hold a registration certificate”, 

            “pack1_desc”: “Supplementary description of secondary 

(consumer) package contents. Example: \»inside: AN AMPOULE, GLASS, 

50, ML + insert\» 00000000000000000000001”, 

            “pack3_id”: “201902251235570000”, 

            “last_tracing_op_date”: “2020-02-02T00:00:00”, 

            "drug_code": "83.64.61.077-000060-1-00052-

4000000803460", 

            "prod_form_name": "CAPSULES", 

            "prod_d_name": "8 mg" 

        }, 

        { 

            “id”: “04620032570010TRACKING00001”, 

            “gtin”: “04620032570010”, 

            “sgtin”: “04620032570010TRACKING00001”, 

            “status”: “in_circulation”, 

            “status_date”: “2017-12-25T15:23:50”, 

            “batch”: “Test-20171003-8814”, 

            “owner”: “ LLC  \”Pills \””, 

            “emissionType”: 3, 

            “release_date”: “2017-12-20T15:31:39”, 

            “emission_operation_date”: “2017-12-20T15:29:57”, 

            “federal_subject_code”: “63”, 

            “federal_subject_name”: “Samara region”, 

            “expiration_date”: “2020-02-02T00:00:00”, 

            “prod_name”: “Trademark of a market-ready product”, 

            “sell_name”: “The registered medical product trade 

name”, 
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            “full_prod_name”: “The name of a product in compliance 

with the regulatory requirements”, 

            “reg_holder”: “The name of an enterprise/organization 

that has the right to hold a registration certificate”, 

            “pack1_desc”: “Supplementary description of secondary 

(consumer) package contents. Example: \”inside: AN AMPOULE, GLASS, 

50, ML + insert\””, 

            “pack3_id”: “201902251235570000”, 

“source_type”: 2, 

“last_tracing_op_date”: “2020-02-02T00:00:00”, 

“customs_point_id”: “9bd76c63-65cd-40b4-50a6-6877e97761dd”, 

            "drug_code": "83.64.61.077-000060-1-00052-

4000000803469", 

            "prod_form_name": "CAPSULES", 

            "prod_d_name": "8 mg" 

        } 

    ] 

} 

6.15. Getting information from the register of manufactured medical products 

 
6.15.1. The Method for getting information from the register of manufactured medical 

products 
 

Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/reestr/med_products/current 

Necessary access rights (any from): REESTR_ALL, REESTR_MED_PRODUCTS 

Method parameters  

The following data serves as input information:  

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

filter Search filter 

applied to the 

register of 

manufactured 

medical products 

Object MedProductsFi

lter 

1  

start_from First record index  Number  1   
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count Maximum 

number  of 

records 

Number  1  

 

MedProductsFilter data structure 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

gtin GTIN String   0  

reg_date_fr

om 

State registration 

date, the start date 

Date*  0  

reg_date_to State registration 

date, the end date 

Date   0  

reg_id Registration 

certificate number 

String   0  

prod_desc_l

abel 

Name on the 

package 

String   0  

 

* The supported Date data type format - yyyy-MM-dd 

 

Output information 

Output information contains the following: 
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Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

entries Register records Array of 

objects 

MedProduct 1   

total Total number of 

records by 

request 

Number  1  

 

MedProduct format: 

Tag name in the 

JSON format 

Tag description JSON data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

id Unique identifier String  0  

gtin GTIN String  1  

reg_status Registration certificate 

status 

String  1   

reg_number Registration certificate 

number 

String  1  

reg_date State registration date String  1  

prod_desc_label Name on the package String  1  

type_form Pharmaceutical form String  1  

prod_pack_1_nam

e 

Primary packaging  

(string representation) 

String  1  
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prod_pack_1_ed Amount of mass/volume 

in primary packaging 

String  1  

prod_pack1_ed_na

me 

Amount (units for 

measuring) of 

mass/volume in primary 

packaging  

String  1  

packer_address Packer address  String  1  

min_zdrav Mark of registration in 

the Health Ministry of 

the Russian Federation 

Boolean  1  

gs1 Mark of registration in 

GS1 

String  1  

cost_limit Registered price limit String  0  

reg_inn Registration certificate 

holder TIN 

String  0  

pack_1* List of manufactures-

packagers  

Array of 

objects 

Packer1 0  

pack_2_3* List of packagers that 

work with 

secondary/tertiary 

packaging 

Array of 

objects 

Packer2_3 0  

QA* List of manufacturers (at 

the control stage) 

Array of 

objects 

QA 0  

prod_form_name Pharmaceutical form 

(string representation) 

String  1  

glf_name Manufacturer of a 

finished pharmaceutical 

form 

String  0  
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glf_country The country where a  

finished pharmaceutical 

form manufacturer is 

registered 

String  0  

*The structure of return data contains fields for one packager/inspector as well as arrays for a packager 

and inspector. In case of several packagers/inspectors single fields are filled in with the data of the first 

record from an array. 

 

Method usage sample 

 

Request:  

POST api/v1/reestr/med_products/current HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

{ 

  “filter”: { 

     

    }, 

    «start_from»: 0, 

    «count»: 1000 

} 

 

Getting the result:  

{ 

  “total”: 2, 

  “entries”: [{ 

      “gtin”: “04601908002799”, 

      “reg_status”: “Valid”, 

      “reg_number”: “Medicinal product - 000533”, 

      “reg_date”: “2009 - 03 - 17T00: 00: 00.000Z”,  

      “prod_desc_label”: “Name®”, 

      “type_form”: “VIAL”, 

      “prod_pack1_ed_name”: “ml”, 

      “packer_address”: “Sandhofer Strasse 6, 

      63315 Mannheim, 

      Germany”, 

      “min_zdrav”: true, 

      “gs1”: true, 

      “cost_limit”: “100”, 

      “pack_2_3”: [{ 

          “COUNTRY_PACK_2_3”: “India”, 
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          “PACK_2_3_NAME”: “LLC  TEST” 

        } 

      ], 

      “QA”: [{ 

          “QA_COUNTRY”: “India”, 

          “QA_NAME”: “LLC  TEST” 

        } 

      ] 

    }, { 

      "gtin": "04604060002439", 

      "reg_status": "Valid", 

      "reg_number": "Medical product-003474", 

      "reg_date": "2016-02-26T00:00:00.000Z", 

      "prod_desc_label": "Afludol", 

      "type_form": "BLISTER PACKAGING", 

      "prod_pack_1_name": "BLISTER PACKAGING", 

      "min_zdrav": false, 

      "gs1": true, 

      "pack_2_3": [{ 

          "COUNTRY_PACK_2_3": "RUSSIA", 

          "PACK_2_3_NAME": "JSC TATHIMFARMPREPARATY" 

        } 

      ], 

      "QA": [], 

      "prod_form_name": "FILM-COATED PILLS", 

    "glf_name": "SPA SPETSPREPARATY", 

    "glf_country": "RUSSIA" 

    } 

  ] 

} 

 

6.15.2. The Method for getting detailed information about medical products 

manufactured by the company  

 

Endpoint: GET <endpoint>/<version>/reestr/med_products/{gtin} 
Necessary access rights (any from): REESTR_ALL, REESTR_MED_PRODUCTS 

Method parameters  

The following data serves as input information:  

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

gtin GTIN String  1 Path 

parameter(path 

param) 
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Output information 

Output information contains the following data: 

Tag name in the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

Id Unique identifier String  0  

gtin GTIN String  1   

reg_status Registration 

certificate status 

String  1  

reg_number Registration 

certificate number 

String  1  

reg_date State registration 

date 

String  1  

prod_desc_label Name on the 

package 

String  1  

type_form Pharmaceutical 

form 

String  1  

prod_pack1_ed_name Amount (units for 

measuring) of 

mass/volume in 

primary packaging  

String  1  

packer_address Packer address  String  1  

prod_name International 

nonproprietary 

name or generic 

name, or chemical 

name 

String  1  

prod_sell_name Trade name of a String  1  
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medical product  

prod_content Medical product 

ingredients 

String  1  

prod_desc Medical product 

description 

String  0  

prod_pack_1 Manufacturer name 

(at the control 

stage) 

String  1  

prod_pack_1_ed Amount of 

mass/volume in 

primary packaging 

String  1  

reg_end_date Registration 

certificate expiry 

date 

String  0  

prod_d_name The amount of 

measure units for 

pharmaceutical 

dosage  (string 

representation) 

String  1  

prod_pack_1_name Primary packaging  

(string 

representation) 

String  1  

prod_pack_2_name Secondary 

(consumer)packaging 

(string 

representation) 

String  1  

prod_pack_1_2 Amount of primary 

packaging in 

consumer 

packaging 

String  1  

tn_ved FEACN code String  1  
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gnvlp Mark of being in 

VED 

String  1  

max_gnvlp Registered price 

limit (for VED) (rub) 

String  0  

max_gnvlp_reg_date Price limit 

registration date 

String  0  

reg_holder Registration 

certificate holder 

name 

String  1  

reg_country The country where 

a registration 

certificate holder is 

registered 

String  1  

pack_2_3_name Name of a 

secondary/tertiary 

packaging packager 

String  1  

country_pack_2_3 Country of 

secondary/tertiary 

packaging packager 

registration 

String  1  

pack_2_3_code Code of a taxpayer - 

secondary/tertiary 

packaging packager 

(TIN/ITIN) 

String  1  

pack_2_3_address Address of a 

packer/ packager 

that works with 

secondary/tertiary 

packaging  

String  1  

qa_name Name of a 

manufacturer (at 

the quality control 

stage) 

String  1  
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qa_country The country where 

a manufacturer (at 

the quality control 

stage) is registered  

String  1  

qa_code Taxpayer code at 

the quality control 

stage (TIN/ITIN) 

String  1  

qa_address_name Address of quality 

control stage  

String  1  

prod_status Medical product 

status 

String  0  

min_zdrav Mark of registration 

in the Health 

Ministry of the 

Russian Federation 

Boolean  1  

gs1 Mark of registration 

in GS1 

Boolean  1  

cost_limit Registered price 

limit 

String  0  

reg_inn Registration 

certificate holder 

TIN 

String  0  

pack_1* List of 

manufactures-

packagers  

Array of 

objects 

Packer1 0  

pack_2_3* List of packagers 

that work with 

secondary/tertiary 

packaging 

Array of 

objects 
Packer2_3 0  

QA* List of 

manufacturers (at 

the control stage) 

Array of 

objects 

QA 0  
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completeness Completeness String  0  

prod_form_name Pharmaceutical 

form (string 

representation) 

String  1  

glf_name Manufacturer of a 

finished 

pharmaceutical 

form 

String  0  

glf_country The country where 

a  finished 

pharmaceutical 

form manufacturer 

is registered 

String  0  

*The structure of return data contains fields for one packager/inspector as well as arrays for a packager 

and inspector. In case of several packagers/inspectors single fields are filled in with the data of the first 

record from an array. 

Method usage sample 

 

Request:  

GET api/v1/reestr/med_products/04620032570010 HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

 

Getting the result:  

{ 

    "gtin": "04620032570010", 

        "reg_status": "Valid", 

        "reg_number": "Registration certificate number", 

        "reg_date": "2017-01-10T00:00:00.000Z", 

        "prod_desc_label": "The registered medical product trade name 

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000001", 

        "type_form": "BLISTER PACKAGING", 

        "prod_pack1_ed_name": "NOT STATED", 

        "packer_address": "109029, Moscow city, st, h., bld 1, 6, 8", 

        "prod_form_name": "<18.4.> - PASTE FOR SUSPENSION FOR INTERNAL 

USE", 

        "prod_name": "PILLS", 
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        "prod_sell_name": "The registered medical product trade name 

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000001", 

        "prod_content": "<18.4.> - PASTE FOR SUSPENSION FOR INTERNAL 

USE", 

        "prod_pack_1": "FSUE SPA MICROGEN MINISTRY OF HEALTH OF THE 

RUSSIAN FEDERATION", 

        "prod_pack_1_ed": "0", 

        "prod_d_name": "<1> - 500 UNITS", 

        "prod_pack_1_name": "BLISTER PACKAGING", 

        "prod_pack_2_name": "CARTON", 

        "prod_pack_1_2": "1000", 

        "tn_ved": "43 - NATURAL AND FAUX FUR; FUR PRODUCTS", 

        "gnvlp": false, 

        "reg_holder": "The name of an enterprise/organization that has 

the right to hold a registration certificate 

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000001", 

        "reg_country": "Russia", 

        "pack_2_3_name": "The name of an enterprise that packed 

up/packed the product in secondary (consumer) packaging 

000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000001", 

        "country_pack_2_3": "Russia", 

        "pack_2_3_code": "111111112", 

        "pack_2_3_address": "109029, Moscow city, Avtomobilny proezd, h 

6, bld 4, 6, 8", 

        "qa_name": "CJSC PILLS", 

        "qa_country": "Russia", 

        "qa_code": "NOT STATED", 

        "qa_address_name": "109029, Moscow city, st, h 6, bld 4, 6, 8", 

        "min_zdrav": true, 

        "gs1": true, 

        "cost_limit": "", 

        “pack_1”: [ 

     { 

         “COUNTRY_PACK_1”: “Russia”, 

         “PACK_1_NAME”: “LLC  TEST” 

     } 

     ], 

        "pack_2_3": [ 

        { 

            "COUNTRY_PACK_2_3": "India", 

            "PACK_2_3_NAME": "LLC  TEST" 

        } 

        ], 

        "QA": [ 

        { 

            "QA_COUNTRY": "India", 

            "QA_NAME": "LLC  TEST" 

        } 

        ], 

        "completeness": "comes with infusion set with an integrated 

filter – 2 pcs", 
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    "glf_name": "SPA SPETSPREPARATY", 

    "glf_country": "RUSSIA" 

} 

 

6.15.3. The Method for getting public information regarding manufactured medical 

products 
 

Endpoint: GET <endpoint>/<version>/reestr/med_products/public/{gtin} 

Necessary access rights (any from): REESTR_ALL, REESTR_MED_PRODUCTS 

Method parameters  

The following data serves as input information:  

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

gtin GTIN String  1 Path 

parameter(path 

param) 

 

Output information 

Output information contains the following data: 

Tag name in the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON data 

type 

Constraints Comments 

gtin GTIN String    

reg_number Registration 

certificate number 

String   

reg_date State registration 

date 

Date   

prod_name International 

nonproprietary name 

or generic name, or 

chemical name 

String   
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prod_sell_name Trade name of a 

medical product  

String   

prod_d_name The amount of 

measure units for 

pharmaceutical 

dosage  (string 

representation) 

String   

reg_holder Registration 

certificate holder 

name 

String   

drug_code Internal unique 

identifier of a medical 

product in the 

register of the unified 

reference-catalog of 

medicinal drugs 

String   

prod_form_name Pharmaceutical form  String   

Method usage sample 

 

Request:  

GET api/v1/reestr/med_products/public/04620032570010 HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

 

Getting the result:  

 

{ 

    "gtin": "04620032570010", 

        "reg_number": "Registration certificate number", 

        "reg_date": "2017-01-10", 

        "prod_name": "Trademark of a market-ready product", 

        "prod_sell_name": "Trade name example", 

        "prod_d_name": "<1> - 500 UNITS", 
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        "reg_holder": "The name of an enterprise/organization that has 

the right to hold a registration certificate", 

        "drug_code": "83.64.61.077-000060-1-00052-4000000803469", 

        "prod_form_name": "<18.4.> - PASTE FOR SUSPENSION FOR INTERNAL 

USE" 

} 

 

6.16. The register of foreign counterparty registration  
 

6.16.1. The Method for foreign counterparty registration 
 

Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/reestr/foreign_counterparty/register 

Necessary access rights:    MANAGE_FOREIGN_COUNTERPARTY 

Method parameters  

The following data serves as input information:  

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

counterparty

_itin 

ITIN String ITIN 1  

counterparty

_name 

Circulation entity 

name 

String  1   

counterparty

_address 

Circulation entity 

address 

Object ForeignAddress 1  

 

Output information 

Output information contains the following: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

counterparty_ Unique identifier 

assigned to the 

String  0 In case of 

successfully 
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id counterparty after 

registration 

(GUID) 

completed 

operation 

 

Method usage sample 

 

Request:  

POST api/v1/reestr/foreign_counterparty/register HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

{ 

    "counterparty_itin": "56887455222582", 

    "counterparty_name": "GM PHARMACEUTICALS", 

    "counterparty_address": { 

      "city ": "city", 

      "region": "region", 

      "locality": "locality", 

      "street": "street", 

      "house": "house", 

      "corpus": "corpus", 

      "litera": "litera", 

      "room": "room", 

      "country_code": "GE", 

         "postal_code": "148000" 

  } 

} 

 

Getting the result:  

{ 

  "counterparty_id": "e579d5cb-47c9-431a-953b-74077f9f9ba9" 

} 

 

6.16.2. The Method for viewing registration requests of foreign counterparties 
 

Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/reestr/foreign_counterparty/filter 

Necessary access rights (any from): REESTR_ALL, VIEW_REGISTRATION_FOREIGN_COUNTERPARTY_LOG 

Method parameters  

The following data serves as input information:  
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Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

filter Search filter 

applied to the 

register of foreign 

counterparties’ 

registration 

requests 

Object ForeignCounter

partyFilter 

1  

start_from First record index  Number  1   

count Maximum 

number  of 

records 

Number  1  

 

ForeignCounterpartyFilter data structure 

Tag name in the 

JSON format 

Tag description JSON data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

reg_date_from Registration date, 

start date 

String Date* 0  

reg_date_to Registration date, 

end date 

String Date* 0  

inn Company TIN/ITIN String   0  

org_name Company name String   0  
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country_code Country of 

registration 

String  0  

 

* The supported format for Date data type - yyyy-MM-dd 

 

Output information 

Output information contains the following: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

entries Register records Array of 

objects 

ForeignCounte

rpartyEntry 

1   

total Total number of 

records by 

request 

Number  1  

 

ForeignCounterpartyEntry format: 

Tag name in the 

JSON format 

Tag description JSON 

data type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

country_code Country of registration String  1  

system_subj_id Identifier of a counterparty 

as a circulation entity in IS 

“Marking of Goods” 

String GUID 0  

op_date Time of sending the 

request 

String Date* 1   

detailed_code Operation result 

description 

Number  0  
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code Operation result  Number  1  

inn Counterparty company 

TIN/ITIN 

String  1  

org_name Company name String  1  

op_exec_date Time for request 

processing 

String Date* 0  

* The supported format for Date data type - yyyy-MM-dd 

Method usage sample 

 

Request:  

POST api/v1/reestr/foreign_counterparty/filter HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

{ 

  "filter": { 

     

    }, 

    "start_from": 0, 

    "count": 1000 

} 

 

Getting the result:  

{ 

  "total": 1, 

  "entries": [ 

    { 

      "entity_type": 8, 

      "op_date": "2018-02-08T14:35:45.000Z", 

      "code": 1, 

      "inn": "56887455222582", 

      "org_name": "GM TABLETS", 

      "country_code": "GE" 

    } 

  ] 

} 
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6.17. Getting information from the register of trusted counterparties 
 

6.17.1. The Method for adding a trusted counterparty 
 

Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/reestr/ trusted_partners/add 

Necessary access rights:    MANAGE_TRUSTED_PARTNERS 

Method parameters  

The following data serves as input information:  

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

trusted_partn

ers 

List of  

couterparties’ 

identifiers 

Array of 

String 

GUID, TIN 1 The following can 

serve as 

couterparty 

identifier: 

1)Counterparty 
TIN;  
2) Identifier of a 
counterparty as a 
circulation entity 
in IS “Marking of 
Goods” 

      

 

Output information 

As a result of execution the client gets operation completion code http with an empty response body. 

Method usage sample 

Request:  

POST api/v1/reestr/trusted_partners/add HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

{ 

  "trusted_partners": [ 

     "0c291e4a-aabb-41ae-8ef2-ce462561ce7f" 

    ] 

} 
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Getting the result:  

http code 200 OK 

 

6.17.2. The Method for removing a trusted counterparty 
 

Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/reestr/ trusted_partners/delete 

Necessary access rights:    MANAGE_TRUSTED_PARTNERS 

Method parameters  

The following data serves as input information:  

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

trusted_partn

ers 

List of 

couterparties’ 

identifiers 

Array of 

String 

GUID, TIN 1 The following 

can serve as 

couterparty 

identifier:1) 

Counterparty 

TIN; 2) 

Identifier of a 

counterparty 

as a circulation 

entity in IS 

“Marking of 

Goods” 

 

Output information 

As a result of execution the client gets operation completion code http with an empty response body. 

Method usage sample 

 

Request:  

POST api/v1/reestr/trusted_partners/delete HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

{ 

  "trusted_partners": [ 

     "0c291e4a-aabb-41ae-8ef2-ce462561ce7f" 
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    ] 

} 

 

Getting the result:  

http code 200 OK 

 

6.17.3. The Method for filtering trusted counterparties 
 

Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/reestr/trusted_partners/filter 

Necessary access rights:    VIEW_TRUSTED_PARTNERS 

Method parameters  

The following data serves as input information:  

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

filter Search filter 

applied to the 

register of trusted 

counterparties 

Object TrustedPartner

sFilter 

1  

start_from First record index  Number  1   

count Maximum 

number  of 

records 

Number  1  

 

TrustedPartnersFilter data structure 

Tag name in the 

JSON format 

Tag description JSON data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

trusted_inn Counterparty TIN String  0  
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trusted_sys_id Identifier of a 

counterparty as a 

circulation entity in 

IS “Marking of 

Goods” 

String  0  

 

Output information 

Output information contains the following: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

entries Register records Array of 

objects 

TrustedPartner

Entry 

1   

total Total number of 

records by 

request 

Number  1  

 

TrustedPartnerEntry format: 

Tag name in the 

JSON format 

Tag description JSON 

data type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

sys_id Identifier of a trusted 

counterparty as a circulation 

entity in IS “Marking of 

Goods” 

String GUID 1  

inn Trusted counterparty TIN String  1  

org_name Trusted counterparty name String  1   

Method usage sample 

 

Request:  
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POST api/v1/reestr/trusted_partners/filter HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

{ 

  "filter": { 

     

    }, 

    "start_from": 0, 

    "count": 1000 

} 

 

Getting the result:  

{ 

  "total": 1, 

  "entries": [ 

    { 

       "sys_id": "0c290e4a-aabb-40ae-8ef2-ce462561ce7f", 

       "inn": "5260910010", 

       "org_name": "JSC \"Pills\"" 

    } 

  ] 

} 

 

6.18. Getting information about  pharmaceutical circulation entities 
(participants of IS “Marking”) 
 

6.18.1. The Filter Method applied to pharmaceutical circulation entities 
 

Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/reestr_partners/filter 

Necessary access rights (any from): REESTR_ALL, REESTR_COUNTERPARTY 

Method parameters  

The following data serves as input information:  

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

filter Circulation 

entities’ filter 

Object PartnersFilter 1  
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start_from First record index Number  1   

count Maximum 

number  of 

records 

Number  1  

 

PartnersFilter data structure 

Tag name in the 

JSON format 

Tag description JSON data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

system_subj_id Identifier of a 

circulation entity in 

IS “Marking of 

Goods” 

String  0  

federal_subject

_code 

Russian Federation 

subject code 

String  0  

federal_district

_code 

Russian Federation 

district code 

String  0  

country Country code String  0  

org_name Company name  String  0  

inn TIN String  0  
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kpp Tax registration 

reason code 

String  0  

ogrn Principle State 

Registration 

Number 

String  0  

start_date Start of the 

timespan for a 

registration 

request date  

String  0  

end_date End of the 

timespan for a 

registration 

request date 

String  0  

reg_entity_type Participant type* Number  1  

op_exec_date_

start 

Start of the 

timespan for the 

date of actual 

registration in the 

system 

String  0  

op_exec_date_

end 

End of the 

timespan for the 

date of actual 

registration in the 

system 

String  0  

 

* - Permitted values:  

1 – Russian Federation resident  

2 – representative office of a foreign registration certificate holder 

3 – foreign registration certificate holder 

8 – foreign counterparty 
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Output information 

Output information contains the following: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

filtered_recor

ds 

Register records Array of 

objects 

ForeignCounterparty 

or  

RegistrationEntry* 

1   

filtered_recor

ds_count 

Total number of 

records by 

request 

Number  1  

* - depending on the reg_entity_type (Participant type) field value a return value will differ. For value 8 

(a foreign counterparty) return data will correspond to ForeignCounterparty format, for all other cases, 

as well as in the absence of value, the data will correspond to RegistrationEntry format. 

 

ForeignCounterparty format: 

Tag name in the 

JSON format 

Tag description JSON 

data type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

system_subj_id Identifier of a trusted 

counterparty as a 

circulation entity in IS 

“Marking of Goods” 

String GUID 1  

counterparty_itin ITIN String ITIN 1  

counterparty_nam

e 

Circulation entity name String  1  

counterparty_addr

ess 

Circulation entity address Object ForeignAdd

ress 

1  

op_date Registration date Object OperationD

ate 

1   
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Id Unique identifier String GUID 0  

 

OperationDate format: 

Tag name in the 

JSON format 

Tag description JSON data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

$date Date String  1  

 

RegistrationEntry format: 

Tag name in the 

JSON format 

Tag description JSON 

data type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

system_subj_id Identifier of a trusted 

counterparty as a 

circulation entity in IS 

“Marking of Goods” 

String GUID 1  

branches List of activity locations Array of 

objects 

ResolvedFi

asAddress 

1  

safe_warehouses List of storage locations Array of 

objects 

ResolvedFi

asAddress 

1  

inn Trusted counterparty TIN String  0  

KPP Tax registration reason 

code 

String  0  

ORG_NAME Trusted counterparty 

name 

String  1  

OGRN Principle State Registration 

Number  

String  0  
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FIRST_NAME Head of the company 

name  

String  1  

MIDDLE_NAME Head of the company 

middle name  

String  1  

LAST_NAME Head of the company 

surname  

String  1  

entity_type Participant type String  1 Permitted 

values for 

reg_entity

_type field 

were 

mentioned 

above  

op_date Date of registration 

request  

Object OperationD

ate 

1  

op_exec_date Date of actual registration 

in the system 

String  1  

country_code Country code String  0  

federal_subject_co

de 

Russian Federation subject 

code 

String  0  

itin ITIN String ITIN 0  

regNum Registration number String  0  

org_address Company address  ForeignA

ddress 

 0 The format 

is 

described 

above 

kpp Tax registration reason 

code 

String  0  
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ogrn Principle State Registration 

Number  

String  0  

regDate Registration date String  0  

 

ResolvedFiasAddress format: 

Tag name in the 

JSON format 

Tag description JSON data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

id Identifier  String  1  

address_fias FIAS address Object AddressFias 1  

address_resolved Address Object AddressReso

lved 

1  

Status Status Number  0 0 – not 

valid, 

1 – valid, 

2 – in the 

process of 

suspension 

 

AddressFias format: 

Parameter Type Constraints Cardinality 

aoguid 

  

String GUID 1 

houseguid String GUID 1 
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room String 1-50 symbols  0 

 

AddressResolved format: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

code Operation 

completion code 

String   1 Permitted 

values: 0 – 

operation was 

successfully 

completed, 

the address 

was found; 1 

– the address 

can’t be 

identified in 

FIAS database 

address Object text 

address 

String   1  

 

Method usage sample 

For the search of a Russian Federation subject  

Request:  

POST api/v1/reestr_partners/filter HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

{ 

  "filter": { 

 "reg_entity_type": 1 

    }, 

    "start_from": 0, 

    "count": 1000 

} 
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Getting the result:  

{ 

  "filtered_records_count": 1, 

  "filtered_records": [ 

    { 

         "inn": "5260910010", 

         "system_subj_id": "0c290e4a-aabb-40ae-8ef2-ce462561ce7f", 

         "branches": [ 

            { 

               "id": "00000000000561", 

               "address_fias": { 

                  "houseguid": "3e311a10-3d0c-438e-a013-

7c5fd3ea66a6", 

                  "aoguid": "00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000" 

               }, 

               "address_resolved": { 

                  "address": "the Republic of Adygea, 

Krasnogvardeiskiy district, kh Chumakov, Shirokaya st, bld 2, 10", 

                  "code": 0 

               }, 

     "status": 1 

            } 

         ], 

         "safe_warehouses": [ 

            { 

               "id": "00000000000551", 

               "address_fias": { 

                  "houseguid": "0a7f6405-e4e8-41b2-811f-

102711eddf8e", 

                  "aoguid": "00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000" 

               }, 

               "address_resolved": { 

                  "address": "the Republic of Adygea, 

Krasnogvardeiskiy district, kh Chumakov, Shirokaya st, bld 2, 10", 

                  "code": 0 

               }, 

   "status": 0 

            } 

         ], 

         "KPP": "525350001", 

         "ORG_NAME": "JSC \"Pills\"", 

         "OGRN": "1025203731937", 

         "FIRST_NAME": "Dmitry", 

         "MIDDLE_NAME": "Valerievich", 

         "LAST_NAME": "Efimov", 

         "entity_type": 1, 

         "op_date": { 

            "$date": "2017-06-01T15:39:01.000Z" 

         }, 

         "op_exec_date": "2017-06-01T15:39:01.000Z", 
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         "country_code": "RU", 

         "federal_subject_code": "52" 

      } 

  ] 

} 

 

 

For the search of a foreign counterparty 

Request:  

POST api/v1/reestr_partners/filter HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

{ 

  "filter": { 

         "entity_type": 8, 

       "inn": "56887455222582" 

    }, 

    "start_from": 0, 

    "count": 10 

} 

Getting the result:  

{ 

  "filtered_records_count": 1, 

  "filtered_records": [ 

    { 

         "counterparty_itin": "56887455222582", 

         "counterparty_name": "GM PHARMACEUTICALS", 

         "system_subj_id": "e579d5cb-47c9-431a-953b-74077f9f9ba9", 

         "counterparty_address": { 

            "country_code": "GE", 

            "postal_code": "148000" 

         }, 

         "op_date": { 

            "$date": "2017-10-25T00:00:00.000Z" 

         }        

    }  

  ] 

} 

 

6.19. Getting information about a participant  
 

6.19.1. The Method for getting information about the company of current user 

registration 
Endpoint: GET <endpoint>/<version>/members/current 
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Necessary access rights:    authorized user 

Method parameters  

Input information is not required 

Output information 

Output information contains an array of objects with the data about each register record: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

member Information about 

the company 

Member  1  

 

Member format: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

sys_id Identifier of a 

circulation entity in 

IS “Marking of 

Goods” 

String GUID 1  

inn TIN String  1  

ogrn Principle State 

Registration 

Number  

String   0  

ogrnip Principle State 

Registration 

Number of an 

individual 

entrepreneur 

String   0  
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kpp Tax registration 

reason code 

String   1  

first_name Head of the 

company name  

String   1  

middle_name Head of the 

company middle 

name  

String   1  

last_name Head of the 

company surname  

String   1  

org_name Company name  String   1  

is_resident Mark of a Russian 

Federation 

resident  

String  1  

Debts Data about 

company debts 

String  1  

tax_authorit

y_code 

Tax authority code  String  0  

status_code Status code String  0  

status_name Status name String  0  
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esklp_codes Codes of record 

entry to the 

Unified State 

Register of legal 

Entities 

Arrray 

of 

String 

 0  

activity_desc

ription 

Detailed 

description of 

company’s 

activities 

String  0  

chiefs Information about 

the heads of a 

company 

Arrray 

of 

Objects 

ChiefInfo 0  

language Receipt language 

code 

String  1  

registration_

federal_subj

ect_code 

Russian Federation 

subject code 

(participant’s legal 

seat code) 

String  0  

 

ChiefInfo format: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

first_name Head of the 

company name  

String   1 first_name 

middle_nam

e 

Head of the 

company middle 

name  

String   1 middle_name 

last_name Head of the 

company surname  

String   1 last_name 
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Method usage sample 

 

Request:  

GET api/v1/members/current HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

 

Getting the result:  

 

{ 

    "member": { 

  "sys_id": "13baa6c6-e26d-4013-a01f-9908fa7df7aa", 

        "inn": "7720672100", 

        "ogrn": "1025213731937", 

        "kpp": "525351001", 

        "first_name": "Dmitry", 

        "middle_name": "Dmitrievich", 

        "last_name": "Dmitriev", 

        "org_name": "JSC \"Medicine\"", 

        "is_resident": true, 

        "debts": "0", 

        "tax_authority_code": "1234", 

        "status_code": "111", 

        "status_name": "Status name", 

        "esklp_codes": ["111332344"], 

        "activity_description": "Activity description", 

        "language": "ru", 

        "registration_federal_subject_code": "17", 

        "chiefs": [ 

            { 

                "first_name": "Dmitry", 

                "middle_name": "Dmitrievich", 

                "last_name": "Dmitriev", 

            }, 

            { 

                "first_name": "Ivan", 

                "middle_name": "Ivanovich", 

                "last_name": "Ivanov", 

            } 

        ] 

    } 

} 
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6.19.2. The Change Data Method applied to the company of current user registration 
 

Endpoint: PUT <endpoint>/<version>/members/current 

Necessary access rights:    MANAGE_MEMBER 

Method parameters  

The following data serves as input information:  

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality* Comments 

language Receipt language 

code 

String ^[a-z]{2}$ 0  

registration_f

ederal_subjec

t_code 

Russian 

Federation 

subject code 

(participant’s 

legal seat code) 

String ^[0-9]{2}$ 0   

* - at least one field must be filled in 

Method usage sample 

 

Request:  

PUT api/v1/members/current HTTP/1.1 

Host: api.sb.mdlp.crpt.ru 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: token 13b5b046-0cd7-4e1c-8409-da9541986d1c 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

{ 

  "language": "ru", 

  "registration_federal_subject_code": "17" 

} 

 

6.20. Getting information from the customs controlled area register 
 
6.20.1. Filtering by the register 

 
Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/reestr/customs_points/filter 
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Necessary access rights: authorized participant  

Method parameters  

The following data serves as input information:  

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

filter Circulation 

entities’ filter 

Object CustomPointsFi

lter 

1  

start_from First record index  Number  1   

count Maximum 

number  of 

records 

Number  1  

 

CustomPointsFilter data structure 

Tag name in the 

JSON format 

Tag description JSON data 

type 

Constraints Cardinal

ity 

Comments 

id Product location ID 

in the customs 

controlled area 

String SysID 0  

inn TIN belonging to  

the owner of a 

temporary storage 

warehouse/ 

customs storage 

warehouse or to 

AEO  

String  0  

regNum Number of the 

certificate 

confirming the 

inclusion in the 

String  0  
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Russian Federal 

Customs Service 

register 

warehouseType Warehouse type String  0  

customCode Customs authority 

code  

String  0  

 

Output information 

Output information contains the following: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

entries Register records Array of 

objects 

CustomPointsI

nfoEntry 

1   

 

CustomPointsInfoEntry format: 

Tag name in the 

JSON format 

Tag description JSON 

data type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

id Product location ID in the 

customs controlled area 

String SysID 1  

inn TIN belonging to  the owner 

of a temporary storage 

warehouse/ customs storage 

warehouse or to AEO  

String  0  

orgName Name belonging to the 

owner of a temporary 

storage warehouse/ customs 

String  0  
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storage warehouse or to 

AEO 

regNum Number of the certificate 

confirming the inclusion in 

the Russian Federal Customs 

Service register 

String  0  

warehouseAddress String representation of  a 

temporary storage 

warehouse/ customs storage 

warehouse or AEO address 

String  0  

customCode Customs authority code  String  0  

customName Customs authority name  String  0  

warehouseType Warehouse type String  0  

 

Method usage sample 

 

Request:  

POST api/v1/reestr/customs_points/filter HTTP/1.1 

Content-Type: application/json;charset=UTF-8 

Authorization: token 7d62aca0-9205-4f32-9cbf-1314ddc44daf 

Host: <hostname> 

 

{ 

 "start_from" : 0, 

 "count" : 10, 

 "filter" : { 

  "id": "5e078f9c-1c80-40d2-33d9-f9d817e12e14" 

  } 

} 

Getting the result:  

 

{ 

    "total": 1, 

    "entries": [ 

        { 
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            "id": "5e078f9c-1c80-40d2-33d9-f9d817e12e14", 

            "inn": "1111111110", 

            "orgName": "JSC \"AKRIKHIN\"", 

            "regNum": "10000/0034Е", 

            "warehouseAddress": "The address can’t be identified in 

the FIAS database", 

            "customCode": "", 

 

            "customName": "", 

            "warehouseType": "AEO" 

        } 

} 

  

6.21. Getting information from the register of emission registrars  
 

6.21.1. Filtering by the register of emission registrars  
 

Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/reestr/registration-devices/emission/filter 

Necessary access rights (any from): REESTR_ALL, REESTR_REGISTRATION_DEVICES 

Method parameters  

The following data serves as input information:  

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

filter Filter of emission 

registrars 

Object EmissionDevice

Filter 

1  

start_from First record index  Number  1   

count Maximum 

number  of 

records 

Number  1  

 

EmissionDeviceFilter data structure 
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Tag name in the 

JSON format 

Tag description JSON data 

type 

Constraints Cardinal

ity 

Comments 

device_id Device ID String DeviceId 0  

provision_start

_date 

Provisioning date, 

the start of filtering 

String Date 0  

provision_end_

date 

Provisioning date, 

the end of filtering 

String Date 0  

placement_typ

e 

Placement type Number  0 0 - by the point of 

use 

1 - operator DPC 

2 - by activity 

location address 

status Status Number  0 0 - active 

1 - inactive 

 

Output information 

Output information contains the following: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

entries Register records Array of 

objects 

EmissionDevic

eInfoEntry 

1   

 

EmissionDeviceInfoEntry format: 
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Tag name in the 

JSON format 

Tag description JSON 

data type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

device_id Device ID String DeviceId   

serial_number Device serial 

(individual) number 

String    

device_name Device name (model) String    

placement_type Placement type Number   0 - by the 

point of use  

1 - operator 

DPC 

2 - by activity 

location 

address 

houseguid Device address (FIAS 

code) 

String GUID   

device_address Text representation of 

device address 

String    

usage_type Usage type Number   0 - basic 

1 – back-up 

provision_date Provisioning date Date    

contract_info Agreement information DeviceCo

ntractInfo

Entry 

   

status Status(active/inactive) Number   0 - active 

1 - inactive 
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Method usage sample 

 

Request:  

POST api/v1/reestr/registration-devices/emission/filter HTTP/1.1 

Content-Type: application/json;charset=UTF-8 

Authorization: token 7d62aca0-9205-4f32-9cbf-1314ddc44daf 

Host: <hostname> 

 

{ 

 “start_from” : 0, 

 “count” : 10, 

 “filter” : { 

  “device_id”: “0000000099990033”, 

         “provision_start_date”: “2019-04-07”, 

         “provision_end_date”: “2019-05-08” 

  } 

} 

 

Getting the result:  

 

{ 

    “total”: 1, 

    “entries”: [ 

        { 

            “device_id”: “0000000099990033”, 

            “serial_number”: “76EA00000077”, 

            “device_name”: “ASUS A620A”, 

            “placement_type”: 0, 

            “houseguid”: “005a1430-09fc-44c1-801c-7d71c18627b5”, 

            “device_address”: “Moscow city, Malaya Bolshaya st”, 

            “usage_type”: 0, 

            “provision_date”: “2019-04-10”, 

            “contract_info”: { 

                “doc_num”: “ABC12345”, 

                “doc_date”: “2019-04-10” 

            }, 

            “status”: 0 

        } 

} 

 

 
 6.21.2. Filtering by the register of disposal registrars 

 
Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/reestr/registration-devices/withdrawal/filter 
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Necessary access rights (any from): REESTR_ALL, REESTR_REGISTRATION_DEVICES 

Method parameters  

The following data serves as input information:  

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

filter Filter of emission 

registrars 

Object WithdrawalDev

iceFilter 

1  

start_from First record index  Number  1   

count Maximum 

number  of 

records 

Number  1  

 

WithdrawalDeviceFilter data structure 

Tag name in the 

JSON format 

Tag description JSON data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

device_id Device ID String DeviceId 0  

provision_start

_date 

Provisioning date, 

the start of filtering 

String Date 0  

provision_end_

date 

Provisioning date, 

the end of filtering 

String Date 0  
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branch_id Activity location ID 

according to the 

license 

String BranchID 0  

placement_typ

e 

Placement type Number   0 - by the point of 

use  

1 - operator DPC 

2 - by activity 

location address 

status Status Number  0 0 - active 

1 - inactive 

Output information 

Output information contains the following: 

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

entries Register records Array of 

objects 

WithdrawalDe

viceInfoEntry 

1   

 

WithdrawalDeviceInfoEntry format: 

Tag name in the 

JSON format 

Tag description JSON 

data type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

device_id Device ID String DeviceId   

serial_number Device serial 

(individual) number 

String    

device_name Device name (model) String    
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branch_id Activity location ID 

according to the license 

String BranchID   

provision_date Provisioning date Date    

contract_info Agreement information DeviceCo

ntractInfo

Entry 

   

placement_type Placement type Number   0 - by the 

point of use  

1 - operator 

DPC 

2 - by activity 

location 

address 

status Status (active/inactive)  Number   0 - active 

1 - inactive 

Method usage sample 

 

Request:  

POST api/v1/reestr/registration-devices/withdrawal/filter HTTP/1.1 

Content-Type: application/json;charset=UTF-8 

Authorization: token 7d62aca0-9205-4f32-9cbf-1314ddc44daf 

Host: <hostname> 

 

{ 

 “start_from” : 0, 

 “count” : 10, 

 “filter” : { 

  “device_id”: “0000000099990033”, 

         “provision_start_date”: “2019-04-07”, 

         “provision_end_date”: “2019-05-08”, 

         “placement_type”: 1 

  } 

} 

 

Getting the result:  
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{ 

    “total”: 1, 

    “entries”: [ 

        { 

            “device_id”: “0000000099990033”, 

            “serial_number”: “76EA00000077”, 

            “device_name”: “ASUS A620A”, 

            "branch_id": "00000000000464", 

            “provision_date”: “2019-04-10”, 

            “contract_info”: { 

                “doc_num”: “ABC12345”, 

                “doc_date”: “2019-04-10” 

            }, 

            “status”: 0, 

            “placement_type”: 1 

        } 

} 

 

6.22. Getting information from the virtual warehouse register 
 
 6.22.1. Filtering by the virtual warehouse register 

 
Endpoint: POST <endpoint>/<version>/reestr/virtual-storage/filter 

Necessary access rights (any from): REESTR_ALL, REESTR_VIRTUAL_STORAGE 

 

Method parameters  

The following data serves as input information:  

Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

filter Filter of the 

virtual warehouse 

register  

Object VirtualStorageF

ilter 

1  

start_from First record index  Number  1   

count Maximum 

number  of 

records 

Number  1  
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VirtualStorageFilter data structure 

Tag name in the 

JSON format 

Tag description JSON data 

type 

Constraints Cardinal

ity 

Comments 

storage_id Activity 

location/storage 

location ID 

String BranchID 1  

start_date Start of a selected 

period 

String Date 0  

end_date End of a selected 

period 

String Date 0  

gtin GTIN String GTIN 0  

prod_sell_name Medical product 

trade name 

String ^\w{3,200}$ 0  

prod_name International 

nonproprietary 

name or generic 

name, or chemical 

name 

String ^\w{3,200}$ 0  

reg_holder Registration 

certificate holder 

name 

String ^\w{3,200}$ 0  

 

Output information 

Output information contains the following: 
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Tag name in 

the JSON 

format 

Tag description JSON 

data 

type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

total Total number of 

records by 

request 

Number  1  

entries Register records Array of 

objects 

VirtualStorage

Entry 

1  

 

VirtualStorageEntry format: 

Tag name in the 

JSON format 

Tag description JSON 

data type 

Constraints Cardinality Comments 

gtin GTIN String  1  

storage_id Activity location/storage 

location ID 

String  1  

prod_sell_name Medical product trade name String  1  

prod_name International nonproprietary 

name or generic name, or 

chemical name 

String  1  

reg_holder Registration certificate 

holder name 

String  1  

total_income Total income, units Number  1  

total_outcome Total outcome, units Number  1  

retail_sale Retail sales (outcome), units Number  1  
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discount_sale Provision on preferential 

terms (outcome), units 

Number  1  

medical_use Medical use (outcome), 

units  

Number  1  

wholesale Wholesale sales (outcome), 

units 

Number  1  

other Others (outcome), units Number  1  

production Manufacturing (income), 

units 

Number  1  

purchase_in_russia Purchase in the Russian 

Federation (income), units 

Number  1  

import Import (income), units Number  1  

opening_balance Opening balance, units Number  1  

ending_balance Ending balance, units Number  1  

 

Method usage sample 

 

Request:  

POST api/v1/reestr/virtual-storage/filter HTTP/1.1 

Content-Type: application/json;charset=UTF-8 

Authorization: token 7d62aca0-9205-4f32-9cbf-1314ddc44daf 

Host: <hostname> 

 

{ 

 "start_from" : 0, 

 "count" : 10, 

 "filter" : { 

  "storage_id": "00000000000551" 

  } 

} 
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Getting the result:  

{ 

    “total”: 1, 

    “entries”: [ 

        { 

      "gtin": "04607143560390", 

"storage_id": "00000000000551",         

      "prod_sell_name": "Trade name example", 

      "prod_name": «Trademark of a market-ready product», 

      "reg_holder": "The name of an enterprise/organization that has 

the right to hold a registration certificate", 

      "total_income": 0, 

      "total_outcome": 0, 

      "retail_sale": 0, 

      "discount_sale": 0, 

      "medical_use": 0, 

      "wholesale": 0, 

      "other": 0, 

      "production": 0, 

      "purchase_in_russia": 0, 

      "import": 0, 

      "opening_balance": 47109, 

      "ending_balance": 47109 

} 

] 

} 

 

7.  Authorization examples applied to test participants 
 

Note: To work in API it’s necessary to register users with the help of test users described below. 

 

7.1. Test data of resident participant №1 
 
The user of test participant resident 1 (username/password): starter_resident_1 / password 

{ 

    "member": { 

        "sys_id": "9dedee17-e43a-47f1-910e-3a88ff6bc81b", 

        "inn": "7720672100", 

        "ogrn": "1034004204959", 

        "kpp": "402501001;", 

        "first_name": "Ivan", 

        "middle_name": "Alekseevich", 

        "last_name": "Aptechny1", 

        "org_name": "Aptechny1", 

        "is_resident": true, 
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        "debts": "0", 

        "chiefs": [] 

    } 

} 

 

Activity locations 

{ 

    "total": 1, 

    "entries": [ 

        { 

            "id": "00000000100930", 

            "federal_subject_code": "45000000", 

            "federal_subject_name": "Moscow", 

            "org_name": "Aptechny1", 

            "address": { 

                "aoguid": "00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000", 

                "houseguid": "986f2934-be05-438f-a30e-c15b90e15dbc", 

                "address_description": "Moscow city, Shchipok st, house  9/26, building 3" 

            }, 

            "work_list": [ 

                "Manufacturing, storage and sales of medical products" 

            ] 

        } 

    ] 

} 

 

Storage locations 

{ 

    "total": 1, 

    "entries": [ 

        { 

            "id": "00000000100931", 

            "federal_subject_code": "45000000", 

            "federal_subject_name": "Moscow", 

            "address": { 

                "aoguid": "00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000", 

                "houseguid": "986f2934-be05-438f-a30e-c15b90e15dbc", 

                "address_description": "Moscow city, Shchipok st, house  9/26, building 3" 

            }, 

            "inn": "7720672100", 

            "org_name": "Aptechny1", 

            "work_list": [ 

                "Manufacturing, storage and sales of medical products" 
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            ], 

            "warehouse_org_inn": "7720672100", 

            "warehouse_org_name": "Aptechny1" 

        } 

    ] 

} 

 

Medical product of test participant №1 

 

{ 

    "total": 1, 

    "entries": [ 

        { 

            "gtin": "04607028394287", 

            "reg_status": "Valid", 

            "reg_number": "Medical product-003403", 

            "reg_date": "2015-12-31T00:00:00Z", 

            "prod_desc_label": "Gertikad®", 

            "type_form": "VIAL", 

            "prod_pack_1_name": "VIAL", 

            "prod_pack_1_ed": "0", 

            "prod_pack1_ed_name": "NOT STATED", 

            "packer_address": "143422, Moscow region, Krasnogorsky district, village settlement Petrovo-

Dalnee", 

            "min_zdrav": true, 

            "gs1": true, 

            "pack_1": [ 

                { 

                    "PACK_1_NAME": "CJSC BIOCAD" 

                } 

            ], 

            "pack_2_3": [ 

                { 

                    "COUNTRY_PACK_2_3": "Russia", 

                    "PACK_2_3_NAME": "CJSC BIOCAD" 

                } 

            ], 

            "QA": [ 

                { 

                    "QA_COUNTRY": "Russia", 

                    "QA_NAME": "CJSC BIOCAD" 

                } 

            ], 

            "prod_form_name": " LYOPHILISATE FOR SOLUTION FOR INFUSION”  
  

        } 
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    ] 

} 

 

7.2. Authorization example for  test participant №1 

 
/auth 

{ 

    "client_id":    "01db16f2-9a4e-4d9f-b5e8-c68f12566fd5", 

    "client_secret":"9199fe04-42c3-4e81-83b5-120eb5f129f2", 

    "user_id":"starter_resident_1", 

    "auth_type":"PASSWORD" 

} 

In the method response there will be a code parameter necessary for the next step of authorization. 

client_id and client_secret are received as a result of accounting system registration for this participant. 

/token 

{ 

    "code" : "7386a68f-c1e5-42c6-8ed5-5b933017c66c", 

    "password" : "password" 

} 

 
code - is taken from /auth response 
 

 
7.3. Test data of resident participant №2 

 
The user of test participant resident 1 (username/password): starter_resident_2 / password 

{ 

    "member": { 

        "sys_id": "6f6fa779-b637-4234-9117-8ac4c1a9a81c", 

        "inn": "7826043900", 

        "ogrn": "1149102018361", 

        "kpp": "910201001", 

        "first_name": "Petr", 

        "middle_name": "Petrovich", 

        "last_name": "Ivanov", 

        "org_name": "Petrovich", 

        "is_resident": true, 

        "debts": "0", 

        "chiefs": [] 

    } 

} 

 

Activity locations  
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{ 

    "total": 1, 

    "entries": [ 

        { 

            "id": "00000000100928", 

            "federal_subject_code": "45000000", 

            "federal_subject_name": "Moscow", 

            "org_name": "Petrovich", 

            "address": { 

                "aoguid": "00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000", 

                "houseguid": "986f2934-be05-438f-a30e-c15b90e15dbc", 

                "address_description": "Moscow city, Shchipok st, house  9/26, building 3" 

            }, 

            "work_list": [ 

                "Manufacturing, storage and sales of medical products" 

            ] 

        } 

    ] 

} 

 

Storage locations 

{ 

    "total": 1, 

    "entries": [ 

        { 

            "id": "00000000100929", 

            "federal_subject_code": "45000000", 

            "federal_subject_name": "Moscow", 

            "address": { 

                "aoguid": "00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000", 

                "houseguid": "986f2934-be05-438f-a30e-c15b90e15dbc", 

                "address_description": "Moscow city, Shchipok st, house 9/26, building 3" 

            }, 

            "inn": "7826043900", 

            "org_name": "Petrovich", 

            "work_list": [ 

                "Manufacturing, storage and sales of medical products" 

            ], 

            "warehouse_org_inn": "7826043900", 

            "warehouse_org_name": "Petrovich" 

        } 

    ] 

} 

 

Medical product of test participant №2 
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{ 

    "total": 1, 

    "entries": [ 

        { 

            "gtin": "04620027300035", 

            "reg_status": "Valid", 

            "reg_number": "TEST-006593/08", 

            "reg_date": "2008-08-14T00:00:00Z", 

            "prod_desc_label": "Trade name example", 

            "type_form": "BLISTER PACKAGING", 

            "prod_pack_1_name": "BLISTER PACKAGING", 

            "prod_pack_1_ed": "0", 

            "prod_pack1_ed_name": "NOT STATED", 

            "packer_address": "Moscow city, Shchipok st, house  9/26, building 3", 

            "min_zdrav": true, 

            "gs1": true, 

            "pack_1": [ 

                { 

                    "PACK_1_NAME": "JSC Biofarm UFP TEST" 

                } 

            ], 

            "pack_2_3": [ 

                { 

                    "COUNTRY_PACK_2_3": "Russia", 

                    "PACK_2_3_NAME": "JSC Biofarm UFP TEST" 

                } 

            ], 

            "QA": [ 

                { 

                    "QA_COUNTRY": "Russia", 

                    "QA_NAME": "JSC Biofarm UFP TEST" 

                } 

            ], 

            "prod_form_name": "CAPSULES" 

        } 

    ] 

} 

 

 

7.4. Authorization example for test participant №2 

 

/auth 

{ 

    "client_id":    "c9c307fd-dcb0-4505-8178-13ba2f362339", 
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    "client_secret":"4d3a2f91-992f-4604-a8a1-71378a1eb75e", 

    "user_id":"starter_resident_2", 

    "auth_type":"PASSWORD" 

} 

In the method response there will be a code parameter necessary for the next step of authorization. 

client_id and client_secret are received as a result of accounting systemregistration for this participant. 

 

/token 

{ 

    "code" : "51f6c284-b4b6-4a29-a230-2ea54e84023e", 

    "password" : "password" 

} 

 
code – is taken from /auth response  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

8. FAQ 
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Question:  what is an accounting system required for? 

Answer: an accounting system is used only for user authorization in API(getting authorization token). 

Each accounting system is attached only to one participant (one company) with a particular sys_id 

(identifier of a pharmaceutical circulation  entity in IS “Marking of Goods”). One company may register 

in API several accounting systems; using their tags it’s possible to authorize users. Currently a registered 

accounting system doesn’t perdorm any additional functions and it is not connected with participant’s 

users. It is not used in filtering the list of outgoing/incoming documents; it is not used in filtering applied 

to user search, groups of rights, other accounting systems – the only search filter criterion is sys_id of a 

registered user whose authorization token is used in requests. 

Question:  can you give an example of a code in X language, on platform Y, how to call the Z method? 

Answer:  no, we don’t give such examples. 

Question: what data should I use to get an access to API testbed? 

Answer: the data for connection is referred to in API documentation. While using test users’ accounts it 

is recommended to create accounts for your users and accounting systems. 

Question: how to get an access to GS1 reference? 

Answer:  GS1 is a private (commercial) register, it is not provided for in public API. All the requests to 

this register must be processed separately by accounting systems’ developers. 

Question: can you give an example of using the method “4.7.Getting the list of outgoing documents”? 

What is it required for? What if we’ve accidentally lost all the documents? Then one more question – 

how long is the information about outgoing documents stored? 

Answer: this method can be used for viewing the history of sent documents.  The information about 

sent documents is stored permanently; it is never removed. 

Question: the question regarding the method “4.8. Getting the list of incoming documents”.  After 

handling a document (using “4.10. Getting a document by ID” method) – we won’t see it again in this 

list, right? If yes, when exactly is a document marked as “read”? Does it happen immediately after 

calling method 4.10.? 

  

Answer: a document is never marked as “read”. If there is an incoming document for this participant, 

you’ll always see it in the list of incoming documents. 

Question: a question regarding the method “4.8. Getting the list of incoming documents”. There is a 

comment in the description of input information: “Request result – incoming documents are sorted by 

date (except for documents by scheme 200)”. If we understand it right, the document by scheme 201 is 

also a receipt. Will this document be available in the list while calling the method “4.8. Getting the list of 

incoming documents”? Or will it be available while calling the method “4.11. Getting the list of 

documents by request ID”? 

Answer: the documents by schemes 200, 201, 211 are not on the list of incoming documents. You can 

get them using the method “Getting the list of documents by request ID”. 
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Question: a question regarding the method “4.8. Getting the list of incoming documents”. 

Is it possible to handle all the documents that are going to return in a response letter? Or do we need to 

check anything else? Maybe, status? If yes, how does it work? 

Answer: this method returns information regarding all incoming documents, except for 200, 201 and 

211. 

Question: a question regarding the method  “4.11. Getting the list of documents by request ID” 

Do we understand it right that a standard response includes the following: a) information about a sent 

document; b) information about a sent document + this document receipt? Or other options are 

possible as well? E.g. will the response to 210-query_kiz_info request be available in the response while 

calling this method? Or will be available as an incoming document? 

Answer: the information regarding a sent document will return without a receipt. The response to 

request 210 will be available as well. A receipt can be received using another method, its description will 

appear in the documentation in the nearest future. 

Question: we would like to coordinate the actions of our system in case we don’t receive anything after 

sending a document. Two options are possible here: the document isn’t accepted from API side and the 

document is accepted but we haven’t received a response (document_id). Can we call the method 4.11 

again after timeout in order to make sure that the document hasn’t really been accepted and if it’s 

empty there, be sure that the document hasn’t been accepted from API side? If yes, how long should 

the timeout be considering the performance of a production system? 

Answer:  yes, this method can be used for checking if the document was received.  It should be enough 

to have a 30 min timeout. 

Question: are we going to get an error in case of sending a document with a repeated request_id? 

Answer: yes, an error will return. The request_id uniqueness is monitored. 

Question: is it checked while calling the method “4.4. Completion of document sending” whether the 

resulting hash is identical with the one that has been initially sent? If yes, is there a typed error for such 

a case? If no – when exactly is the monitoring conducted? 

Answer: yes, monitoring of the checksum is carried out, but an error in case of mismatching is not going 

to be a typed one. 

Question: judging by the test data at the end of API description, it’s possible to login to the testbed only 

using a password (test_non_resident). Is it necessary to connect to a sandbox in case of checking 

resident authorization? 

Answer: using the test account test_non_resident, you can create your users for familiarizing yourself 

with API. It is recommended to connect to a “Sandbox” only after familiarizing yourself with API with the 

help of a big amount of methods on a testbed. 

Question: how is the system going to respond to authorization retry already after receiving a token?  

Answer: in case of resending a request to token with the same code the system is going to return an 

error. 
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Question: is there any recommended way of testing API connection and general performance? E.g. is it 

possible to use the method of setting the maximum message size for this purpose? 

Answer: there is no commom way for this. The method can be used as a simple test of API accessibility 

however API accessibility doesn’t guarantee system operativity in general as there are many other 

information systems implemented in it. 

Question: if we login as a non-resident, will the system allow us to send signed requests? 

Answer: users of a participant-non-resident login using a username/password, that’s why they can send 

only unsigned documents. 

Question: should the script of “Completion of document sending” be performed after sending a large 

document? Or after sending any documents?   

Answer: completion of document sending is only for large documents. The sequence of calls is 

presented in the Figure below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The sequence of API calls for uploading a document 
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Question:  what is considered to be the size of a small document: the size of any document, of a 

document in base64, of the whole request in JSON format which contains a signature, a document in 

base64 and request_id or something else? 

Answer: the size is the whole request in JSON format: a document, a signature in base64 etc. 

Sending a request 
POST <endpoint>/<version>/documents/send_large 

Uploading 

PUTWebDAV link 

There must be used the link received as a result of 

send_large 

 

Canceling sending (before calling send_finished) 

POST <endpoint>/<version>/documents/cancel 

Completion of sending 

POST<endpoint>/<version>/documents/send_finished 

Sending a document 

POST <endpoint>/<version>/documents/send 

Getting a document status 

GET <endpoint>/<version>/documents/request/{request_d} 

Getting a document 

GET <endpoint>/<version>/documents/download/{docId} 
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Question: is it possible to cancel sending of large documents only? Or of any documents? Are there any 

time constraints; when is it possible to cancel the sending (before sending was completed, at any time 

or somehow else)? 

Answer: cancelling is possible for large documents only before sending send_finished. 

Question: speaking about the method of uploading a large document "PUT 

<endpoint>/webdav/upload/{doc_id}/{doc_id}",  is it always possible to use the link value (received 

earlier) as an address instead of "<endpoint>/webdav/upload/{doc_id}/{doc_id}"?  

Answer: you always need to use the received value of the link; the link becomes invalid in 2 hours. 

Question: is it necessary to have a client certificate for TLS-connection setup? 

Answer: the client certificate is not required. It’s necessary to have trusted certificates; to install a root 

certificate from the website CryptoPro. 

Question: is it possible to send data of different clients using one TLS-connection? 

Answer: it’s possible. 

Question: is it possible to use certified software without hardware tokens? 

Answer: it’s possible. 

Question: how long time is an outdated API method available? 

Answer: for 6 months since getting the mark “outdated”. 

Question: while sending a document an error was received: “Not all Group code are registered”. What’s 

the reason? 

Answer: the most probable reason is that GTIN indicated in the request has not been registered. 

Question: after successful authorization a participant-resident gets a response with the code 301 to 

each method called by HTTPS. What could be the reason? 

Answer: after successful authorization further interaction should be carried out by TLS.  In the response 

with the code 301 there is a link that must be used for a call. 

Question: we tried to get a receipt by the link that we’d already used once, the request failed. Is the link 

invalid? 

Answer: yes, link lifetime is 2 hours. It’s also possible to get a link every time just before the 

downloading. 

Question: how to determine that a document is processed by the system? 

Answer: the document processed by the system has the status PROCESSED_DOCUMENT or 

FAILED_RESULT_READY. It’s important to bear in mind that the status PROCESSED_DOCUMENT doesn’t 

mean that the document has been successfully processed and is now accepted. It’s possible to learn this 

information only from a receipt. In case of an error the receipt will contain information about this error. 
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Question: which HTTP codes are going to return in the following cases: 

- wrong authentication data (user_id, client_id, client_secret) was transmitted to the method of 

authentication 

- a wrong authentication code/password/signature was transmitted to the method of getting a 

session key (token) 

- authentication code/token has expired? 

Answer: the code 401 is going to return in all the cases mentioned above. 

 
 

 


